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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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Learning and memory, i.e., the ability to retain and recall information, are fundamental 
properties of the brain and essential for our survival and that of all animal species. However, 
not all our experiences are equally well remembered. Stressful or emotionally arousing life 
events are typically remembered longer and more vividly than emotionally neutral events 
(McGaugh, 2003). Such better memory for emotionally arousing events is a highly adaptive 
phenomenon, which helps us to remember both dangerous and favorable situations 
(McGaugh, 2003). However, highly intense or traumatic experiences or maladaptive 
processing of emotionally arousing information can, under certain conditions, also lead to 
undesirable long-term consequences such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other 
stress-related memory disorders (Pitman, 1989; Yehuda and LeDoux, 2007). 
 A wealth of evidence from both animal and human studies has indicated that the 
amygdala is critically involved in mediating the facilitating effects of emotional arousal on 
memory (McGaugh, 2003; van Stegeren et al., 2005; Rasch et al., 2009b; McGaugh, 2013). 
During an emotionally arousing episode, stress hormones, neuropeptides and several 
stress-activated neurotransmitters are released in the brain and throughout the body 
(Joëls and Baram, 2009), and they enhance the consolidation of memory for emotionally 
arousing experiences through coordinated actions involving the amygdala (McGaugh, 2000; 
Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013). Such amygdala activation subsequently 
regulates synaptic plasticity and information storage processes via its efferent projections to 
other brain regions (McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). The 
amygdala is able to modulate the consolidation of many different types of training experiences, 
which depend on different memory systems (Introini-Collison et al., 1991; LaLumiere et al., 
2003; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). Most studies in animals and humans examining the 
memory-modulatory influences of the amygdala have mainly focused on how the amygdala 
interacts with the hippocampus in influencing the consolidation of spatial/contextual and/
or declarative forms of memory (Richardson et al., 2004; Bass et al., 2014; Bass and Manns, 
2015; Atucha et al., 2017). 
 The aim of this thesis is to investigate interactions of the amygdala with the insular 
cortex (IC). Animal studies have shown that the IC is essentially involved in different aspects 
of recognition memory (Escobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 
2005). Furthermore, human neuroimaging studies have indicated that the IC is activated 
by emotional arousal as well as during the encoding and recall of a broad spectrum of 
emotionally salient learning tasks (Buchel et al., 1998; Alvarez et al., 2008; Marschner et 
al., 2008; Craig, 2009; King et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009b; Menon and Uddin, 2010; Murty 
et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011). However, little is known concerning the neurobiological 
mechanisms of how amygdala activity regulates information storage processes within the IC. 
 In the following sections of this Chapter, I will define the key concepts discussed in this 
thesis. First, I will introduce the major stress hormone systems and how they can enhance 
consolidation processes. Second, the ‘memory modulation’ theory of amygdala function will 
be explained. Third, the role of the amygdala and its interactions with other brain regions in 
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enhancing memory of different types of training experiences will be discussed. In the last 
section, I will present the scope of this thesis and an outline of the different experiments 
examining amygdala interactions with the IC on recognition memory.
1. STRESS HORMONE EFFECTS ON MEMORY
A stressful situation induces a wide spectrum of physiological changes in our body, such as 
increases in heart rate and blood pressure, sweating and pupil dilation. Within the brain, 
a distributed neuronal network determines what is threatening and then regulates the 
physiological and behavioral responses to such an external stimulus (McEwen, 2007). There 
are two major stress-response systems: the autonomic nervous system and the hypothalamo-
pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis. Activation of the autonomic nervous system leads to 
the rapid release of catecholamines, such as epinephrine and norepinephrine, from the 
adrenal medulla and sympathetic nerve endings, whereas activation of the HPA axis induces 
a delayed, but longer lasting, release of glucocorticoid hormones from the adrenal cortex. 
These released hormones are circulating within the bloodstream and can reach every 
peripheral organ, and also have effects on the brain. Together, these stress hormones allow 
the coordination of brain and bodily functions that are geared towards immediate coping 
with stress (such as the fight-flight response), the recovery from the stressful experience as 
well as long-term adaptation, including changes in learning and memory (McEwen, 2007). 
1.1. Epinephrine
Activation of the autonomic nervous system leads to the release of catecholamines, such as 
epinephrine from the adrenal medulla and norepinephrine from presynaptic nerve terminals 
(Ulrich-Lai and Herman, 2009). Catecholamines enable the ‘fight-flight’ response by inducing 
peripheral effects, e.g., an increase in heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and energy 
metabolism (McEwen, 2007). However, epinephrine and norepinephrine also have indirect 
effects on the brain, including a strengthening of memory consolidation processes (Introini-
Collison and Baratti, 1992; Liang et al., 1995; Joëls and Baram, 2009). As epinephrine does not 
readily cross the blood-brain barrier (Weil-Malherbe et al., 1959), its effects on brain function 
are initiated, at least in part, by activation of β-adrenoceptors located on vagal afferents that 
innervate the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) in the brain stem (Schreurs et al., 1986). The 
NTS sends noradrenergic projections directly and indirectly, via the locus coeruleus (LC), to 
forebrain regions including the amygdala (Ricardo and Koh, 1978; Williams and McGaugh, 
1993). Thus, the NTS appears to be an interface between peripheral adrenergic activation 
and brain processes regulating neural plasticity and memory consolidation. 
 Epinephrine and norepinephrine, released during and immediately after emotionally 
arousing stimulation, modulate memory consolidation (see Box 1) in a dose- and time-
dependent manner (de Kloet et al., 1999; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Joëls  and Baram, 
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2009). Memory traces are initially fragile after training and become consolidated over time 
(McGaugh, 2000). An early study showed that systemic administration of epinephrine given 
to rats immediately after an inhibitory avoidance training experience enhanced memory of 
that training experience, but that an epinephrine injection 2 h later was ineffective (Gold 
and Van Buskirk, 1975). Thus, memory consolidation can be influenced during a critical 
time window by manipulating stress hormone levels (McGaugh, 1966, 2000; Joëls et al., 
2011). Moreover, human studies indicated that intravenous administration of epinephrine 
enhances memory consolidation by interacting with the degree of arousal at initial encoding 
(Cahill and Alkire, 2003). It is now well established that the epinephrine effects on memory 
consolidation depend on increases in norepinephrine levels in the brain. For example, in vivo 
microdialysis studies have shown that systemic epinephrine administration to rats increases 
norepinephrine levels within the amygdala (Williams et al., 1998). Furthermore, blockade 
of this norepinephrine effect with central administration of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol prevents the enhancing effect of systemic epinephrine administration on 
memory (Liang et al., 1986). During less stressful training (that does not induce an increase 
in peripheral catecholamine levels), emotional arousal leads to a more selective activation of 
catecholamine-containing cells within the LC with the subsequent release of norepinephrine 
throughout the brain. This norepinephrine increases attention and vigilance and also an 
enhancement of memory (Harley, 1987; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). Findings have shown 
that both highly arousing training experiences (such as inhibitory avoidance training) and less 
arousing object recognition training induce the release of norepinephrine within the brain 
(Quirarte et al., 1998; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; McIntyre et al., 2002; Roozendaal et al., 
2006; Nirogi et al., 2012). Direct administration of norepinephrine or β-adrenoceptor agonists 
into the amygdala or several other brain regions, such as the hippocampus or prefrontal 
cortex, after training is known to strengthen the consolidation of long-term memory of such 
different training experience (Liang et al., 1986; Liang et al., 1990; Ferry and McGaugh, 1999). 
1.2. Glucocorticoids
Activation of the HPA axis triggers a cascade of events that induces the release of glucocorticoid 
hormones from the adrenal cortex. In this process, corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) and 
vasopressin (AVP) are released by the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) into the portal system. 
CRF induces the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the anterior pituitary 
gland and subsequently stimulates the release of glucocorticoids from the adrenal cortex into 
the bloodstream (Axelrod and Reisine, 1984; Ulrich-Lai and Herman, 2009). In the periphery, 
glucocorticoids exert immunosuppressive actions and increase blood glucose levels, which 
affect metabolic processes (Wajchenberg et al., 1984; Sapolsky et al., 2000; Kuo et al., 2015). 
Glucocorticoids are highly lipophilic and, thus, readily enter the brain whether they bind to 
mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs) and glucocorticoid receptors (GRs). MRs have a high affinity 
for glucocorticoids, whereas GRs have a 10-fold lower affinity and become occupied only by 
higher levels of corticosterone and cortisol. GRs become progressively activated during stress 
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and circadian-induced increases in the frequency and amplitude of glucocorticoid secretory 
bursts (Reul et al., 1990; de Kloet et al., 2005). 
Box 1: Memory Consolidation
Memory consolidation is the process by which initially labile memories become stabilized 
over time (McGaugh, 2000). Memory consolidation can be divided into two phases 
according to the molecular perspective: short-term memory and long-term memory. 
Short-term memory is the capacity for holding, but not manipulating, a small amount 
of information in mind in an active, readily available state for a short period of time. 
Moreover, short-term memory does not require protein synthesis, but rather second 
messenger-mediated covalent modifications, such as phosphorylation, of previously 
synthesized proteins (Schwartz et al., 1971; Kandel and Schwartz, 1982). On the other 
hand, long-term memory requires protein synthesis that lasts for several hours, days or 
even a lifetime. Long-term memory can be divided into two stages. First, transcriptional 
changes induce protein synthesis critical for establishing long-lasting modifications, which 
induce structural modifications at the local network level (Emptage and Carew, 1993). 
Second, long-term memory requires systems-level processes that involve multiple brain 
regions (Winocur et al., 2010; Sutherland and Lehmann, 2011).
 Post-training injections of glucocorticoid hormones also facilitate the consolidation of 
memory of emotionally arousing experiences (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 1996; de Kloet et 
al., 1999; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Okuda et al., 2004; Sandi and Pinelo-Nava, 2007; 
Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; de Quervain et al., 2017). Furthermore, GR agonists have 
been shown to enhance memory consolidation (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 1997a, 1997b; 
Miranda et al., 2008a), and blockade of GRs, but not of MRs, shortly before or immediately 
after training impairs long-term memory (Roozendaal et al., 1996; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
1997b). Importantly, it has been shown that glucocorticoid effects on memory consolidation 
also require an interaction with emotional arousal-induced noradrenergic activation in the 
brain (Quirarte et al., 1997; Roozendaal et al., 1999; Roozendaal et al., 2002b; Okuda et al., 
2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006), and therefore particularly enhance memory of emotionally 
arousing, and not mundane, training experiences (Buchanan and Lovallo, 2001; Okuda et al., 
2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006; Schwabe et al., 2012). Glucocorticoids are known to enhance 
memory consolidation and synaptic plasticity by influencing various molecular and cellular 
processes. It has been recognized that glucocorticoids act through intracellular and intranuclear 
receptors and can affect gene transcription by direct binding of receptor homodimers to DNA 
(Datson et al., 2001). However, glucocorticoids may also have various rapid, non-genomic 
actions on neuroplasticity and memory via an interaction with a membrane-associated variant 
(or variants) of the steroid receptor (Johnson et al., 2005; Barsegyan et al., 2010; Karst et al., 
2010; Riedemann et al., 2010; Roozendaal et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011). 
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1.3. Other stress-modulatory systems
After exposure to a stressful event, several other neuromodulatory systems also become 
activated (Joëls and Baram, 2009). Shortly after a stressful event, the release of dopamine 
and serotonin is increased in specific neuronal populations (Maier and Watkins, 2005; Goto 
et al., 2007; Linthorst and Reul, 2008). A number of neuropeptides is also released by stress 
in specific neuronal populations and contribute, often by activating multiple receptors, to 
the stress response both centrally and peripherally (Swanson et al., 1983; Landgraf and 
Neumann, 2004; Koob, 2008). Neuropeptides are employed as transmitters in the complex 
intervening circuitry and set the sensitivity and gain of the stress response. For example, 
pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP) has been discovered to be a 
critical neurotransmitter mediating activation of the HPA axis and autonomic nervous system 
by stress (Mustafa, 2013). Further, CRF not only initiates HPA-axis activation via the release 
of ACTH from the pituitary but also is a putative mediator of stress responses in extra-
hypothalamic areas (Palkovits et al., 1983; Arborelius et al., 1999; Ohmura and Yoshioka, 
2009). Drugs affecting these neuromodulatory systems also influence memory consolidation 
(McGauch and Gold, 1989; McGaugh, 1989; Roozendaal et al., 2002a). Drugs and hormones 
affecting several other neurotransmitter and neuropeptide systems are also involved in 
regulating memory consolidation processes, such as opioid peptides (Messing et al., 1979; 
Introini and Baratti, 1984), γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Introini-Collison et al., 1994), 
ACTH (Gold and Van Buskirk, 1976), vasopressin (de Wied, 1984), substance P (Huston and 
Staubli, 1981; Schlesinger et al., 1986), histamine (da Silva et al., 2006), endocannabinoids 
(Campolongo et al., 2009b), cholecystokinin (Flood et al., 1987) fat-induced satiety factor 
oleoylethanolamide (OEA) (Campolongo et al., 2009a) and neuropeptide Y (Gotzsche and 
Woldbye, 2016; Reichmann and Holzer, 2016). It has been shown that the effect of many of 
these neuromodulatory systems on memory consolidation depend on functional interactions 
with noradrenergic activity. For example, administration of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol blocks the memory-enhancing effects of the opiate receptor antagonist naloxone 
(Izquierdo and Graundenz, 1980), whereas the β-adrenoceptor agonist clenbuterol blocks 
the memory impairment induced by administration of the GABAergic agonist muscimol 
(Introini-Collison et al., 1994). 
2. THE MEMORY MODULATION THEORY OF AMYGDALA FUNCTION
Findings in both animals and humans have shown that damage to the amygdala selectively 
impairs memory of emotionally arousing experiences. For example, findings in rats indicated 
that bilateral excitotoxic lesions of the amygdala disrupt inhibitory avoidance learning 
(Bermudez-Rattoni and McGaugh, 1991). Human patients with selective bilateral damage 
of the amygdala do not show the normal enhancement of memory for emotionally arousing 
material (Cahill et al., 1995; Adolphs et al., 1997). The amygdala damage, however, does not 
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impair memory of emotionally neutral information (Cahill et al., 1995), thus providing strong 
support for the view that amygdala activity mediates the enhancing effects of emotional 
arousal on memory processing (McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). More 
recent studies have shown that the basolateral amygdala (BLA), and not the central amygdala, 
critically mediates this emotional arousal effect on memory consolidation (Quirarte et al., 
1997; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 1997a; Roozendaal et al., 1999; McGaugh, 2000). 
 Microdialysis studies in rats have shown that stressful or emotionally arousing stimulation 
induces the release of norepinephrine within the amygdala (Galvez et al., 1996; Quirarte et 
al., 1998; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; McIntyre et al., 2002). Furthermore, it was shown 
that the magnitude of this norepinephrine release in the amygdala shortly after inhibitory 
avoidance training correlated positively with the strength of memory tested the next day 
(McIntyre et al., 2002). Several studies have shown that pharmacological manipulation 
of noradrenergic activity of the BLA (or amygdala complex) affects memory consolidation 
processes and critically mediates the effects of peripheral stress hormones on memory. For 
example, post-training intra-BLA infusions of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol 
blocked the effects of systemic epinephrine and glucocorticoid administration on memory 
consolidation (Liang et al., 1986; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 1996; Quirarte et al., 1997; 
Roozendaal et al., 1999) and provided the first evidence suggesting that stress hormone 
effects on memory are mediated specifically via an interaction with noradrenergic activation 
within the BLA. Many subsequent studies found that post-training infusions of norepinephrine 
or of the β-adrenoceptor agonist clenbuterol into the BLA enhance memory consolidation 
of different training experiences, including inhibitory avoidance training (LaLumiere et al., 
2003), cued fear conditioning (Hui et al., 2004), Y-maze discrimination training (McGaugh 
et al., 1988), conditioned place preference (Hsu et al., 2002; Schroeder and Packard, 2003, 
2004), radial-arm appetitive training (Packard and Chen, 1999), object-in-context recognition 
memory (Barsegyan et al., 2014), spatial memory (Packard and Teather, 1998; Almaguer 
et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2009a), change in reward magnitude (Salinas et al., 1997), 
conditioned taste aversion (Miranda et al., 2003; Miranda et al., 2008b), olfactory training 
(Kilpatrick and Cahill, 2003), extinction of contextual fear conditioning (Berlau and McGaugh, 
2006) and extinction of conditioned reward (Schroeder and Packard, 2003). 
2.1. BLA-hippocampus interactions
Thus, the BLA has a central role in mediating norepinephrine as well as peripheral stress 
hormone effects on memory consolidation for a wide variety of learning tasks. However, 
the BLA is not the locus of the enhanced memory (Packard et al., 1994; Cahill and McGaugh, 
1998). Overall, emotional arousal induces the release of norepinephrine within the BLA, and 
this BLA activation will modulate memory processes via influences on neuronal plasticity and 
information processing within its different target regions (McGaugh et al., 1996; Roozendaal et 
al., 1996; McGaugh, 2003; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013) (see Figure 1). 
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 The BLA projects both directly and indirectly to the hippocampus (Pikkarainen et al., 
1999; Petrovich et al., 2001). Packard and colleagues performed the first study suggesting 
that the BLA might interact with the hippocampus in regulating spatial memory (Packard 
et al., 1994). The authors found that the stimulant amphetamine infused into the dorsal 
hippocampus after water-maze training selectively enhanced memory for the spatial version 
of the task, whereas infusions into the caudate nucleus selectively enhanced memory of 
the visually cued version. Importantly, amphetamine infused into the amygdala enhanced 
memory of both spatial and cued training (Packard et al., 1994; Packard and Teather, 1998). 
As inactivation of the amygdala with lidocaine prior to retention testing did not block the 
enhanced memory of either kind of training, these findings support the hypothesis that 
amygdala activation enhances the consolidation of different kinds of training, but is not 
a critical storage site of the enhanced memory. The functional connections of the BLA
Figure 1 Stress-induced noradrenergic activation of the BLA is crucially involved in the consolidation 
of long-term memory and its modulatory influences on neuronal plasticity and information storage 
processes in other brain structures (adapted from McGaugh, 2000).
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and hippocampus have been confirmed by electrophysiological studies. High-frequency 
stimulation of the BLA was shown to facilitate the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) 
in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (Ikegaya et al., 1995a; Akirav and Richter-Levin, 
1999; Frey et al., 2001; Almaguer-Melian et al., 2003). Moreover, permanent lesions of the 
BLA or infusions of a β-adrenoceptor antagonist into the BLA attenuated LTP in the dentate 
gyrus (Ikegaya et al., 1994, 1995b; Ikegaya et al., 1997). The stress hormones norepinephrine 
and corticosterone both facilitate the effect of BLA stimulation on dentate gyrus LTP (Akirav 
and Richter-Levin, 2002; Vouimba et al., 2007). Human neuroimaging studies are consistent 
with the view that the BLA and hippocampus show increased functional coupling during 
the encoding of emotionally arousing material and that noradrenergic activity is critically 
involved (Richardson et al., 2004; Strange and Dolan, 2004). Furthermore, consistent with 
the memory modulation theory of amygdala function, findings indicate that the direction of 
flow of information is primarily from the BLA to the hippocampus (Fastenrath et al., 2014).
 Several other studies have suggested that the BLA and hippocampus act synergistically 
to mediate emotional arousal effects on hippocampus-dependent memories (Huff and Rudy, 
2004; Huff et al., 2005; Yang and Wang, 2017). Post-training unilateral intra-hippocampal 
infusions of the specific GR agonist RU 28362 enhance retention of inhibitory avoidance 
training, while selective ipsilateral infusions of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist atenolol into 
the BLA or lesions of the BLA block this memory enhancement (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
1997a; Roozendaal et al., 1999). Moreover, inactivation of the BLA with the GABAA receptor 
agonist muscimol attenuates the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent contextual 
fear memory (Huff and Rudy, 2004; Huff et al., 2005). A recent study demonstrated that 
optogenetic activation of BLA terminals in the ventral hippocampus synapses acutely and 
robustly increases anxiety-related behaviors, while optogenetic inhibition of BLA-ventral 
hippocampus synapses decreased such anxiety-related behaviors (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013).   
 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA by administration of the β-adrenoceptor agonist 
clenbuterol that enhances memory consolidation for the inhibitory avoidance task or a “high 
arousal” version of the object recognition task (i.e., rats were previously not habituated to the 
training context) also increased hippocampal levels of activity-regulated cytoskeletal protein 
(Arc/Arg 3.1) (McIntyre et al., 2005; McReynolds et al., 2014), an immediate-early gene, 
which plays a role in long-term plasticity and memory (Guzowski et al., 2000). On the other 
hand, posttraining intra-BLA infusions of a memory-impairing dose of the sodium channel 
blocker lidocaine reduced Arc protein levels in the hippocampus (McIntyre et al., 2005). 
Furthermore, BLA inactivation with muscimol attenuated the increase in mRNA levels of Arc 
and c-Fos in the hippocampus induced by contextual fear conditioning (Huff et al., 2006). 
All these findings thus provide strong support for the view that noradrenergic activation of 
the BLA modulates memory consolidation of spatial/contextual information by influencing 
neuronal plasticity mechanisms within the hippocampus.
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2.2. BLA-cortical interactions 
Studies have shown that the BLA also interacts with several cortical brain regions in regulating 
memory consolidation. The BLA and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) are reciprocally connected 
(McDonald, 1991; Gabbott et al., 2005; Likhtik et al., 2005; Hoover and Vertes, 2007). The BLA 
innervates not only excitatory neurons within the mPFC, but has even stronger inputs directly 
onto parvalbumin and somatostatin-expressing interneurons (McGarry and Carter, 2016). 
Thus, stimulation of the BLA in vivo primarily modulates neural activity in the mPFC (Floresco 
and Tse, 2007). There is evidence that interactions between the BLA and mPFC are particularly 
important for regulating memory consolidation (Liang et al., 1996; Sotres-Bayon and Quirk, 
2010). A human neuroimaging study has shown that the blood oxygen level-dependent 
(BOLD) signal during the association of tastes and visceral illness was significantly increased 
in the prelimbic cortex of the mPFC, which correlated with the BOLD signal in the amygdala, 
as well as the agranular IC (Uematsu et al., 2015). In animal studies, a GR agonist infused into 
the mPFC enhanced the consolidation of inhibitory avoidance memory (Roozendaal et al., 
2009b). However, lesions of the BLA blocked this GR agonist-induced memory enhancement 
(Roozendaal et al., 2009b). Moreover, GR agonist infusions into the mPFC after inhibitory 
avoidance training increased BLA activity, as assessed by increased phosphorylation levels 
of extracellular signal-regulated kinase type 1 and 2 (Erk1/2), a member of the mitogen-
activated protein kinase family (Roozendaal et al., 2009b). Further, blockade of this increase 
in phosphorylated Erk1/2 levels in the BLA with the MEK inhibitor PD98059 was found to 
prevent memory enhancement induced by GR agonist infusions into the mPFC. Conversely, 
GR agonist administration into the BLA induced a similar increase in phosphorylated Erk1/2 
activity in the mPFC and MEK inhibitor administration into the mPFC blocked this BLA effect 
on memory consolidation (Roozendaal et al., 2009b). 
 The perirhinal cortex is importantly involved in object recognition memory (Ennaceur and 
Aggleton, 1997). Lesions of the perirhinal cortex impair object recognition memory but do not 
affect exploration of novel objects per se (Olarte-Sanchez et al., 2015). Electrophysiology studies 
have shown that electrical stimulation of the amygdala reduces the threshold for the induction 
of LTP in the perirhinal cortex (Perugini et al., 2012), and that the β-adrenoceptor agonist 
isoprenaline combined with subthreshold electrical stimulation within the amygdala-perirhinal 
cortex input results in a long-lasting potentiation of synaptic plasticity within this pathway (Laing 
and Bashir, 2014). These finding thus indicate functional interactions between the BLA and 
perirhinal cortex. Moreover, repeated stimulation of the amygdala can activate the perirhinal 
cortex deep layers, and combined stimulation of both the perirhinal cortex and amygdala leads 
to the initiation of signal propagation from the perirhinal cortex to the entorhinal-hippocampal 
circuit (Kajiwara et al., 2003). Thus, the above-mentioned studies provide extensive evidence 
that the BLA influence on memory consolidation involves interactions with other brain regions.
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3. THE INSULAR CORTEX 
3.1. Anatomical basis 
In humans, the IC was first described by Johann-Christian Reil in 1796. It is folded deep 
within the lateral sulcus bilaterally and is buried beneath the operculum. Therefore, the IC has 
been regarded as the “hidden fifth lobe” (Flynn, 1999). In rodents, the IC is located along the 
confluence of the rhinal fissure and the middle cerebral artery. The anatomical boundaries of 
the IC span from the lateral frontal cortex to the perirhinal cortex in the rostrocaudal direction 
and from the ventral edge of the somatomotor cortex to the piriform cortex in the dorsa-ventral 
direction (Saper, 1982; Cechetto and Saper, 1987; Shi and Cassell, 1998b; Kurth et al., 2010b). 
The IC can be divided into a larger anterior IC (aIC) and a smaller posterior IC (pIC) by the central 
sulcus in humans. In rodents, the IC is divided into the aIC and pIC by the middle cerebral artery. 
Both in humans and rodents, independent of the aIC and pIC subdivision, the IC has different 
cytoarchitecture, changing from granular, dysgranular to agranular divisions. The IC appears 
as a transitional area as its architecture progressively morphs from a standard neocortex to a 
trilaminar-like structure of the paleocortex. The granular IC has a classical six-layered structure. 
The dysgranular IC has a thinner and fainter layer IV, whereas the agranular IC has no layer IV 
and shows a fusion between layers V and VI. The anatomy of the IC is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 The anatomy of the IC in humans and rats
(a) The location of the IC in the human brain. 
(b) The IC in the rat brain.
(c) The cytoarchitectonic subdivision of the IC. GI, granular IC; DI, dysgranular IC; AI, agranular IC. 
(d) The anatomical position of these different subdivisions of the IC in the rat brain.
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 In rodents, evidence from classical tracing studies indicates sparse projections from 
the claustrum to the aIC, as well as from the interconnection of the anterior cingulate 
cortex, mPFC, orbital cortex and endopiriform nucleus to the aIC (Jasmin et al., 2004; Allen 
et al., 2017; Qadir et al., 2018). Moreover, the aIC and BLA are interconnected, and both 
areas are necessary for the consolidation of conditioned taste aversion (Gallo et al., 1992; 
Roldan and Bures, 1994). Direct thalamic inputs carrying information from outside the body 
(auditory, somatosensory, olfactory, gustatory and visual information) and inside the body 
(interoceptive information) are also sent to the pIC for integration (Craig, 2009; Casanova 
et al., 2016; Namkung, 2017). Additionally, the somatosensory cortex might send sensory 
information via the pIC (coordination: Bregma to 3.8 mm behind Bregma) to the BLA (Shi and 
Cassell, 1998a). Thus, the aIC and pIC, receiving different inputs from other brain regions, 
and the connection with the BLA might reflect different functional aspects (see below for 
more information). However, most of these studies have been performed with classical toxin-
based tracers. More recently, sophisticated retrograde adeno-associated viruses with low 
toxicity became available (Tervo et al., 2016), which would allow a detailed investigation of 
the anatomical projections of the IC. Some of the major structural connections of the aIC and 
pIC are shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3 Major anatomical pathways of the IC
Internal and external stimuli arrive in the pIC by ascending sensory inputs from dedicated spinal cord 
and brainstem pathways via specific thalamic relays. The relevant information then is projected to the 
aIC and basolateral amygdala (BLA). The aIC and BLA are interconnected which might be important 
for emotional arousal effects on memory consolidation. The aIC is further anatomically connected 
with other brain regions involved in mnemonic processing such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), orbital cortex (ORC), endopiriform cortex (En) and claustrum (Cl).
3.2. Human functional studies 
In humans, the IC has been implicated in an overwhelming variety of functions, ranging from 
sensory integration to representing feelings and emotions, autonomic and motor control, 
risk prediction and decision-making, bodily- and self-awareness, and complex social functions 
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such as empathy (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Craig, 2009; Hilty et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2013; Gogolla 
et al., 2014; Pattij et al., 2014). Most human neuroimaging studies indicated increased aIC 
activity during the subjective awareness of both positive and negative emotions (Craig, 2009; 
Menon and Uddin, 2010) as well as during the encoding and recall of a broad spectrum of 
emotionally salient learning tasks (Buchel et al., 1998; King et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009a). 
On the other hand, pIC activity was increased during the subject’s experiencing of pain or 
during somatosensory and auditory information tasks (Kurth et al., 2010a). Furthermore, 
findings from patients with intractable epilepsy using intraoperative electrophysiology 
provide evidence that sensory areas are mostly connected with the pIC and that deep 
electrode stimulation within most of the pIC evoked somatosensory symptoms, sensations of 
warmth and/or pain localized more dorsally, while gustatory sensations were localized more 
anteriorly (Stephani et al., 2011). Thus, these functional studies indicate that the aIC and 
pIC are two largely independent functional divisions of the IC and that these determine the 
functional diversity of the IC (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Craig, 2009; Gu et al., 2013; Gogolla, 
2017; Namkung, 2017).  
 The salience of objects, faces and social interactions are important for several cognitive 
processes, like memory consolidation (Menon and Uddin, 2010; Andreano et al., 2017; Parr 
and Friston, 2017). It is well known that the more prominent a stimulus or event is, the more 
likely it is to be encoded and consolidated into long-term memory (McGaugh, 2003). Human 
neuroimaging studies have shown that the aIC becomes activated only by disgusted faces 
and conversely that the amygdala is activated by scary faces when presented to volunteers 
(Phillips et al., 1997). Moreover, resting-state magnetic resonance imaging revealed that  the 
aIC has strong functional connectivity related to a state of anxiety, which also indicated that 
this IC-amygdala resting-state functional connectivity might serve as a biomarker for anxiety 
(Baur et al. 2013). It has been revealed that the anterior division of the IC and the BLA are 
both key nodes of a “salience network”, which is responsible for detecting and processing 
salient information in order to guide behavior (Seeley et al., 2007). The aIC plays a critical 
and causal role in switching between the central executive network and the default mode 
network during cognitive information processing to facilitate access to attention and working 
memory when a saleint event occurs (Menon and Uddin, 2010). Hermans et al. (Hermans 
et al., 2014) proposed a model for the dynamic shifts of these neural networks. In this 
model, exposure to acute stress will increase norepinephrine levels, which strengthens 
BLA-aIC connectivity (Hermans et al., 2011). This will prompt a reallocation of resources to 
the salience network, at the cost of the executive control network. After stress subsides, 
resource allocation to these two networks reverses, which normalizes emotional reactivity 
and enables higher-order cognitive processes inportant for long-term survival (Hermans et 
al., 2014). Overall, these human neuroimaing studies clearly show different functions for the 
aIC and pIC, and indicate an increase in functional connectivity between the BLA and aIC 
during emotionally arousing conditions. However, these studies did not reveal whether such 
changes in functional connectivity play a role in the storage of new information.
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3.3. Animal functional studies 
Many animal studies have investigated the involvement of the IC in the formation and 
maintenance of taste recognition memory and conditioned taste aversion memory (Escobar 
and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011; Stehberg et al., 2011). However, 
contrasting the human literature, animal studies typically did not dissociate between the 
anterior and posterior subdivisions of the IC. It has been demonstrated that protein synthesis 
within the IC is necessary for memory consolidation of appetitive and aversive taste recognition 
(Rodriguez-Ortiz et al., 2005; De la Cruz et al., 2008). Animal experiments have also shown 
that the IC is highly responsive to emotionally salient stimulation. Experiments using in vivo 
microdialysis in freely moving rats indicated that the first presentation of a novel taste induces 
a marked increase in acetylcholine levels in the IC; after several presentations of the same 
taste, acetylcholine levels decrease in the IC (Miranda and Bermudez-Rattoni, 1999; Miranda 
et al., 2000). Additionally, scopolamine, a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist, 
administered into the IC after the presentation of a novel taste blocks the consolidation of 
taste-recognition memory (Gutierrez et al., 2003). Muscarinic antagonists also block the 
effect of a novel taste (but not familiar one) on inducing discrete activation of Erk1/2 in 
the IC (Berman et al., 1998; Berman et al., 2000). Very few studies investigated interactions 
between the BLA and IC in conditioned taste aversion memory. An electrophysiological study 
has shown that the induction of neuroplasticity within the BLA-IC pathway strengthens long-
term conditioned taste aversion, whereas the induction of depression within this pathway 
facilitates the extinction of taste aversion memory (Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2017). Another 
study showed that infusion of the synthetic cAMP analog 8-Br-cAMP administered into the IC 
enhanced the consolidation of inhibitory avoidance and conditioned taste aversion memory, 
but that the memory enhancement is blocked by co-administration of propranolol into the 
BLA (Miranda and McGaugh, 2004).
 Recent animal studies consistently indicate that the IC is also involved in the consolidation 
of object recognition memory (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Balderas et al., 2008; Roozendaal 
et al., 2010). In the first study, infusions of scopolamine into the IC immediately after training, 
but not after delayed administration, impaired object recognition memory (Bermudez-
Rattoni et al., 2005). Similar to acetylcholine release (Miranda and Bermudez-Rattoni, 1999; 
Miranda et al., 2000), changes in dopamine release were measured during object recognition 
training. Results showed that dopamine activity in the IC was significantly increased in mice 
exposed to novel objects (Guzman-Ramos et al., 2012). Infusions of a D1 receptor antagonist 
into the IC prior to the presentation of a new stimulus impaired recognition memory (David 
et al., 2014). Moreover, it has been demonstrated that memory for the object, but not 
for the association of an object with its context, was affected when the protein-synthesis 
blocker anisomycin was infused into the IC just after the object training (Balderas et al., 
2008). In contrast, administration of anisomycin into the dorsal hippocampus blocked the 
consolidation of object-in-context, but not object recognition, memory (Balderas et al., 2008). 
Additionally, chromatin modifications (see Box 2) are emerging as major molecular pathways 
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in the regulation of gene expression required for long-term synaptic plasticity and memory 
formation (Iizuka and Smith, 2003; Vecsey et al., 2007; Stefanko et al., 2009; Roozendaal et 
al., 2010; Halder et al., 2016; Kim and Kaang, 2017). As shown in Box 2, histone acetylation 
is one of the chromatin modifications. The enzymes responsible for bringing about the 
steady-state balance of this modification, i.e., histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone 
deacetylases (HDACs), have been shown to be critically involved in epigenetic regulation of 
gene expression (Struhl, 1998). A previous study showed that posttraining administration 
of glucocorticoids into the IC enhances the consolidation of object recognition memory 
(Roozendaal et al., 2010), and that the glucocorticoid effects on object recognition memory 
involves changes in histone acetylation in the IC (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Additionally, it was 
found that direct injection of the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaB) into the IC enhanced 
memory for the identity of the object, but not for the location, of the object (Roozendaal et 
al., 2010). Although there is extensive evidence indicating that the IC is involved in recognition 
memory, including object recognition and taste memory, it is not known whether the aIC and 
pIC might have different roles in this process. Furthermore, previous studies have also not 
investigated whether BLA interacts with the IC in regulating emotional arousal effects on 
object recognition memory.
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Box 2: Chromatin modifications
Chromatin is a complex of DNA, histones and a small number of RNA and non-histone proteins, 
whose function is packing DNA into a more compact, denser shape within the nucleus, 
which plays important roles in controlling gene expression, as well as DNA replication, repair, 
recombination and chromosome segregation (Kouzarides, 2007; Bannister and Kouzarides, 
2011). Chromatin can be classified as either euchromatin or heterochromatin, depending 
on its level of condensation. The euchromatin is a less condensed form of chromatin, which 
allows for active transcription of DNA to mRNA products. Whereas, the heterochromatin 
is a very highly condensed form of chromatin, which is transcriptionally inactive (Lorkovic 
et al., 2017). The nucleosome is the fundamental unit of chromatin and it is composed of 
an octamer of the four core histones (H3, H4, H2A, H2B) around which 147 base pairs of 
DNA are wraps (Luger et al., 1997). The core histones are predominantly globular except 
for their N-terminal “tails”, which project from nucleosome and many residues in these tails 
can be post-translationally modified (Luger and Richmond, 1998; Kouzarides, 2007; Zheng 
and Hayes, 2010). There are at least eight distinct types of chromatin modifications found 
on histone tails, which include acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, 
sumoylation, ADP ribosylation, deamination and proline isomerization (Figure 4). These 
modifications can either have a transcriptionally permissive effect (acetylation, methylation, 
phosphorylation and ubiquitylation) by decondensing the chromatin or a repressive 
effect (methylation, ubiquitylation, sumoylation, deamination and proline isomerization) 
by condensing the chromatin and promoting heterochromatin formation (Kouzarides, 
2007; Swaminathan et al., 2012). It is thought that ultimately the combination of different 
histone modifications at a particular loci will read by other proteins to bring about distinct 
downstream events (Strahl and Allis, 2000; Karlic et al., 2010; Dong and Weng, 2013). 
              
Figure 4 Schematic showing some post-translational modifications of the histone tails 
The location of each modification is shown in black and the amino acid modifies at each position is 
also shown (K = lysine, R = arginine, S = serine, T = threonine). From Lawrence et al. (2016).
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4. SCOPE AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the BLA is critically involved in regulating emotional 
arousal effects on memory consolidation. It does so by regulating neural plasticity processes 
in other brain regions. Most of these studies have investigated interactions of the BLA with the 
hippocampus (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013). Furthermore, most studies 
have examined the role of the BLA in regulating memory for highly arousing experiences. 
Relatively little is known about whether the BLA also interacts with the IC in mediating 
emotional arousal effects on recognition memory. The aim of the research described in this 
thesis is to increase insight into the neurobiological mechanisms of how BLA activity can 
influence neuroplasticity in the IC in regulating stress and emotional arousal effects on low-
arousing recognition memory for objects. In order to achieve the goal, I will examine the role 
of noradrenergic activity within the BLA-IC circuit in facilitating post-learning consolidation 
processes underlying recognition memory.
 In Chapter 2, I will review literature on the effects of stress hormone and BLA 
manipulations on memory of different aspects of object recognition training. Specifically, 
I will describe experiments that examined how the BLA can influence familiarity and 
contextual information of recognition memory and how these different effects depend on 
BLA interactions with different brain regions. 
 In Chapter 3, I will investigate whether noradrenergic activation of the BLA differentially 
interacts with anterior and posterior areas of the IC in modulating memory of object 
recognition training. First, I will employ an adeno-associated retrograde virus tracing 
technique to examine the pattern of connectivity between the BLA and the aIC and pIC. 
Then, I will assess whether memory-enhancing norepinephrine administration into the BLA 
after object recognition training differentially triggers neuronal activity changes within the 
aIC and pIC during the post-learning consolidation period. Finally, I will examine whether 
direct norepinephrine or β-adrenoceptor antagonist administration into the aIC and pIC is 
differentially involved in modulating object recognition memory. 
 In Chapter 4, I will examine whether a blockade of noradrenergic activity of the BLA 
prevents the memory-enhancing effect induced by posttraining drug treatment into the IC. 
In the first experiment, I will investigate whether the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol 
administered into the BLA will prevent the effect of systemic administration of an HDAC 
inhibitor, which enhances memory consolidation by directly regulating chromatin remodeling 
and gene expression, on object recognition and object location memory. In a second 
experiment, I will examine whether propranolol administration into the BLA also blocks the 
effect of HDAC inhibitor treatment directly into the aIC and pIC on object recognition and 
location memory. As recent findings suggest that information regarding familiar and novel 
stimuli might be signaled through independent, yet connected, neural systems (Kafkas and 
Montaldi, 2014; Molas et al., 2017). I will examine not only how enhancement of object 
recognition and object location memory alters the relative preference to explore a novel over 
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familiar object, but use a novel analysis to also investigate how this is associated with changes 
in the ability to discriminate the familiar and/or novel object per se. 
 In Chapter 5, I will summarize the afferent projections of cortical and subcortical brain 
regions to the IC. Although the main focus of the thesis is on interactions between the BLA 
and IC, memory consolidation and its modulation by emotional arousal is known to depend 
on a large network of interaction brain regions. I will again administer an adeno-associated 
retrograde virus into anterior and posterior subareas of the IC in order to examine which 
brain regions have major projections to the IC and whether they are differentially connected 
to the anterior and posterior subareas 
 Finally, in Chapter 6, I will discuss the main findings of this thesis and provide conclusions 
and prospects for future work.
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ABSTRACT
The basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) plays a crucial role in the modulation of 
memory consolidation of emotionally arousing experiences. The evidence summarized in 
this chapter demonstrates that BLA activity is also implicated in regulating the strength of 
non-aversive object recognition memory, and, thus, that high levels of emotional arousal 
are not necessary for modulation of memory by the BLA. Systemic administration of the 
adrenal stress hormones epinephrine and corticosterone facilitates the consolidation of 
different components of object recognition memory. However, some degree of training-
associated emotional arousal is essential for enabling these stress hormone effects on object 
recognition memory. Findings show that adrenal stress hormone effects as well as that of 
other neuromodulatory systems are integrated through arousal-associated noradrenergic 
activation within the BLA, which then regulates synaptic plasticity and information storage 
processes via interactions with other brain regions involved in familiarity and contextual 
information of recognition memory. These findings provide evidence that the BLA plays a 
central role in ensuring lasting memories of significant experiences with varying degrees of 
emotionality.
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INTRODUCTION
Stressful and emotionally arousing experiences are well retained in memory (McGaugh, 2003; 
McGaugh, 2013). It has long been known that the amygdala, a group of nuclei located in the 
medial temporal lobe, plays a pivotal role in this usually highly adaptive phenomenon. The 
notion that the amygdala is involved in affective processing dates back to the classic study of 
Heinrich Klüver and Paul Bucy (1937) describing the effects of temporal lobectomy in rhesus 
monkeys. Bilateral ablation of this region resulted in amnesia, visual agnosia, hyperorality 
and hypersexuality as well as striking changes in affective behaviors, including a loss of fear, 
dampening of emotional expression, and placidity when approached. These observations set 
the stage for a line of research into the role of the amygdala in emotional memory that 
now spans multiple decades (Weiskrantz, 1956; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Phelps and 
LeDoux, 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2009a; McGaugh, 2013). Initially, this research focused on 
the amygdala proper as a storage site for associations underlying fear memory (Miserendino 
et al., 1990; Rogan et al., 1997; LeDoux, 2000; Davis and Whalen, 2001). However, it soon 
became apparent that the beneficial effects of emotional arousal on memory extend well 
beyond fear learning (Christianson, 1992; McGaugh, 2003; Phelps, 2004; Roozendaal and 
McGaugh, 2011). It was James L. McGaugh who pioneered the idea that the amygdala might 
contribute to enhancement of memory for emotional experiences by integrating various 
neuromodulatory influences and modulating mnemonic activity and synaptic plasticity 
in other brain regions (McGaugh, 1989, 2000, 2002, 2013). There is currently extensive 
empirical support, from both animal and human research, for this ‘memory modulation’ 
hypothesis of amygdala function.
 During an emotionally arousing episode, stress hormones (epinephrine and 
glucocorticoids) are secreted from the adrenal glands and several neurotransmitters and 
neuropeptides are released in the brain (Joëls and Baram, 2009; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
2011). These stress mediators influence memory processing via converging actions on arousal-
dependent noradrenergic mechanisms within the amygdala, particularly the basolateral 
complex of the amygdala (BLA), which regulates synaptic plasticity and information storage 
processes via interactions with many other brain regions involved in consolidating memories 
of recent experiences (McGaugh, 1989, 2002; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Roozendaal 
et al., 2009a; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). This coordinated modulatory system serves 
to regulate the strength of memories in relation to their emotional significance (Roozendaal 
and McGaugh, 2011; Hermans et al., 2014).
 Extensive evidence indicates that the BLA is involved in memory modulation of aversively 
motivated tasks such as inhibitory avoidance (Liang et al., 1986; Parent and McGaugh, 1994; 
Roozendaal and McGaugh, 1996; Izquierdo et al., 1997; Ferry et al., 1999), conditioned taste 
aversion (Miranda et al., 2003; Miranda et al., 2008), contextual and cued fear conditioning 
(Sacchetti et al., 1999; Schafe and LeDoux, 2000; Roozendaal et al., 2006a) and spatial and cued 
water-maze training (Packard et al., 1994). The BLA also plays a role in appetitive behaviors 
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such as radial-arm maze appetitive training (Packard and Chen, 1999) and conditioned place 
preference (McIntyre et al., 1998; Schroeder and Packard, 2003). Training on such highly 
arousing tasks is associated with the release of high levels of norepinephrine within the 
amygdala as well as that of epinephrine and glucocorticoids from the adrenal glands (Galvez 
et al., 1996; Quirarte et al., 1998; Hatfield et al., 1999; McIntyre et al., 2002). While such 
behavioral paradigms are highly effective for inducing learning and result in survival-oriented 
strategies for an individual, they do not necessarily address forms of learning and memory 
involving low-arousing training conditions that are not fearful or aversive in nature. In 
contrast, most human studies investigating the role of the amygdala in memory modulation 
have used experimental paradigms incorporating emotionally arousing and neutral pictures, 
stories, words or movie clips (Cahill et al., 1996; Hamann et al., 1999; Kensinger and Corkin, 
2003; Hurlemann et al., 2010), stimuli that do not readily evoke feelings of imminent danger 
or fear in participants. To address the question whether emotional regulation and memory is 
a common mechanism that is observed with both high- and low-arousing training conditions, 
studies in rats and mice have investigated the role of the BLA in novel object recognition, a 
task based on the animal’s innate preference to explore a novel object more than a familiar 
one and known to induce only low levels of emotional arousal (Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988). 
There is evidence that both acute and chronic stress conditions can alter object recognition 
performance (Maroun and Akirav, 2008; Scullion et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Park et al., 2015; 
Vargas-Lopez et al., 2015; Ranjbar et al., 2016).
 The scope of this chapter is to summarize findings on the role of the BLA in regulating 
stress and emotional arousal effects on the formation of different components of object 
recognition memory, i.e., memory for the object itself, its location, as well as the association 
between an object and training context. We will first summarize the findings of studies 
investigating the effects of adrenal stress hormones, and their interaction with training-
associated emotional arousal, on object recognition memory. Then, we will describe 
findings on the role of the BLA in integrating these neuromodulatory influences on object 
recognition memory. Finally, we will discuss some recent findings indicating that BLA activity 
modulates neural plasticity and object recognition memory via interactions with other brain 
structures. The findings reviewed here demonstrate that the BLA is also able to modulate 
the consolidation of non-aversive or non-fearful memories and provide evidence that this 
neuromodulatory system ensures lasting memories of significant experiences with varying 
degrees of emotionality. 
STRESS HORMONE EFFECTS ON OBJECT RECOGNITION MEMORY
Epinephrine 
During stressful or emotionally arousing conditions, the adrenergic hormone epinephrine 
is released into the circulatory system from the adrenal medulla and sympathetic nerve 
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endings (McCarty and Gold, 1981). The extensive evidence that stimulant drugs (e.g., 
amphetamine) administered to rats or mice shortly after they are trained on a task enhance 
the consolidation of memory of the training suggested that stress hormones released by the 
training experience may act as endogenous modulators of memory consolidation (McGauch 
and Gold, 1989). Considerable evidence supports this hypothesis: Epinephrine given shortly 
after emotionally arousing training enhances the consolidation of memory of a wide variety 
of training experiences, including inhibitory avoidance (Gold and Van Buskirk, 1975; Liang et 
al., 1986), two-way active avoidance (Costa-Miserachs et al., 1994), a one-trial appetitive task 
(Sternberg et al., 1985) and an aversively motivated discrimination task (Introini-Collison and 
McGaugh, 1986) (see for review: Roozendaal and McGaugh 2011). Such posttraining drug 
treatment provides an effective means of distinguishing drug effects on memory from other 
effects on performance, as the subjects can be drug-free during both acquisition and retention 
testing (McGaugh and Petrinovich, 1965; McGaugh, 1973; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2009), 
and yields strong evidence that the treatment enhances memory by modulating memory 
consolidation processes (McGaugh, 2000).
 Systemic posttraining administration of epinephrine also enhances the consolidation 
of object recognition memory (Dornelles et al., 2007; Jurado-Berbel et al., 2010). In one 
experiment, rats were given a short 2-minute training trial during which they could explore 
two identical objects (Dornelles et al., 2007). For standard object recognition, memory for the 
object encountered during the training is determined by a preferred exploration of a novel 
object over the familiar object on the retention trial. Control rats given a systemic injection 
of saline immediately after the training trial showed significant retention when tested at 
1.5 or 24 hours, but not 96 hours, after training (Dornelles et al., 2007). Epinephrine given 
immediately after the training session induced significant retention at all three retention 
delays. Moreover, systemic administration of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol was 
shown to block the epinephrine-induced enhancement of object recognition memory tested 
at 96 hours after training. In another experiment, epinephrine was given immediately after 
a more difficult version of the task in which rats explored two different objects. Control rats 
did not show any retention when tested either 1.5 or 24 hours later, but the posttraining 
epinephrine treatment significantly enhanced retention at both retention delays (Dornelles 
et al., 2007). Another study confirmed the finding that posttraining systemic epinephrine 
administration improves long-term (24 and 48 hours) memory in a standard object 
recognition task (Jurado-Berbel et al., 2010). Moreover, the epinephrine administration also 
enhanced 24-hour memory for the location of the object during the training session (Jurado-
Berbel et al., 2010). Memory for the location of an object is investigated by moving one of 
the training objects to a new location on the retention trial. Thus, these findings indicate 
a facilitating effect of epinephrine on both “what” (object identity) and “where” (object 
location) components of object recognition memory. 
 Epinephrine does not directly affect brain activity, as it does not pass the blood-brain 
barrier (Weil-Malherbe et al., 1959). Evidence indicates that the effects are mediated by 
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stimulation of β-adrenoceptors located on the ascending vagus nerve in the periphery 
that projects to noradrenergic cells in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) located in the 
brain stem (Schreurs et al., 1986; Williams and Clayton, 2001). These noradrenergic cells 
directly innervate brain regions involved in memory consolidation, including the amygdala 
(Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). The NTS may also influence noradrenergic activation via 
its projection to the locus coeruleus, which has noradrenergic cells with more widespread 
projections to forebrain regions, including the hippocampus, cortex and amygdala (Ricardo 
and Koh, 1978; Williams and Jensen, 1991; Williams and McGaugh, 1993; Valentino and 
Aston-Jones, 1995). Nirogi et al. (2012) investigated the role of central norepinephrine in 
short-term object recognition memory in adult and juvenile rats. Adult rats trained on the 
object recognition task exhibited significant retention of the training when tested 1 hour later, 
while juvenile rats did not show any retention. Interestingly, the object recognition training 
experience induced a significant increase in norepinephrine levels in the medial temporal lobe 
of adult rats, whereas in juvenile rats no training-induced increase in norepinephrine levels 
was observed. Administration of the centrally acting noradrenergic stimulant yohimbine to 
juvenile rats increased norepinephrine levels in the medial temporal lobe and enhanced their 
object recognition performance. Thus, the evidence indicates that, as previously observed in 
experiments using aversively motivated tasks, adrenergic activation enhances memory for a 
low-arousing object recognition task. 
Glucocorticoid hormones 
Activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis triggers a cascade of events that 
induces the release of glucocorticoids (mainly cortisol in humans, corticosterone in rodents) 
from the adrenal cortex (Ulrich-Lai and Herman, 2009). There is compelling evidence from 
studies in both animals and humans that glucocorticoids are also involved in regulating the 
consolidation of memory processes (Bohus; Cottrell and Nakajima, 1977; de Kloet, 1991; 
Oitzl and de Kloet, 1992; Sandi and Rose, 1994; McEwen and Sapolsky, 1995; Roozendaal 
and McGaugh, 1996; Lupien and McEwen, 1997; de Quervain et al., 2009; Roozendaal et al., 
2009b; Joëls et al., 2011; de Quervain et al., 2017). Moreover, like the effects of epinephrine, 
glucocorticoid effects on memory enhancement were shown to depend on arousal-induced 
noradrenergic activation (Quirarte et al., 1997; Roozendaal et al., 2002; Roozendaal et al., 
2006b; Roozendaal et al., 2006c). However, these studies cited above used emotionally 
arousing training conditions that induce the release of both corticosterone and (nor)
epinephrine. 
 Glucocorticoids given immediately after an object recognition training experience 
also induce dose-dependent enhancement of 24-hour retention of the training (Okuda 
et al., 2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006c). Studies using the object recognition task further 
investigated whether adrenergic activation induced by emotional arousal is essential in 
enabling corticosterone effects on memory consolidation (Okuda et al., 2004). Rats were 
given either extensive habituation (twice a day for seven days) to the training context, or 
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no prior habituation, and were then allowed to explore objects in the apparatus. Placing 
rats in a novel context evokes novelty-induced arousal and habituation of rats to the 
apparatus is known to reduce this arousal response (de Boer et al., 1990; Okuda et al., 2004). 
Corticosterone administered immediately after a 3-minute training trial to non-habituated 
(i.e., emotionally aroused) rats dose-dependently enhanced 24-hour retention performance. 
Consistent with other evidence that glucocorticoid effects on memory consolidation follow 
an inverted-U shaped dose-response relationship (Roozendaal, 2000; Lupien et al., 2007; 
Zoladz and Diamond, 2009), moderate doses enhanced retention whereas lower or higher 
doses were less effective. In contrast, posttraining corticosterone did not affect 24-hour 
retention of rats that received extensive prior habituation to the experimental context and, 
thus, had decreased novelty-induced emotional arousal during training (Okuda et al., 2004). 
Additionally, it was found that immediate posttraining administration of corticosterone to 
non-habituated rats, in doses that enhanced 24-hour retention, impaired object recognition 
performance at a 1-hour retention interval (at a time when glucocorticoid levels were still 
elevated), whereas corticosterone administered after training to well-habituated rats did not 
impair 1-hour retention. Several studies have indicated that stress exposure or glucocorticoid 
administration to rats or mice shortly before retention testing impairs the recall of previously 
acquired emotionally arousing memories, including object recognition (de Quervain et 
al., 1998; Barsegyan et al., 2015). Thus, these findings provide evidence that training-
associated emotional arousal may be essential for enabling glucocorticoid effects on both the 
consolidation and retrieval of object recognition memory (as well as that of more arousing 
kinds of training). 
 Other findings indicate that training-induced adrenergic activation is a critical 
component of emotional arousal in enabling glucocorticoid effects on object recognition 
memory. As is shown in Figure 1, the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol co-administered 
with corticosterone immediately after object recognition training blocked the corticosterone-
induced memory enhancement in non-habituated rats (Roozendaal et al., 2006c). To 
investigate whether a pharmacologically induced increase in adrenergic activity enables 
glucocorticoid effects on memory consolidation, a low dose of the noradrenergic stimulant 
yohimbine was administered to well-habituated (i.e. non-aroused) rats immediately after 
object recognition training. Corticosterone administered together with yohimbine induced 
dose-dependent enhancement of memory consolidation (Roozendaal et al., 2006c). 
Posttraining injections of corticosterone and yohimbine separated by a 4-hour delay did 
not enhance memory consolidation. These findings are thus consistent with the hypothesis 
that adrenergic activation is essential in enabling glucocorticoid enhancement of memory 
consolidation (Roozendaal et al., 2006b). 
 Other findings support the idea that glucocorticoid-noradrenergic interactions on object 
recognition memory involve activation of the BLA (Roozendaal et al., 2006c). To assess BLA 
neuronal activity, immunoreactivity for the phosphorylated form of the transcription factor 
cAMP response element-binding (pCREB) protein was determined. Several studies have 
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implicated CREB phosphorylation in the amygdala in modulation of memory consolidation 
(Josselyn et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2004; Saha and Datta, 2005). In non-habituated rats, 
posttraining administration of a memory-enhancing dose of corticosterone significantly 
increased the number of pCREB-positive neurons in the BLA 3 hours after the training 
trial (Roozendaal et al., 2006c). No changes in pCREB immunoreactivity were found in the 
hippocampus. However, in habituated rats posttraining corticosterone did not significantly 
increase the number of pCREB-positive BLA neurons. As mentioned above, corticosterone 
treatment to habituated (i.e., non-aroused) rats was also unable to enhance object 
recognition memory. Importantly, however, when the corticosterone was administered 
together with yohimbine, this not only resulted in enhancement of object recognition 
memory but also in a significant increase in pCREB immunoreactivity in the BLA. Thus, these 
findings indicate that corticosterone activates the BLA under training conditions that induce 
sufficient noradrenergic arousal and results in long-term object recognition memory. 
Figure 1 Glucocorticoid effects on memory consolidation for object recognition training require 
noradrenergic activation
Rats were either habituated to the training context for 7 days (prior habituation) or not habituated (no prior 
habituation). On day 8, they were given a 3-minute training trial during which they could freely explore two 
identical objects, followed by systemic drug administration. Retention was tested 24 hours later by placing 
the rats back into the apparatus for 3 min. On the retention trial, one object was similar to the training 
objects whereas the other was novel. Data represent discrimination index (%) on the 24-hour retention trial, 
expressed as mean ± SEM. The discrimination index was calculated as the difference in time spent exploring 
the novel and the familiar object, expressed as the ratio of the total time spent exploring both objects. 
A, Immediate posttraining administration of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (3.0 mg/kg, 
sc) blocked the corticosterone-induced enhancement of object recognition memory in non-habituated 
rats. B, The noradrenergic stimulant yohimbine (0.3 mg/kg, sc) enabled the corticosterone effect 
on object recognition memory in habituated rats. Inset, Posttraining injections of yohimbine (0.3 
mg/kg, sc) and corticosterone (1.0 mg/kg, sc) separated by a 4-hour delay did not induce memory 
enhancement. YàC; Yohimbine administered immediately after training and corticosterone 4 hours 
later; CàY; Corticosterone administered immediately after training and yohimbine 4 hours later. 
Results represent discrimination index (mean + SEM) in percentage on a 24-hour retention trial. ¬¬, P 
< 0.01 as compared to the corresponding vehicle group. From Roozendaal, B. et al. (2006c) Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 103(17), 6741-6746.
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ROLE OF THE AMYGDALA
Extensive evidence indicates that the effects of various stress-related neurochemical 
changes converge onto arousal-induced activation of noradrenergic transmission within the 
amygdala, which in turn interacts with other brain regions in regulating the consolidation 
of different types of memory. In this section, we will first describe the findings of amygdala 
(or selective BLA) lesion and inactivation studies on object recognition memory, followed by 
studies investigating the effects of noradrenergic manipulations of the BLA, as well as that of 
some other neurotransmitter systems, on object recognition memory. Then, we will discuss 
studies investigating the role of noradrenergic activity within the BLA in regulating stress and 
stress hormone effects on object recognition memory. In the following section we will then 
summarize the findings of studies investigating interactions between the BLA and other brain 
regions in regulating object recognition memory.
Lesion and inactivation studies
Findings in monkeys indicated that bilateral neurotoxic lesions of the amygdala disrupt 
reactivity to object stimuli, but have limited effects on tests of object recognition (Stefanacci et 
al., 2003). Similarly, a study in rats examined the involvement of the amygdala in information 
processing by means of object novelty detection and novel stimuli relationships (Moses et 
al., 2005). The authors reported that rats with neurotoxic lesions of the amygdala showed 
disrupted responses to novel objects and object relationships, but that object recognition 
was spared (Moses et al., 2005). Neurotoxic lesions of the amygdala also did not affect the 
postoperative acquisition of a non-spatial test of object recognition (delayed nonmatching 
to sample), but slightly increased neophobic responses to novel foods and environments. In 
contrast, combined amygdalo-hippocampal lesions were shown to impair performance on 
the object recognition task (Aggleton et al., 1989). Another study investigated the effect of 
posttraining infusions of the protein-synthesis inhibitor anisomycin administered into different 
regions of the temporal lobe on short- and long-term object recognition memory (Balderas et 
al., 2008). Whereas anisomycin infused into either the perirhinal or insular cortex impaired 
long-term object recognition memory tested 24 hours later (no memory impairments were 
found at a 1.5-hour retention test), infusions into the BLA or hippocampus were ineffective 
at both intervals. Anisomycin infused into the BLA also did not impair long-term memory 
of episodic-like object-in context memory (see below). On this version of the task, only 
infusions into the hippocampus impaired long-term, but not short-term, memory (Balderas 
et al., 2008). Thus, the general conclusion from these lesion and inactivation studies is that 
disruption of BLA activity per se appears to have very limited effects on object recognition 
memory. It should be noted that most of these studies used experimental conditions in which 
the animals received either several habituation sessions to the training context or prolonged 
training and thus had very low levels of emotional arousal during the training.
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Role of noradrenergic activation in the BLA
It has long been known that noradrenergic activation of the BLA is crucially involved in 
strengthening the consolidation of long-term memory (McGaugh, 2000; McGaugh and 
Roozendaal, 2002; McGaugh, 2004). Norepinephrine or a β-adrenoceptor agonist infused 
into the BLA immediately posttraining enhances the retention of different kinds of training 
experiences. Studies aimed at examining the memory-enhancing effects of posttraining intra-
BLA infusions of norepinephrine have typically used highly arousing training tasks such as 
inhibitory avoidance and contextual fear conditioning that use footshock (Introini-Collison 
et al., 1991; Ferry et al., 1999; LaLumiere et al., 2003; Huff et al., 2005) or aversive water-
maze training (Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999). As is shown in Figure 2, more recent findings 
indicate that posttraining noradrenergic activation of the BLA also enhances memory of a 
low-arousing object recognition training experience that otherwise would not induce strong 
memory (Roozendaal et al., 2008). Rats received intra-BLA infusions of norepinephrine after 
a 3-minute training session on a standard object recognition task. Control rats administered 
saline into the BLA after such brief training did not show significant 24-hour memory. 
Importantly, rats given posttraining intra-BLA infusions of norepinephrine showed dose-
dependent enhancement of retention on a 24-hour test.  Another study showed that intra-
BLA infusions of the β-adrenoceptor agonist clenbuterol after object recognition training 
enhances memory in rats that were either habituated or non-habituated to the training 
context (McReynolds et al., 2014). Further, control rats given longer training exposure (10 
minutes) displayed memory of the objects on the 24-hour test and posttraining intra-BLA 
infusions of propranolol impaired this memory (Figure 2) (Roozendaal et al., 2008). These 
findings thus indicate a role for training-induced endogenous noradrenergic activation within 
the BLA in regulating the strength of object recognition memory.
 A recent study (Barsegyan et al., 2014) indicates that noradrenergic activation of the 
BLA also enhances the consolidation of object-in-context memory. This modified version of 
the standard object recognition task has been developed to assess episodic-like memory in 
rats where two similar presentation events are distinguished by the contexts in which they 
appear (Dix and Aggleton, 1999; Eacott and Norman, 2004; Balderas et al., 2008). On the 
training trial, rats were first exposed to two identical objects in one context for either 3 or 
10 minutes, immediately followed by exposure to two other identical objects in a distinctly 
different context. Immediately after the training they received bilateral intra-BLA infusions 
of norepinephrine or the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol. On the 24-hour retention 
test, rats were placed back into one of the training contexts with one copy of each of the two 
training objects. As is shown in Figure 3, norepinephrine infused into the BLA immediately 
after 3 minutes of object-in-context training induced dose-dependent enhancement of 24-
hour memory of the familiar object presented in a novel context. In contrast, propranolol 
administered after 10 minutes of training produced memory impairment. These findings 
provide evidence that posttraining noradrenergic activation of the BLA also enhances the 
consolidation of memory of object-in-context training, enabling accuracy of episodic-like 
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memories. These findings clearly indicate that high levels of training-induced arousal are not 
required for such modulatory influences. 
Figure 2 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA modulates consolidation of object recognition memory
A, Schematic diagram of the experimental design. On the training session, rats could explore two 
identical objects (A1 and A2). They were trained for 3 minutes (norepinephrine experiment) or 10 
minutes (propranolol experiment). On the 24-hour retention test, they were placed in the same context 
with copy of the familiar object (A3) and a novel object (B) for 3 minutes. 
B, Enhancing effects of posttraining intra-BLA infusions of norepinephrine on 24-hour object recognition 
memory. Saline-infused controls displayed no evidence of memory of 3 minutes of training. The retention 
performance of the group given 0.3 or 1.0 µg of norepinephrine was significantly better than that of the 
saline controls. Data are presented as discrimination index (mean ± SEM). The discrimination index was 
calculated as the difference in time spent exploring the novel and the familiar object, expressed as the 
ratio of the total time spent exploring both objects. 
C, Impairing effects of posttraining intra-BLA infusions of propranolol on 24-hour object recognition 
memory. All groups received 10 minutes of training. Saline-infused controls displayed significant 
memory and propranolol produced dose-dependent impairment of memory. The performance of all 
three propranolol groups differed significantly from that of the saline controls. ¬, P < 0.05; ¬¬, P 
< 0.01 as compared to the corresponding saline group. From Roozendaal, B. et al. (2008) Neurobiol. 
Learn. Mem. 90(3), 576-579.
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 Noradrenergic activity within the BLA plays a central role in regulating the effects of 
other neuromodulatory influences on memory consolidation (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
2011). One study examined whether noradrenergic activity within the BLA is required for 
mediating glucocorticoid effects on object recognition memory (Roozendaal et al., 2006c). 
The β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol administered into the BLA immediately after 
object recognition training was shown to block the memory-enhancing effect of peripherally 
administered corticosterone. In contrast, propranolol infused into the hippocampus did 
not block the corticosterone effect on standard object recognition memory. These findings 
thus add to the evidence already summarized above and support the hypothesis that 
glucocorticoid-induced enhancement of memory consolidation depends on noradrenergic 
activation within the BLA. Other studies reported that noradrenergic signaling within the BLA 
is also critically involved in regulating the effects of neuropeptide S on the consolidation of 
object recognition memory (Okamura et al., 2011; Han et al., 2014). Neuropeptide S is mainly 
produced by neurons in the amygdala and between Barrington’s nucleus and noradrenergic 
cells of the locus coeruleus (Xu et al., 2007), and suppresses anxiety and appetite, induces 
wakefulness and hyperactivity, and plays a significant role in the extinction of conditioned fear 
(Jüngling et al., 2008). Neuropeptide S administered into the BLA or ventricular system either 
immediately or 1 hour after object recognition training dose-dependently enhanced 24-hour 
retention, whereas delayed infusions of neuropeptide S administered 5 or 24 hours after 
training were ineffective. Co-administration of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol 
into the BLA blocked the memory enhancement produced by neuropeptide S, indicating 
that neuropeptide S interacts with the BLA noradrenergic system, or at least requires such 
activation, in improving object recognition memory during consolidation.
 Similarly, propranolol (but also glucocorticoid receptor antagonist) administered into 
the BLA was shown to block the effects of an acute out-of-context stressor (i.e., elevated 
platform stress) on memory of both object recognition and object location (Maroun and 
Akirav, 2008; Segev et al., 2012), supporting an involvement of β-adrenoceptors in the BLA in 
stress-induced modulation of memory consolidation. Another study showed that depletion 
of norepinephrine (but also dopamine) in the amygdala by 6-hydroxydopamine lesions 
abolishes the effect of angiotensin administered into the ventricular system on enhancement 
of object recognition memory (Winnicka and Braszko, 1997). These findings are consistent 
with other evidence that central noradrenergic depletion with the selective neurotoxin N-(2-
chloroethyl)-N-ethyl-2 bromobenzylamine (DSP-4) also prevents stress-induced changes in 
object recognition memory (Scullion et al., 2009).
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Figure 3 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA modulates consolidation of object-in-context 
recognition memory 
A, Schematic diagram of the experimental design. On the training session, rats were placed in one 
distinctive context (X) with two identical objects (A1 and A2), followed by another distinctive context 
(Y) with two other identical objects (B1 and B2). They were trained in each context for 3 minutes 
(norepinephrine experiment) or 10 minutes (propranolol experiment). On the 24-hour retention test, 
they were placed in context X or Y with one copy of both training objects (A3 and B3) and were allowed 
to explore them for 3 minutes. 
B, Enhancing effects of posttraining intra-BLA infusions of norepinephrine on 24-hour object-in-
context recognition memory. Saline-infused controls displayed no evidence of memory of 3 minutes 
of training. The retention performance of the group given 0.3 µg of norepinephrine was significantly 
better than that of the saline controls. Data are presented as discrimination index (mean ± SEM). The 
discrimination index was calculated as the difference in time spent exploring the novel and the familiar 
object, expressed as the ratio of the total time spent exploring both objects. 
C, Impairing effects of posttraining intra-BLA infusions of propranolol on 24-hour object-in-context 
recognition memory. All groups received 10 minutes of training. Saline-infused controls displayed 
significant memory and propranolol produced dose-dependent impairment of memory. The 
performance of all three propranolol groups differed significantly from that of the saline controls. ¬, P 
< 0.05; ¬¬, P < 0.01 as compared to the corresponding saline group. From Barseyan, A. et al. (2014) 
Front. Behav. Neurosci. 8, 160.
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Other neuromodulatory systems
A few studies investigated the effects of pharmacological manipulation of other 
neurotransmitter or signaling systems in the BLA on consolidation of object recognition 
memory. As already mentioned, posttraining administration of neuropeptide S into the BLA 
enhances retention of object recognition training (Han et al., 2014). Another study implicated 
the BLA in the enhancing effects of dopamine on object recognition memory (Rossato et al., 
2013). Posttraining microinjection of the dopamine D1/D5 receptor antagonist SCH23390 in 
the amygdala impaired long-term object recognition memory. The dopamine D2 receptor 
agonist quinpirole had no effect. Moreover, administration of the dopamine D1/D5 receptor 
agonist SKF38393 into the amygdala and prefrontal cortex reversed the deficit in recognition 
memory produced by inactivation of the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic system. 
Werenicz et al. (2012) reported that rolipram, a drug that blocks the degradative action of 
phosphodiesterase 4 (PDE4) on the norepinephrine-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) 
signaling pathway, administered into the BLA 3 hours after object recognition training also 
enhances memory consolidation and promotes memory persistence for up to at least 14 days. 
In contrast, intra-BLA infusion of rolipram immediately, 1.5 hour, or 6 hours after training had 
no effect. Another study implicated mTOR signaling in the BLA in object recognition memory 
(Jobim et al., 2012). mTOR signaling, which acts as a central regulator of RNA translation 
and protein synthesis, has been increasingly implicated in synaptic plasticity and memory 
formation (Hoeffer and Klann, 2010). Jobim et al. (2012) reported that the mTOR inhibitor 
rapamycin administered into the BLA either before or immediately after object recognition 
training impaired retention tested 24 hour after training. Finally, it was shown that blockade 
of intracellular Zn2+ signaling with intra-BLA administration of the cell-permeable Zn2+ chelator 
ZnAF-2DA 20 minutes before object recognition training impaired recognition performance 
tested 1 hour later (Fujise et al., 2017). Thus, comparable to the effects of administration of 
drugs affecting many neuromodulatory and transmitter systems into the BLA after training on 
arousing tasks (McGaugh, 1989; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011), the findings summarized 
above strongly suggest that several neuromodulatory influences within the BLA, possibly 
via interactions with arousal-associated noradrenergic activity, are involved in regulating 
memory consolidation of object recognition training. 
AMYGDALA INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER BRAIN REGIONS
Although the evidence summarized above clearly indicates that the BLA is a critical brain site 
for integrating adrenergic, glucocorticoid and other stress-activated influences on memory 
consolidation, other evidence clearly indicates that the BLA is not the locus of the long-term 
memory processes modulated by stress hormones.  Rather, the evidence indicates that BLA 
activation acts via efferent projections to influence memory processing in other brain regions 
(McGaugh, 2002; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). The BLA is richly interconnected with 
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many brain regions known to participate in different aspects or forms of memory. Posttraining 
noradrenergic activation of the amygdala influences memory of tasks known to involve 
functioning of different brain regions, including water-maze spatial and cued tasks, inhibitory 
avoidance, contextual and cued fear conditioning, conditioned taste aversion and object 
recognition (Packard et al., 1994; Ferry et al., 1999; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; LaLumiere 
et al., 2003; Roozendaal et al., 2008; Barsegyan et al., 2014). Moreover, the findings of studies 
indicating that noradrenergic inactivation of the BLA or lesions of the BLA or its efferent 
pathways block the memory-modulating influences of drugs administered posttraining to 
other brain regions provide additional strong evidence that interactions with efferent brain 
regions are critical in mediating BLA influences on memory consolidation (Roozendaal and 
McGaugh, 1997; Roozendaal et al., 1999; Roesler et al., 2002; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; 
Malin et al., 2007; Roozendaal et al., 2009b). Findings of electrophysiological studies have 
provided further evidence that BLA activity regulates neuroplasticity in efferent brain regions 
(Ikegaya et al., 1995; Paré et al., 1995; Akirav and Richter-Levin, 1999; Almaguer-Melian et 
al., 2003; Paré, 2003; Pelletier and D., 2004; Pape et al., 2005; Popescu et al., 2007; Likhtik 
and Paz, 2015).  
 As we described in the sections above, several studies have indicated that adrenal 
stress hormones and BLA activation can strengthen the memory of different components 
of object recognition. There is compelling evidence that different regions of the temporal 
lobe contribute in a specific manner to familiarity and contextual information of recognition 
memory (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Balderas et al., 2008). The findings of many studies 
suggest that the perirhinal cortex is crucially involved in discrimination of familiarity for an 
object (Ennaceur and Aggleton, 1997; Norman and Eacott, 2005; Albasser et al., 2009; Banks 
et al., 2014; Olarte-Sanchez et al., 2015). Other findings indicate that the insular cortex is also 
an important brain structure in consolidation of recognition memory (Bermudez-Rattoni et 
al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2010; Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014). Although some studies suggest 
that the hippocampus might be involved in object recognition as well (Broadbent et al., 2004; 
Squire et al., 2007), its role in familiarity and recognition memory remains controversial (Brown 
and Aggleton, 2001; Balderas et al., 2008). However, recognition memory as an integrated 
whole is more complex and encompasses a number of additional components, such as an 
item’s associations with its context, place, etc, which does involve the hippocampus and an 
associated network of interacting brain regions (Bussey et al., 1999; Wan et al., 1999; Bussey 
et al., 2000; Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Mumby et al., 2002; Norman and Eacott, 2005; 
Aggleton et al., 2010). 
BLA – perirhinal cortex interactions
As mentioned above, the familiarity discrimination component of object recognition memory 
requires the perirhinal cortex (Ennaceur and Aggleton, 1997), and synaptic plasticity within the 
perirhinal cortex may provide, at least in part, the cellular mechanism underlying recognition 
memory (Warburton et al., 2003; Massey et al., 2008). Activity of the amygdala can regulate 
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cortical activity (Paré, 2003) and directly influence the spread of neuronal activity from the 
perirhinal cortex to entorhinal cortex (Kajiwara et al., 2003; Paz et al., 2006). Consistent with 
the finding that noradrenergic stimulation of the amygdala enhances the consolidation of 
object recognition memory (Roozendaal et al., 2008), in vitro electrophysiological studies 
provided evidence that electrical stimulation of the amygdala reduces the threshold for 
induction of long-term potentiation in the perirhinal cortex (Perugini et al., 2012) and that 
administration of the β-adrenoceptor agonist isoprenaline combined with subthreshold 
electrical stimulation of the amygdala-perirhinal cortex input results in a long-lasting 
potentiation of synaptic plasticity within this pathway (Laing and Bashir, 2014). These findings 
thus indicate functional interactions between the amygdala and perirhinal cortex which can 
be modulated by noradrenergic activation and therefore might be important in emotional 
modulation of recognition memory.
BLA – insular cortex interactions
The insular cortex is also important for object recognition memory (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 
2005; Balderas et al., 2008; Roozendaal et al., 2010). Administration of a glucocorticoid into 
the insular cortex enhances the consolidation of object recognition memory (Roozendaal et 
al., 2010). Prior studies showed that glucocorticoid administration enhances the consolidation 
of object recognition memory via an influence on chromatin modification mechanisms within 
the insular cortex (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Furthermore, as is shown in Figure 4, direct 
administration of the histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaBut) into the 
insular cortex posttraining enhanced memory for object recognition, but had no effect on 
object location memory (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Inducing a histone hyperacetylated state 
via HDAC inhibition facilitates gene transcription by relaxing chromatin structure, resulting 
in enhanced synaptic plasticity and long-term memory processes (Barrett and Wood, 
2008). However, as shown in Figure 4, we showed that blocking the noradrenergic arousal 
response within the insular cortex by local administration of a protein kinase A (PKA) inhibitor 
blocked the ability of HDAC inhibition in the insular cortex to enhance object recognition 
memory (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Thus, these findings indicate that inducing a histone 
hyperacetylated state in the insular cortex via HDAC inhibition is not sufficient to enhance 
long-term memory, but that an activation of arousal signaling events within the insular cortex 
is required as well. The view that noradrenergic arousal mechanisms within the BLA can 
also regulate epigenetic mechanisms within the insular cortex underlying object recognition 
memory is supported by the recent finding that a memory-enhancing dose of norepinephrine 
administered into the BLA after object recognition training altered the acetylation levels of 
histone molecules within the insular cortex (Beldjoud et al., 2015). More generally, these 
findings are consistent with evidence indicating functional interactions between the BLA 
and insular cortex in regulating memory of conditioned taste aversion, a recognition task 
that also heavily relies on the insular cortex (Miranda and McGaugh, 2004). Furthermore, 
electrophysiological experiments have shown that the induction of long-term potentiation 
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in the amygdala-insular cortex pathway strengthens long-term conditioned taste aversion, 
whereas the induction of long-term depression in this pathway facilitates extinction of this 
memory (Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2017).
Figure 4 Chromatin modification effects on object recognition memory critically interact with arousal 
signaling events within the insular cortex. 
A, The HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaBut; 1 or 10 μg) infused into the insular cortex immediately 
after training enhanced 24-hour retention of object recognition, but not object location, memory. 
B, Posttraining infusion of the protein kinase A (PKA) inhibitor PKI 14-22 amide (0.3 μg) into the insular 
cortex blocked the enhancing effect of NaBut (10 µg) administration into the insular cortex on object 
recognition memory. Results represent discrimination index (mean + SEM) in percentage on a 24-hour 
retention trial. The discrimination index was calculated as the difference in time spent exploring the 
novel and the familiar object (or location), expressed as the ratio of the total time spent exploring both 
objects. ¬¬, P < 0.01 as compared to the corresponding saline group, uu, P < 0.01 as compared to 
the corresponding NaBut group. From Roozendaal, B. et al. (2010) J. Neurosci. 30(14), 5037-5046.
BLA - hippocampus interactions
Other studies investigated interactions between the BLA and hippocampus in object 
recognition memory. The amygdala projects both directly and indirectly to the hippocampus 
(Pikkarainen et al., 1999; Petrovich et al., 2001). A recent study showed that brief electrical 
stimulation of the BLA immediately after initial exploration of an object enhanced rats’ 
specific memory of the object while they showed no memory for objects for which the 
initial encounter had not been followed by BLA stimulation (Bass et al., 2014). In contrast, no 
benefit to memory of BLA stimulation was observed if hippocampal activity was blocked with 
muscimol during object exploration. These findings thus indicate that brief activation of the 
BLA can prioritize memories for events by enhancing memory for some object encounters but 
not others and that this benefit to memory depends on interactions between the amygdala 
and the hippocampus. In a subsequent study these authors showed that BLA stimulation 
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after object exploration also elicited field-field and spike-field CA3-CA1 synchrony in the 
hippocampus in the low gamma frequency range (30-55 Hz), a range previously associated 
with spike timing and good memory (Bass and Manns, 2015).
 Another study showed that intra-BLA infusions of a memory-enhancing dose of the 
β-adrenoceptor agonist clenbuterol after object recognition training increased hippocampal 
expression of the protein product of the immediate early gene activity-regulated cytoskeletal-
associated protein (Arc/Arg3.1) (McReynolds et al., 2014). Arc protein expression in 
hippocampus plays a functional role in long-term plasticity and memory (Guzowski et al., 
2000; McIntyre et al., 2005). It was found that clenbuterol administration into the BLA 
enhanced hippocampus Arc expression of rats that had not received any habituation to the 
training context, but that the same clenbuterol infusions did not increase Arc expression 
in the hippocampus of rats that had received extensive habituation prior to the training. 
Interestingly, as already described above, clenbuterol administration to well-habituated rats 
does enhance memory of the object recognition training. These findings suggest that the 
BLA noradrenergic system affects the synaptic plasticity-associated protein Arc in synapses 
of the dorsal hippocampus when emotional arousal is elevated. Alternatively, the extensive 
habituation to the training context could have limited the requirement for long-lasting 
changes in the hippocampus following the object exposure trial.
CONCLUSIONS
While it is clear that intense arousal induces highly enduring memories (McGaugh, 2003), in 
extreme cases potentially contributing to the development of posttraumatic stress disorder 
(Pitman et al., 2002; McGaugh, 2003; de Quervain et al., 2017), the evidence summarized in 
this chapter indicates that high levels of emotional arousal are not necessary for modulation 
of memory by the BLA. The findings that adrenal stress hormones affect object recognition 
memory by noradrenergic activation of the BLA provide strong evidence suggesting that the 
BLA also modulates memory of experiences that are only mildly arousing and not aversive or 
fearful in nature. Further, the findings indicate that BLA activation enhances the consolidation 
of different components of object recognition training via interactions with different efferent 
brain regions, including the perirhinal cortex, insular cortex and hippocampus. These findings 
provide further evidence that the BLA plays a central role in ensuring that emotionally 
significant experiences create lasting memories. 
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ABSTRACT
Noradrenergic activation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) is well known to mediate 
emotional arousal effects on long-term memory formation via modulatory influences on 
information storage processes within other brain regions. Norepinephrine administration 
into the BLA also enhances the consolidation of object recognition memory which 
depends critically on the insular cortex (IC). However, little is known concerning the cellular 
mechanisms by which BLA noradrenergic activity regulates neural plasticity processes within 
different subareas of the IC. Here, we investigated, in male Sprague-Dawley rats, the effect of 
intra-BLA norepinephrine administration following an object training experience on neuronal 
activity changes within the anterior (aIC) and posterior IC (pIC). We found that a memory-
enhancing dose of norepinephrine administered into the BLA paradoxically reduced training-
associated neuronal activity within the aIC, as assessed by the number of neurons expressing 
the phosphorylated form of the transcription factor cAMP response element-binding (pCREB) 
protein and neuronal activity marker c-Fos. On the other hand, the number of perisomatic 
GABAergic inhibitory contacts per pCREB-positive neuron was significantly increased, which 
suggests a dynamic upregulation of GABAergic inhibitory tone. Norepinephrine administration 
into the BLA did not affect neuronal activity within the pIC, which receives only sparse 
innervation from the BLA. We further found that the aIC expresses higher β
2
-adrenoceptor 
levels than the pIC, and that direct norepinephrine administration into the aIC, but not pIC, 
also enhances object recognition memory. These findings indicating that the BLA particularly 
interacts with the aIC and that memory-enhancing noradrenergic activity is associated with a 
reduced aIC activity during the post-learning consolidation period, yield fundamental insight 
into the broader effects of emotional arousal on brain network dynamics. 
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INTRODUCTION
Extensive evidence indicates that emotional experiences are typically well remembered 
(McGaugh, 2003), a phenomenon that is vital for successful adaptation to both dangerous 
and favorable situations. Both animal and human studies have shown that noradrenergic 
activation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA), induced by arousing stimulation (McIntyre et 
al., 2002), is crucially involved in promoting the consolidation of long-term memory (van 
Stegeren et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2008). In turn, such BLA noradrenergic activation 
then regulates neuronal plasticity and information storage processes in other brain regions 
(McIntyre et al., 2005; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013). Most studies have 
investigated how BLA activation facilitates hippocampal function underlying the strengthening 
of spatial, contextual and declarative memory (McIntyre et al., 2005; Barsegyan et al., 2014; 
Fastenrath et al., 2014; Atucha et al., 2017). The BLA, however, is known to modulate the 
consolidation of memory of many different learning experiences which depend on functional 
interactions with different memory systems (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McIntyre et 
al., 2012). Moreover, human studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
indicated that the brain is organized in large-scale neural networks (Hermans et al., 2014) 
and provided evidence of wide-spread and temporally regulated alterations in neural activity 
during and after processing of emotionally arousing information (Murty et al., 2010; Hermans 
et al., 2014). 
 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA also enhances the consolidation of object 
recognition memory (Roozendaal et al., 2008), which primarily relies on cortical structures 
(Balderas et al., 2008; Olarte-Sanchez et al., 2015). There is extensive evidence that the insular 
cortex (IC) and its related circuitry is importantly involved in memory for the identity, but not 
location, of an object (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2010) as well as in 
other forms of recognition memory such as conditioned taste aversion, and human face and 
tactile recognition (Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014). Although a functional crosstalk between the 
BLA and IC in modulating recognition memory has been relatively well characterized (Escobar 
et al., 1998; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011; Moraga-Amaro 
and Stehberg, 2012; Chen et al., 2018), the neural mechanisms of how BLA noradrenergic 
activity regulates neuronal plasticity within the IC are poorly understood. Moreover, human 
work consistently showed that the insula is a functionally diverse brain structure and that 
particularly its anterior division, which receives autonomic, visceral and somatosensory 
inputs (Saper, 1982; Augustine, 1996), might be part of a ‘salience network’ and involved 
in the detection and processing of emotionally salient information (Hermans et al., 2011). 
Although the findings of some rodent studies support the view that the anterior (aIC) and 
posterior IC (pIC) are implicated in different neural functions (Nerad et al., 1996; Nerad, 1997; 
Casanova et al., 2016), a possible differential involvement of these two subareas in object 
recognition memory remains largely elusive (Chen et al., 2018). Further, prior studies have 
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not yet investigated whether the BLA might differently interact with the aIC and pIC, and how 
this connectivity is influenced by emotional arousal and noradrenergic activity. 
 Here, we administered norepinephrine into the BLA immediately following an object 
training experience to identify changes in neuronal activity within the aIC and pIC during 
the post-learning consolidation phase. Overall, our findings suggest that memory-enhancing 
norepinephrine treatment selectively influenced neuronal activity within the aIC and not 
pIC. Interestingly, this BLA noradrenergic activation did not increase, but rather reduced, 
cellular markers of aIC activity, presumably involving an increased GABAergic inhibitory tone. 
Finally, we found that the aIC is also more responsive than the pIC to the direct effect of 
norepinephrine on object recognition memory. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects 
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (280-320 g at time of surgery) from Charles River Breeding 
Laboratories (Kisslegg, Germany) were kept individually in a temperature-controlled (22 °C) 
vivarium room (lights on: 07:00-19:00 h) with ad libitum access to food and water. Training and 
testing were performed during the light phase between 10:00 and 14:00 h. All experimental 
procedures are in compliance with European Union Directive 2010/63/EU and approved by 
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Cannula implantation 
Rats were anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine (37.5 mg/kg; Dechra) and 
dexmedetomidine (0.25 mg/kg; Orion); they further received the non-steroidal analgesic 
carprofen (4 mg/kg; Pfizer) and 3 ml of sterile saline. Surgery was performed according to a 
standardized protocol (Fornari et al., 2012a). Two stainless-steel guide cannulae (23 gauge, 
15 mm; Component Supply Co/SKU Solutions, Fort Meade, FL) were implanted bilaterally 
with the cannula tips 2.0 mm above the BLA [anteroposterior (AP), -2.8 mm from Bregma; 
mediolateral (ML), ±5.0 mm from midline; dorsoventral (DV), -6.5 mm from skull surface], aIC 
[AP, +1.0 mm; ML, ±5.5 mm; DV, -4.8 mm (below Bregma)] or pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, ±5.8 mm; 
DV, -4.8 mm (below Bregma)] (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). The rats were allowed to recover 
for a minimum of 10 days before training (see Supplementary Methods).
Viral injection and retrograde tracing
AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato was generously provided by virus services in HHMI-Janelia Research 
Campus (Ashburn, VA, USA). pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP (Addgene plasmid #37825; http://n2t.net/
addgene:37825; RRID:Addgene_37825) and pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato (codon diversified) 
(Addgene plasmid #59462; http://n2t.net/addgene:59462; RRID:Addgene_59462) were 
gifts from Dr. Edward Boyden. The newly evolved variant AAV2-retro is the serotype for all 
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retrograde viruses and permits efficient and reliable retrograde access to projection neurons 
with low toxicity (Tervo et al., 2016). 
 For retrograde tracing of monosynaptic projections from the BLA to the aIC, three 
rats were injected unilaterally with 200 nl of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular 
aIC [AP, +2.5 mm; ML, +4.4 mm; DV, -6.7 mm (below Bregma)]. For retrograde tracing of 
BLA projections to the pIC, two rats were injected with 500 nl of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP or 
pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the granular/dysgranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, +6.2 mm; DV, 
-7.0 mm (below Bregma)] and two rats with 300 nl of rAAV2-retro-CAG-tdtomato into the 
agranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, +6.0 mm; DV, -7.6 mm (below Bregma)]. For retrograde 
tracing of IC projections to the BLA, four rats were injected with 500 nl of pAAV-retro-CAG-
tdTomato into the BLA (AP, -2.8 mm; ML, +5.1 mm; DV, -8.5 mm) (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). 
 After 2-3 weeks, rats were perfused transcardially with ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). 
Forty-micrometer-thick coronal sections were stained with 4′,6-diamidine-2′-phenylindole 
dihydrochloride (DAPI, 1:5,000, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images were acquired with 
an automated stitching fluorescent microscope (DMI 6000B, Leica Microsystems, 
Wetzlar, Germany) under 20x magnification, and the location of the injection spot and 
immunofluorescent cell bodies was examined with FIJI software (NIH) (see Supplementary 
Methods).
Object recognition task 
On the training trial, the rat was placed in a gray open-field box (in cm: 40w x 40d x 40h) 
and allowed to explore two identical objects (A1 and A2) for either 3 or 10 min. In previous 
studies, we have shown that 3 min of training induces significant memory of the object 1 h, 
but not 24 h, later (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2006). In contrast, 10 
min of training induces robust memory at a 24-h retention test. For 24-h retention testing, 
one copy of the familiar object (A3) and a new object (B) were placed in the same location as 
stimuli during the training trial. The rat was placed in the experimental apparatus for 3 min 
and the time spent exploring each object was recorded. A discrimination index was calculated 
as the difference in time exploring the novel and familiar object, expressed as the ratio of 
the total time spent exploring both objects (i.e., [(Time Novel − Time Familiar)/(Time Novel + 
Time Familiar)] × 100%) (Okuda et al., 2004) (see Supplementary Methods). 
Local drug administration
Norepinephrine (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in saline and administered bilaterally into the 
BLA (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl), aIC (2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) or pIC (2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) immediately after the 
training trial. The β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was 
also dissolved in saline and administered posttraining into the BLA (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl), aIC (0.75 
µg in 0.5 µl) or pIC (0.75 µg in 0.5 µl). Drug doses and volumes were based on previous findings 
(Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2008) (see Supplementary Methods).
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Immunohistochemistry, imaging and quantification
One hour after drug administration to trained or home cage control rats, they were 
anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with ice-
cold 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4), followed by 4% PFA in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were post-fixed for 1 
h in 4% PFA and then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose. Forty-micrometer-thick coronal sections 
containing the entire IC were incubated overnight with primary antibodies [phosphorylated 
cAMP response element-binding (pCREB) protein (rabbit anti-pCREB (Ser 133); 1:100, Cell 
Signaling), NeuN (chicken anti-NeuN; 1:500, Millipore), c-Fos (goat anti-c-Fos; 1:200, Santa 
Cruz), glutamic acid decarboxylase 67 (GAD67) (mouse anti-GAD67; 1:250, Millipore), β
1
-
adrenoceptor (rabbit anti-β
1
-adrenoceptor; 1:100, Thermo Fisher) and β
2
-adrenoceptor 
(rabbit anti-β
2
-adrenoceptor; 1:50, Santa Cruz)] in blocking buffer at room temperature (RT). 
After washing, sections were incubated in appropriate secondary antibodies for 3 h at RT (see 
Table I in Supplementary Methods for list of antibodies). 
 For quantitative analysis of immunofluorescent nuclei, images of the agranular, 
dysgranular and granular subregions of the aIC and pIC were acquired at 40x magnification 
with a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager 2, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Oberkochen, 
Germany), and the number of immunopositive or colocalized immunopositive nuclei per 
image was determined with FIJI software. For GAD67-positive puncta, images were acquired 
at 63x magnification and the number of GAD67-positive puncta per pCREB-positive nucleus 
was counted manually. For β-adrenoceptor expression levels, images were acquired at 20x 
magnification (DMI 6000B) and total cell fluorescence, after subtraction of background 
fluorescence, was log
10
-transformed and averaged for each anteroposterior coordinate (see 
Supplementary Methods). 
Statistics
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Discrimination index and total object exploration times 
were analyzed with unpaired t-tests. One-sample t-tests were used to examine whether the 
discrimination index was different from zero (i.e., chance level). Two-way ANOVAs were used 
for analyses of immunohistochemistry data with drug treatment and training as between-
subject parameters. Log
10
-transformed β-adrenoceptor immunofluorescence levels were 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA with anteroposterior location as repeated measure, when 
appropriate, followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests. For all comparisons, P < 0.05 was accepted 
as statistical significance. 
RESULTS
Noradrenergic activity of the BLA enhances object recognition memory
We first determined the effect of norepinephrine (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl) administration into the BLA 
immediately after a 3-min training experience on object recognition memory (Figure 1a). As 
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shown in Figure 1b, the discrimination index of saline-treated control rats at a 24-h retention 
test did not differ significantly from zero (chance level, one-sample t-test: t
6
 = -0.001; P = 
0.10), indicating that they did not express memory of the training object. Norepinephrine 
administration into the BLA significantly increased the discrimination index (P < 0.05). 
Further, norepinephrine-treated rats exhibited a significant exploration preference for the 
novel object (t
10
 = 4.21; P = 0.002). The treatment groups did not differ in total exploration 
time of the two objects during either training (Figure S1a) or retention test (Figure 1c).
Next, we administered the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl) into 
the BLA after a 10-min training session to investigate whether inhibition of endogenous 
noradrenergic activity impairs object recognition memory. The discrimination index of saline-
treated control rats after this longer training experience was significantly greater than zero 
(t
11
 = 3.72, P = 0.003) (Figure 1d), indicating that they expressed 24-h memory. Propranolol 
administration into the BLA significantly impaired 24-h retention (P < 0.01), and the 
discrimination index of these rats did not differ from zero (t
9 
= -0.78; P = 0.46). The treatment 
groups did not differ in total exploration time of the two objects during training (Figure S1b) 
or retention test (Figure 1e). Figure 1f and g shows the injection needle tip placements of all 
rats included in the experiments. 
Dense structural connections from the BLA to the aIC but not pIC
To determine the pattern of anatomical projections from the BLA to the aIC and pIC, we 
administered retrograde AAV viruses (Tervo et al., 2016) into either the aIC or pIC and 
examined the density and distribution of labeled neurons within the BLA. As shown in Figure 
2a, AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato injected into the agranular and dysgranular aIC resulted in 
dense labeling of neurons within both the lateral and basal nuclei of the BLA and sparse 
labeling of neurons within the accessory basal nucleus. In contrast, injection of pAAV-retro-
CAG-GFP into the granular and dysgranular pIC resulted in very few labeled neurons within 
the lateral and basal nuclei, and moderate labeling within the accessory basal nucleus (Figure 
2b). AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato injected into the agranular pIC did not result in any visible 
labeling of neurons within the BLA (Figure 2c). These findings thus indicate that the BLA 
sends dense monosynaptic projections to the aIC and only sparse projections to the pIC. To 
investigate whether the BLA also differentially receives projections from the aIC and pIC, the 
retrograde tracer pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato was injected into the BLA. As shown in Figure 2d, 
we observed dense labeling of neurons within the agranular aIC and only moderate labeling 
within the agranular pIC. All other aIC or pIC subregions showed only very sparse labeling.
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Figure 1 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA enhances object recognition memory
(a) Experimental protocol of the object recognition task. 
(b) Discrimination index (mean ± SEM) on the 24-h retention test of rats given bilateral infusions of 
norepinephrine (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl) or saline into the BLA after a 3-min training trial. Dots in the graph 
represent individual data points. *P < 0.05, n = 7-11 rats/group. NE, norepinephrine. 
(c) Total object exploration time (mean ± SEM) in seconds during the retention test. 
(d) Discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats administered the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl) or saline into the BLA after a 10-min training trial. **P < 0.01, n = 10-12 
rats/group. 
(e) Total object exploration time in seconds during the retention test. 
(f) Representative photomicrograph illustrating the placement of a cannula and infusion needle tip 
within the BLA. Arrow points to the needle tip. CeA, central nucleus of the amygdala. 
(g) Location of infusion needle tips of all rats included in the experiment. 
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Figure 2 Dense structural connections between the BLA and aIC
(a) To selectively label monosynaptic inputs from the BLA to the aIC, AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato 
retrograde virus was injected into the aIC. Left: example image of injection site in the dysgranular and 
agranular subregions of the aIC. Cl, claustrum. The subregions of the IC: GI, granular IC; DI, dysgranular 
IC; AID, agranular IC, dorsal part; AIV agranular IC, ventral part. Right: example image demonstrating 
tdTomato-positive neurons (red) in the lateral and basal nucleus of the BLA, but sparse labeled neurons 
in the accessory nucleus. Inset, tdTomato labeled neurons. The different nucleus of the BLA: L, lateral 
nucleus; B, basal nucleus; AB, accessory nucleus. 
(b) To selectively label monosynaptic inputs from the BLA to the pIC, pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP retrograde 
virus was injected into the pIC. Left: example image of injection site in the granular and dysgranular 
subregions of the pIC. Right: example image demonstrating sparse GFP-positive neurons (green) in the 
BLA. Inset, GFP labeled neurons. 
(c) Left: example image of injection site of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato in the agranular subregion of the 
pIC. Den, dorsal endopiriform nucleus. Right: Example image showing no tdTomato-positive neurons 
(red) in the BLA. 
(d) To selectively label monosynaptic inputs from the aIC and pIC to the BLA, pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomtato 
retrograde virus was injected into the BLA. Left: example image of injection site in the BLA. Top right: 
example image demonstrating tdTomato-positive neurons (red) in the dysgranular (layer V and VI), 
dorsal agranular (layer V and VI) and ventral agranular (throughout the whole cortical layers) subregions 
of the aIC. Bottom right: example image demonstrating tdTomato-positive neurons (red) in the granular 
(layer II/III and layer VI), dysgranular (layer II/III and layer VI) and agranular (mainly in layer II/III, and few 
in layer V and VI) subregions of the pIC. Inset, tdTomato labeled neurons. 
Scale bars: inset = 50µm, the other = 100 µm.
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Noradrenergic activity of the BLA reduces pCREB activity within the aIC 
but not pIC
Given this selective pattern of BLA projections to the aIC, we determined whether a 
memory-enhancing dose of norepinephrine (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl) administered into the BLA 
after a 3-min object training experience also selectively triggers neuronal activity changes 
within the aIC and not pIC. For this, we determined the number of neurons that showed 
immunofluorescence for the phosphorylated, i.e., activated, form of the transcription factor 
CREB (pCREB) within cortical layers II/III of the aIC (AP, +2.5 to +1.7 mm) and pIC (AP, -1.7 
to -2.5 mm), during the post-learning consolidation period, 1 h after the training and drug 
treatment (Figure 3a-c). Extensive evidence indicates that pCREB promotes the synthesis of 
a wide array of proteins implicated in neuronal plasticity and memory formation (Impey et 
al., 2004). The experimental groups did not differ in total object exploration time during the 
training trial (Figure S2a). 
Figure 3 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA after object training selectively reduces the number of 
pCREB-positive neurons within the aIC
(a) Experimental protocol for immunostaining. Rats were trained for 3 min on an object recognition task 
followed immediately by norepinephrine (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl) or saline administration into the BLA. Other 
rats received norepinephrine or saline infusions without training (home cage). One hour later, rats were 
perfused for immunofluorescence of pCREB and NeuN. 
(b) The immunofluorescence for pCREB was determined at layer II/III within the aIC (AP, +2.5 to +1.7 
mm) and pIC (AP, -1.7 to -2.5 mm). Black box on the Nissl-stained section represents the images 
taken in layer II/III of the different subregions within the aIC and pIC. Cl, claustrum; GI, granular IC; DI, 
dysgranular IC; AID, agranular IC (dorsal part); AIV, agranular IC (ventral part). 
(c) Representative images for double staining of pCREB (green) and NeuN (red). Scale bar = 20 µm. (d) 
pCREB+/NeuN (mean ± SEM) ratio within the aIC (n = 5-7 rats/group) and pIC (n = 5-7 rats/group). *P < 
0.05. NE, norepinephrine.
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 Two-way ANOVA for the number of pCREB-positive neurons, normalized for the total 
number of neurons (pCREB/NeuN ratio), within the aIC indicated a significant norepinephrine 
effect (F
1,18
 = 6.01, P = 0.03), but no training effect (F
1,18
 = 1.04, NS) or interaction between 
these two factors (F
1,18 
= 3.12, NS). As shown in Figure 3d, norepinephrine administration into 
the BLA after the training trial significantly reduced the number of pCREB-positive neurons 
within the aIC (P < 0.05). Norepinephrine administration to home cage control rats did not 
reduce the number of pCREB-positive neurons in the aIC (P = 0.62). In contrast, posttraining 
norepinephrine administration into the BLA did not significantly change the number of 
pCREB-positive neurons within the pIC (two-way ANOVA: norepinephrine F
1,18
 = 0.02, NS; 
training F
1,18
 = 0.006, NS; norepinephrine X training F
1,18
 = 1.20, NS). We further found that 
the training experience per se did not significantly change the number of pCREB-positive 
neurons within the aIC. As shown in Figure S3, a more extensive training experience, which 
like norepinephrine administration induces robust long-term memory, also did not affect 
the number of pCREB-positive neurons within the aIC. These findings thus indicate that 
noradrenergic activation, rather than memory induction per se, is associated with a reduction 
in pCREB activity within the aIC.
Noradrenergic activity of the BLA reduces co-expression of pCREB and 
c-Fos within the aIC 
Our finding that norepinephrine administration into the BLA reduced the number of pCREB-
positive neurons within the aIC could reflect an overall reduction in neural activity or, alternatively, 
an increased signal-to-noise ratio such that the remaining pCREB-positive neurons are more actively 
engaged in local network activity (Sano et al., 2014). To address this question, we examined, in 
different groups of rats, whether norepinephrine administration into the BLA altered the number 
of cells expressing the neuronal activity marker c-Fos (Kovács, 1998; Chowdhury et al., 2000; 
Dayas et al., 2001) as well as those showing co-expression of pCREB with c-Fos (Figure 4a). c-Fos 
is an immediate early gene product that is a well-established molecular marker for identifying 
recently activated cells (Minatohara et al., 2016) and the mapping of neuronal ensembles that 
underwent task-related changes in their activity (Perrin-Terrin et al., 2016). We analyzed c-Fos 
labeling and double labeling for pCREB and c-Fos within cortical layers II/III separately for the 
agranular, dysgranular and granular subregions of the aIC 1 h after training and drug treatment 
(Figure 3b). The experimental groups did not differ in total object exploration time during the 
training trial (Figure S2b).
 We first determined the number of c-Fos-positive nuclei to examine whether norepinephrine 
administration into the BLA generally affected neuronal activity within aIC subregions. Two-way 
ANOVA for the number of c-Fos-positive nuclei (normalized to home cage saline-treated animals) 
within the agranular aIC indicated no norepinephrine (F
1,25
 = 0.28, NS) or training effect (F
1,25
 = 
0.40, NS), but did reveal a significant interaction between these two factors (F
1,25
 = 6.16, P = 0.02). 
As shown in Figure 4a and b, norepinephrine administration into the BLA after the training trial 
significantly reduced the number of c-Fos-positive nuclei within the agranular aIC as compared to 
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both trained saline-treated rats (P < 0.05) and home cage norepinephrine-treated rats (P < 0.05). 
The number of c-Fos-positive nuclei within the granular and dysgranular aIC was not significantly 
affected by either training or norepinephrine treatment. 
 Then, we determined the number of nuclei that showed colocalized activity of pCREB and 
c-Fos to examine whether norepinephrine administration into the BLA changed neuronal activity 
in this subset of pCREB-positive neurons. Two-way ANOVA for the normalized number of nuclei 
showing co-expression of pCREB and c-Fos within the agranular aIC indicated no norepinephrine 
(F
1,25
 = 0.53, NS) or training effect (F
1,25
 = 0.52, NS), but a significant interaction effect (F
1,25
 = 
8.12, P = 0.009). As shown in Figure 4b, posttraining norepinephrine administration into the 
BLA significantly reduced the number of cells within the agranular aIC that showed colocalized 
activity of both pCREB and c-Fos as compared to both trained saline-treated rats (P < 0.05) and 
home cage norepinephrine-treated rats (P < 0.05). The number of nuclei within the granular and 
dysgranular aIC that showed co-expression of pCREB and c-Fos was not significantly affected. We 
further found that posttraining norepinephrine treatment also reduced the number of pCREB-
positive nuclei within the agranular aIC relative to trained saline-treated rats (P < 0.01) and home 
cage norepinephrine-treated rats (P < 0.01) (Figure S4). Thus, these findings indicating that 
norepinephrine administration into the BLA induces a training-specific reduction in the number of 
nuclei that shows expression of both pCREB and c-Fos strongly suggest a decrease in the number 
of transcriptionally active cells within the aIC during the post-learning consolidation phase. 
Moreover, this effect appears to be restricted to the agranular subregion of the aIC. 
Noradrenergic activity of the BLA increases GABAergic inhibition within 
the aIC 
Next, we investigated whether this reduced number of pCREB-positive cells within the aIC 
reflects a change in excitatory or inhibitory activity. Therefore, we performed double staining 
for pCREB with GAD67, a marker for GABAergic inhibitory neurons (Ito et al., 2015). We found 
that pCREB was predominantly expressed in excitatory (i.e., GAD67-negative) neurons, and 
that norepinephrine administration into the BLA did not significantly change the ratio of 
pCREB-positive excitatory vs inhibitory cells (Figure S5). Then, we quantified the number of 
GAD67-positive puncta, as a measure of perisomatic inhibitory synapses contacts, that were 
localized at the somatic circumference of pCREB-expressing neurons (Huang et al., 2007). 
Previous findings indicated that the number of GAD67-positive puncta is a sensitive measure 
of release probability of GABAergic vesicles from presynaptic sites (Miceli et al., 2017) and 
that learning-dependent neural plasticity can be associated with a dynamic regulation 
in the number of GAD67-positive puncta (Siucinska, 2006). We found that posttraining 
norepinephrine treatment of the BLA significantly increased the number of GAD67-positive 
puncta per pCREB-immunopositive neuron in the agranular (P < 0.01) and dysgranular aIC (P 
< 0.001) as assessed 1 h after training and drug treatment (Figure 4c, d). These findings thus 
suggest that noradrenergic activation of the BLA reduces aIC excitatory activity by increasing 
the level of inhibitory tone. 
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Figure 4 Noradrenergic activation of the BLA after object training reduces c-Fos-positive nuclei and 
co-expression of pCREB with c-Fos, but increases perisomatic GABAergic activity within the aIC
(a) Representative images showing double immunofluorescence of c-Fos (red) and pCREB (green). 
Merged images show co-localized c-Fos and pCREB activity in the different treatment groups. Scale bar 
= 20 µm. NE, norepinephrine. 
(b) The normalized number of nuclei showing c-Fos (mean ± SEM) within the different subregions of 
the aIC (n= 6-9 rats/group). *P < 0.05. The normalized number of nuclei showing c-Fos and pCREB co-
localization (mean ± SEM) within the different subregions of the aIC (n = 6-9 rats/group). *P < 0.05. 
(c) Representative images of pCREB (green) and GAD67 (red) within the aIC of trained saline- and 
norepinephrine-treated rats. Arrowheads show perisomatic GAD67-positive puncta surrounding a 
pCREB immunopositive nucleus (inset). Scale bar = 10 µm. 
(d) The number of GAD67-positive puncta/pCREB (mean ± SEM) within the subregions of the aIC (n= 
9-15 images/group), **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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Higher β2-adrenoceptor expression levels within the aIC than pIC
Our findings thus indicate that the aIC is more responsive than the pIC to the effect of 
noradrenergic activation of the BLA, and also receives stronger inputs from the BLA. In the 
following experiment, we examined whether the aIC might also be more responsive to the 
effect of direct manipulation of noradrenergic activity. We first determined expression levels 
of β
1
-adrenoceptors and β
2
-adrenoceptors (within all cortical layers) along the anteroposterior 
axis of the IC (Figure 5a). As shown in Figure 5b, the highest density of β
2
-adrenoceptors 
was found at the most anterior location (+2.3 mm from Bregma) and expression levels were 
significantly lower at more posterior coordinates (-1.5 mm and -2.3 mm from Bregma) (P < 
0.05). Double immunofluorescence for β
2
-adrenoceptor and GAD67 indicated that 96.9% of 
β
2
-adrenoceptor-expressing neurons were excitatory neurons (Figure 5c). β
1
-adrenoceptor 
expression did not show an anteroposterior gradient (Figure 5b). 
Noradrenergic activation of the aIC, but not pIC, enhances object 
recognition memory
In the last experiment, we examined whether this higher β
2
-adrenoceptor expression level 
within the aIC has functional consequences for the effect of norepinephrine (2.5 µg in 0.5 
µl) administration directly into the aIC and pIC on object recognition memory (Figure 5d). As 
shown in Figure 5e, the discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats administered 
saline into either the aIC (AP, +2.2 to +0.2 mm) or pIC (AP, -1.0 to -1.7 mm) after a 3-min 
training trial did not significantly differ from chance. Interestingly, the discrimination index of 
rats given posttraining norepinephrine infusions into the aIC was significantly enhanced (P < 
0.01) whereas that of rats administered norepinephrine into the pIC did not differ significantly 
from the saline control group. Moreover, one-sample t-tests revealed that only rats given 
norepinephrine infusions into the aIC exhibited a significant preference to explore the novel 
object (t
8
 = 8.79; P = 0.00002). 
 Conversely, the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (0.75 µg in 0.5 µl) administered 
into the aIC, but not pIC, after a 10-min training trial significantly impaired 24-h object 
recognition memory (P < 0.05) (Figure 5g). The discrimination index of rats administered 
saline into the either aIC or pIC was significantly greater than zero. The discrimination index 
of rats administered propranolol into either the aIC (t
8
 = -0.76; P = 0.47) or pIC (t
11
 = 1.90, 
P = 0.08) did not differ significantly from zero. The different treatment groups did not differ 
in total exploration time of the two objects during training (Figure S6a, b) or retention test 
(Figure 5f, h). Figure 5i, j and k shows the injection needle tip placements within the aIC and 
pIC of all rats included in the experiments. 
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Figure 5 Noradrenergic activation of the aIC enhances object recognition memory
(a) Representative images showing β
1
-adrenoceptor and β
2
-adrenoceptor immunofluorescence at 
different anteroposterior coordinates of the IC. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
(b) Distribution of log
10
-transformed total cell fluorescence for β
1
-adrenoceptors (n = 4 rats; repeated-
measures ANOVA: F4,12 = 4.78; P = 0.02) and β2 adrenoceptors (n = 4 rats; F4,12 = 6.43; P = 0.005) at five 
different anteroposterior coordinates of the IC. Dots in the graph represent individual data points. *P 
< 0.05. 
(c) Triple immunofluorescent labeling for β
2
-adrenoceptors (red), GAD67 (green) and DAPI (blue) 
revealed that the majority of β
2
-adrenoceptor-expressing neurons are excitatory neurons. Arrowheads 
point to β
2
-adrenoceptor-positive neurons and asterisks indicate GAD67-positive neurons. Scale bar = 
20 µm. 
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(d) Experimental protocol of the object recognition task.
(e) Discrimination index (mean ± SEM) on the 24-h retention test of rats given bilateral infusions of 
norepinephrine (2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after a 3-min training trial. Dots in the 
graph represent individual data points. **P < 0.01, n = 9-15 rats/group. NE, norepinephrine; NS, not 
significant. (f) Total object exploration time (mean ± SEM) in seconds during the retention test. 
(g) Discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats administered the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol (0.75 µg in 0.5 µl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after a 10-min training trial. *P < 0.05, n = 
9-12 rats/group. 
(h) Total object exploration time during the retention test. 
(i) Representative photomicrograph illustrating placement of a cannula and infusion needle tip within 
the aIC. Arrow points to the needle tip. GI, granular IC; DI, dysgranular IC; AI, agranular IC.
(j) Location of infusion needle tips within the aIC of all rats included in the experiment. 
(k) Location of infusion needle tips within the pIC of all rats included in the experiment.
DISCUSSION
The present study was undertaken to investigate how BLA noradrenergic activation interacts 
with the aIC and pIC in mediating emotional arousal effects on the consolidation of object 
recognition memory. We obtained evidence that the BLA is predominantly interconnected with 
the aIC, and that intra-BLA administration of a memory-enhancing dose of norepinephrine 
following an object training experience selectively reduced neuronal activity within the aIC, 
presumably involving an increased GABAergic inhibitory tone. Further, we found higher 
expression levels of β
2
-adrenoceptors within the aIC than pIC, and that direct manipulation of 
noradrenergic activity within the aIC, but not pIC, also modulated object recognition memory. 
 Extensive evidence indicates that arousal-associated noradrenergic activation of the 
BLA enhances memory consolidation by influencing neural plasticity mechanisms in other 
brain regions (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; Barsegyan et al., 2014; Beldjoud et al., 2015; 
Chen et al., 2018). Previous studies indicated that the BLA also interacts with the IC which is 
involved in different forms of recognition memory (Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Balderas et 
al., 2008; Beldjoud et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2018). The IC, however, is a large and functionally 
heterogeneous brain structure (Gogolla, 2017) and both animal and human studies indicated 
that the aIC and pIC might be involved in regulating different memory functions (Nerad et 
al., 1996; Craig, 2009; Kurth et al., 2010). Lesion studies in animals indicated that the aIC is 
necessary for the acquisition of both conditioned taste aversion and water-maze learning 
(Nerad et al., 1996), while the pIC is only necessary for the water-maze task (Nerad, 1997). 
Moreover, the pIC also has a critical role in the consolidation and extinction of learned fear 
responses (Casanova et al., 2016). Prior studies in animals had not yet investigated whether 
the BLA might differently interact with the aIC and pIC, and how this connectivity is influenced 
by emotional arousal and noradrenergic activity. We employed newly developed AAV2-retro 
viruses, which permit more efficient and reliable retrograde access to projection neurons 
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compared to classical toxin-based tracing methods (Tervo et al., 2016), to investigate the 
anatomical projections from the BLA to the aIC and pIC. We found that both the basal and 
lateral nuclei of the BLA, which are the main input sites for sensory information (McDonald, 
1998), send dense monosynaptic projections to the agranular and dysgranular subregions 
of the aIC, but only sparse projections to the pIC. On the other hand, the accessory basal 
nucleus was found to be predominantly connected to the pIC. Previous findings have shown 
that the accessory basal nucleus, like the pIC, is involved in regulating anxiety and fear-related 
behaviors (Adhikari et al., 2015). We also found that the BLA receives a dense projection 
from the agranular aIC, suggesting that the BLA and aIC are reciprocally connected (Gallo 
et al., 1992; Roldan and Bures, 1994). In the present study, we focus specifically on how 
manipulation of BLA activity by norepinephrine can alter neuronal activity within the aIC and 
pIC during the consolidation period after object training. However, a recent study, employing 
an optogenetic approach, indicated that information flow from the aIC to the BLA might be 
involved in Pavlovian lever autoshaping (Nasser et al., 2018) and sweet taste recognition 
(Wang et al., 2018).
 Consistent with this specific pattern of structural connectivity, we found that memory-
enhancing norepinephrine treatment into the BLA after object training selectively altered 
neuronal activity within the aIC and not pIC. The effect appears to be restricted to the agranular 
subregion of the aIC, which is considered a high-order multimodal cortical region (Allen et al., 
1991), and thought to maintain cognitive representations of interoceptive states associated 
with previous experiences (Contreras et al., 2012). It has not as yet been investigated 
whether the agranular aIC is also specifically involved in object recognition memory. Further, 
we showed higher β2-adrenoceptor, but not β1-adrenoceptor, expression levels within the 
aIC and that direct noradrenergic manipulation of the aIC had a greater influence on object 
recognition memory than similar manipulation of the pIC. Thus, these findings indicate that 
the aIC is more responsive than the pIC to emotional arousal, both directly and via BLA 
inputs. Interestingly, we found that norepinephrine administration into the BLA reduced 
the number of pCREB-positive cells within the aIC as assessed 1 h after the training. This 
finding may appear unexpected as previous findings indicated that CREB overexpression 
within the IC facilitates synaptic plasticity and long-term recognition memory (Sano et al., 
2014). However, consistent with the present findings, we recently reported that a similar 
norepinephrine administration into the BLA also induced a training-specific reduction in the 
acetylation levels of histone molecules within the aIC (Beldjoud et al., 2015), which critically 
interact with CREB and other transcription factors in influencing transcriptional activity and 
memory (Vecsey et al., 2007). As we further found that the number of neurons that showed 
c-Fos expression as well as co-localized expression of pCREB and c-Fos was also significantly 
reduced, these findings strongly suggest that the noradrenergic activation induced an overall 
reduction in excitatory activity of the aIC. These findings are consistent with prior evidence 
that systemic administration of a memory-enhancing dose of corticosterone after inhibitory 
avoidance training also reduced aIC neuronal activity (Fornari et al., 2012b). Interestingly, 
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noradrenergic inhibition of the BLA with propranolol was found to prevent the glucocorticoid 
effect on memory enhancement as well as on the reduced aIC neuronal activity (Barsegyan 
et al., 2019). 
 We found that this decreased aIC activity was associated with an increased number 
of perisomatic GAD67-positive inhibitory contacts on pCREB-positive neurons, a typical 
innervation domain of parvalbumin-expressing basket neurons (Huang et al., 2007), 
suggesting a dynamic upregulation of GABAergic inhibitory tone. It is well known that GABA-
mediated synaptic inhibition is crucial in neural circuit operations (Huang, 2009), and that 
fewer inhibitory synapses targeting excitatory neurons is indicative of an immature cortex-
processing system (Huang, 2009). A previous finding indicated that learning-dependent 
neural plasticity within barrel cortex was associated with a dynamic upregulation of the 
number of GAD67-positive puncta (Siucinska, 2006). Further, changes in the number of 
GAD67-positive contacts were found to be associated with changes in GABAergic inhibitory 
neurotransmission (Miceli et al., 2017). A recent study revealed that the BLA innervates 
not only excitatory neurons within cortical areas, but has even stronger inputs directly onto 
parvalbumin and somatostatin-expressing interneurons (McGarry and Carter, 2016). Future 
studies should investigate whether BLA noradrenergic activation might reduce aIC neuronal 
activity via such direct excitatory input onto parvalbumin-expressing interneurons within the 
aIC. 
 Human neuroimaging studies have revealed that the BLA and aIC are both key 
nodes of a ‘salience network’, which is responsible for detecting and processing of salient 
information (Seeley et al., 2007). The aIC works as a ‘switch’ as it determines the extent 
to which information is relayed back to sensory cortices for use by the central executive 
network before being processed first in the internally oriented default mode network 
(Sridharan et al., 2008). Hermans et al. (Hermans et al., 2014) proposed a model that stress-
related neuromodulators trigger dynamic shifts in network balance, enabling an organism to 
comprehensively reallocate its neural resources according to cognitive demands. Exposure 
to emotional arousal, in a norepinephrine-dependent fashion, first rapidly strengthens BLA-
aIC connectivity and increases salience network activity at the cost of the central executive 
network (Seeley et al., 2007; Hermans et al., 2011). After stress subsides, resource allocation 
to these two networks reverses: The salience network shuts off and the central executive 
network becomes active, which normalizes emotional reactivity and enhances higher-order 
cognitive processes (van Leeuwen et al., 2018). Our finding of reduced aIC activity 1 h after the 
training experience is thus in concordance with this dynamic regulation of salience network 
activity. According to the model, this delayed shutting off of salience network activity requires 
the post-stress release of glucocorticoid hormones (Hermans et al., 2014; van Leeuwen et al., 
2018). However, our findings provide novel support for the hypothesis that the augmented 
GABAergic inhibition induced by noradrenergic activation might also be able to automatically 
shut off salience network activity. It is currently not known whether such deactivation of 
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the aIC might contribute to information storage processes within the aIC itself or primarily 
promotes consolidation processes via recruitment of other brain regions.
 In summary, the current study indicates that the BLA particularly interacts with the aIC 
and that memory-enhancing noradrenergic activity is associated with a reduced aIC activity 
during the post-learning consolidation period. These findings yield fundamental insight into 
the broader effects of emotional arousal on brain network dynamics. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cannula implantation 
Rats were anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine (37.5 mg/kg; Dechra, 
Bladel, The Netherlands) and dexmedetomidine (0.25 mg/kg; Orion, Mechelen, Belgium). 
They further received the non-steroidal analgesic carprofen (4 mg/kg; Pfizer, Capelle aan 
den IJssel, The Netherlands), and 3 ml of sterile saline to prevent dehydration. Surgery was 
performed according to a standardized protocol (Fornari et al., 2012). The rat was positioned 
in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA), and two stainless-steel guide 
cannulae (15 mm; 23 gauge; Component Supply Co/SKU Solutions, Fort Meade, FL, USA) 
were implanted bilaterally with the cannula tips 2.0 mm above the basolateral amygdala 
[BLA; anteroposterior (AP), -2.8 mm from Bregma; mediolateral (ML), ±5.0 mm from midline; 
dorsoventral (DV), -6.5 mm from skull surface], anterior insular cortex [aIC; AP, +1.0 mm; ML, 
±5.5 mm; DV, -4.8 mm (below Bregma)] or posterior insular cortex [pIC; AP, -2.0 mm; ML, ±5.8 
mm; DV, -4.8 mm (below Bregma)] (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). The cannulae were affixed 
to the skull with two anchoring screws and dental cement. Stylets (15-mm-long 00-insect 
dissection pins), inserted into each cannula to maintain patency, were removed only for the 
drug infusions. After surgery, the rats were administered atipamezole hydrochloride (0.25 
mg/kg; Orion) to reverse anesthesia. The rats were allowed to recover for a minimum of 10 
days before training.
Viral injection and retrograde tracing
AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato was generously provided by virus services in HHMI-Janelia Research 
Campus (Ashburn, VA, USA). pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP (Addgene plasmid #37825; http://n2t.net/
addgene:37825; RRID:Addgene_37825) and pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato (codon diversified) 
(Addgene plasmid #59462; http://n2t.net/addgene:59462; RRID:Addgene_59462) were 
gifts from Dr. Edward Boyden. The newly evolved variant AAV2-retro is the serotype for all 
retrograde viruses and permits efficient and reliable retrograde access to projection neurons 
with low toxicity (Tervo et al., 2016). Viral titrations were 1.8×1012 gc/ml for rAAV2-retro-
CAG-tdTomato, 7×1012 gc/ml for pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP, and 5×1012 gc/ml for pAAV-retro-CAG-
tdTomato.
 Rats were anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine (37.5 mg/kg) and 
dexmedetomidine (0.25 mg/kg), and further received the non-steroidal analgesic carprofen 
(4 mg/kg) and 3 ml of sterile saline. The rat was positioned in a robot stereotaxic frame 
(Neurostar, Tübingen, Germany), and viruses were microinjected unilaterally into the left 
hemisphere at a software-controlled rate of 10 nl/min via a 26-gauge 10-µl nanofil syringe 
(World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). For retrograde tracing of BLA projections to the 
aIC, three rats were injected with 200 nl of rAAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular 
aIC [AP, +2.5 mm; ML, +4.4 mm; DV, -6.7 mm (below Bregma)]. For retrograde tracing of 
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BLA projections to the pIC, two rats were injected with 500 nl of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP or 
pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the granular/dysgranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, +6.2 mm; DV, 
-7.0 mm (below Bregma)] and two rats with 300 nl of rAAV2-retro-CAG-tdtomato into the 
agranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, +6.0 mm; DV, -7.6 mm (below Bregma)]. For retrograde 
tracing of aIC/pIC projections to the BLA, four rats were injected with 500 nl of pAAV-retro-
CAG-tdTomato into the BLA (AP, -2.8 mm; ML, +5.1 mm; DV, -8.5 mm). After the injection, the 
needle was left in place for another 10 min before slowly withdrawing it. 
 After 2-3 weeks to allow sufficient time for expression (Tervo et al., 2016), rats 
were sacrificed with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (~100 mg/kg) and perfused 
transcardially with ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), followed by 
ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were post-fixed for 1 h 
in 4% PFA and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose until brains were saturated (~36-48 h). Forty-
micrometer-thick coronal sections were cut on a cryostat and stained with 4',6-diamidine-2'-
phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI, 1:5,000, D1306, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, sections 
were mounted, air-dried, and coverslipped with fluorosave mounting medium (345789, EMD 
Millipore). Images were acquired with an automated stitching fluorescent microscope (DMI 
6000B, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using a 20x objective. Images were examined 
with FIJI software (NIH) and the anatomical location of fluorescent labeling within the IC and 
BLA was verified with the Paxinos and Watson rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). 
Object training and testing procedures
The experimental apparatus was a gray open-field box (in cm: 40w x 40d x 40h) with the 
floor covered with sawdust, positioned in a dimly illuminated room (60 lux). The objects to 
be discriminated were white glass light bulbs (6 cm diameter, 11 cm length) and transparent 
glass vials (5.5 cm diameter, 5 cm height), secured to the floor of the box with Velcro tape. All 
rats were handled 1-2 min for 5 days immediately preceding the training day. Rats were not 
habituated to the experimental context prior to the training trial. Previously, we have shown 
that this produces novelty-induced noradrenergic activation during the training (Roozendaal 
et al., 2006). 
 On the training trial, each rat was placed individually in the training apparatus at the 
opposite end from the objects and allowed to explore two identical objects (A1 and A2) for 
either 3 or 10 min. The 3-min training session was used for the norepinephrine administration 
experiments in order to assess memory enhancement, and 10 min of training for the 
propranolol administration experiments in order to assess memory impairment (Okuda et 
al., 2004; Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2006). Sawdust was stirred and 
the objects were thoroughly cleaned with 70% ethanol between rats to avoid the presence 
of olfactory trails. Some animals were sacrificed for tissue collection 1 h after training and 
immediate posttraining drug treatment; other rats were tested for retention 24 h after the 
training trial. On the 24-h retention test, one copy of the familiar object (A3) and a new object 
(B) were placed in the same location as stimuli during the training trial. All combinations 
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and locations of objects were used in a balanced manner to reduce potential biases due to 
preference for particular locations or objects. The rat was placed in the experimental apparatus 
for 3 min and the time spent exploring each object and the total time spent exploring both 
objects were recorded. Rats’ behavior during training and retention test was recorded with 
a video camera positioned above the experimental apparatus. Videos were analyzed off-line 
by a trained observer who was blind to treatment condition. Exploration of an object was 
defined as pointing the nose to the object at a distance of <1 cm and/or touching it with the 
nose (Okuda et al., 2004). Turning around, climbing or sitting on an object was not considered 
exploration. In order to analyze cognitive performance, a discrimination index was calculated 
as the difference in time exploring the novel and familiar object, expressed as the ratio of 
the total time spent exploring both objects (i.e., [(Time Novel – Time Familiar)/(Time Novel 
+ Time Familiar)] x 100%). Rats showing a total exploration time of <10 s on the training 
trial were removed from analysis, because previous findings indicated that such rats do not 
acquire the task (Okuda et al., 2004).
Local drug administration
Norepinephrine (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in saline and administered bilaterally into the 
BLA (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl), aIC (2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) or pIC (2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) immediately after the 
training trial. The β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was 
also dissolved in saline and administered into the BLA (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl), aIC (0.75 µg in 0.5 
µl) or pIC (0.75 µg in 0.5 µl) immediately posttraining. Sterile saline was used as the vehicle 
solution. Drug doses and volumes were based on previous findings (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 
2005; Roozendaal et al., 2008). 
 Drug infusions were given via 30-gauge injection needles connected to 10-µl Hamilton 
microsyringes by polyethylene (PE-20) tubing. The injection needles protruded 2.0 mm 
beyond the cannula tips and drug or an equivalent volume of saline control was infused by 
an automated syringe pump (Stoelting Co., Dublin, Ireland). The infusion rate was 0.4 µl/min. 
The injection needles were retained within the cannulae for an additional 20 s to maximize 
diffusion and to prevent backflow of drug. All drug solutions were freshly prepared before 
each experiment.  
Immunohistochemistry, imaging and quantification 
One hour after drug administration to trained or home cage control rats, they were deeply 
anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with ice-cold 0.1 M PBS 
(pH 7.4), followed by ice-cold 4% PFA in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were post-fixed for 1 h 
in 4% PFA and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose until brains were saturated (~36-48 h). Forty-
micrometer-thick coronal sections were cut on a cryostat, collected in Tris-buffered saline 
(TBS) with 0.1% sodium azide and phosphatase inhibitors (20 mM sodium fluoride and 2 
mM sodium orthovanadate), and stored at 4 °C. For most immunostaining procedures, 
three sections of the aIC (AP, between +2.5 mm and +1.7 mm) and three sections of the 
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pIC (AP, between -1.7 mm and -2.5 mm) were selected from each rat. For β-adrenoceptor 
immunofluorescence, one section at each AP coordinate (+2.3, +1.5, 0.0, -1.5 and -2.3 mm 
from Bregma) was selected. Sections were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma-
Aldrich) in 0.1 M TBS with phosphatase inhibitors for 30 min, blocked with 5% donkey serum 
(017-000-1221, Jackson ImmunoResearch), 5% goat serum (10000c, Thermo Fisher Scientific), 
1% BSA (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1% glycine (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.3% Triton X-100 for 1 
h and then incubated overnight with primary antibodies (see Table I) in blocking buffer at 
room temperature (RT). Sections were subsequently washed in 0.1 M TBS with phosphatase 
inhibitors and incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies (see Table I) for 3 h at RT. 
Sections were mounted, air-dried and coverslipped with fluorosave mounting medium. 
 Fluorescent images of the agranular, dysgranular and granular subregions of the IC in 
layer II/III (Figure 2b) were acquired at 40x magnification using a fluorescent microscope 
(Zeiss Axio Imager 2, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Oberkochen, Germany) and analyzed with FIJI 
software (NIH). For calculating the pCREB+/NeuN ratio, the number of neurons co-expressing 
pCREB and NeuN was divided by the total number of cells expressing NeuN, following 
quantification in all serial slices in the agranular, dysgranular and granular subregions of 
the aIC and pIC. Data from all subregions were then averaged into a pCREB/NeuN ratio (%) 
for the aIC and pIC for each rat. For quantification of c-Fos and pCREB immunoreactivity, 
the number of immunopositive nuclei was counted in all subregions of the aIC, and then 
averaged per subregion for each rat. For colocalization of c-Fos with pCREB and of pCREB 
with GAD67, the number of colocalized nuclei was counted in all subregions of the aIC, then 
averaged per subregion for each rat. Data were normalized to the home cage saline-treated 
group for each subregion. For quantitative analysis of GAD67-positve puncta, images were 
acquired in layer II/III at 63x magnification and the number of GAD67-positive puncta per 
pCREB-positive nucleus was counted manually and averaged per subregion for each image. 
For β-adrenoceptor expression levels, images were acquired at 20x magnification with a 
fluorescent microscope (DMI 6000B), and analyzed with FIJI software. Total cell fluorescence 
was log
10
-transformed after subtracting background fluorescence and averaged for each 
coordinate. 
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Table I Primary and secondary antibodies
Antibody Host Dilution Catalog # Company
anti-phosphorylated cAMP response 
element-binding (pCREB)
(Ser133)
rabbit 1:100 9198 L Cell Signaling Technology
anti-NeuN chicken 1:500 ABN 91 Millipore
anti-c-Fos goat 1:200 sc-52-G Santa Cruz Biotechnology
anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase 67 
(GAD67)
mouse 1:250 MAB5406  Millipore
anti-b
1 
adrenoceptor rabbit 1:100 PA1-049 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-b
2 
adrenoceptor rabbit 1:50 sc-569 Santa Cruz Biotechnology
anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 donkey 1:200 A21206 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 568 goat 1:200 A11041 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-goat Alexa Fluor 568 donkey 1:1,000 A11057 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 568 goat 1:500 A11031 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 goat 1:500 A11029 Thermo Fisher Scientific
anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 donkey 1:200 A31573 Thermo Fisher Scientific
Cannula placement verification
After completion of behavioral testing, rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium 
pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with 0.1 M PBS followed by 4% formaldehyde. At 
least 24 h before sectioning, brains were placed in 30% sucrose for cryoprotection. Coronal 
sections of 50 μm were cut on a cryostat, mounted on gelatin-coated slides, stained with 
cresyl violet, and examined by light microscopy by an observer blind to drug treatment. 
Rats with injection needle tip placements outside the target region, or with extensive tissue 
damage, were excluded from analysis. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
Figure S1 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during the training trial of rats included in the 
experiments shown in Figure 1 (see text for details)
(a) Total object exploration time during a 3-min training trial of rats administered norepinephrine (1.0 
μg in 0.2 μl) or saline into the BLA after the training trial (n = 7-11 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t16 = -1.88, 
NS). 
(b) Total object exploration time during a 10-min training trial of rats administered propranolol (0.3 μg 
in 0.2 μl) or saline into the BLA after the training trial (n = 10 -12 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t20 = 0.07, 
NS). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual data points. 
Figure S2 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during a 3-min training trial of rats included in 
the experiments shown in Figures 3 and 4 (see text for details)
(a) Total object exploration time of rats included in the pCREB/NeuN immunofluorescence analysis (n = 
5 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t8 = 0.12, NS). 
(b) Total object exploration time of rats included in the analyses of immunofluorescence of c-Fos, pCREB 
and co-localization of c-Fos with pCREB (n = 6-9 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t13 = -0.90, NS).
(c) Total exploration time of rats included in the analysis of immunofluorescence of pCREB and GAD67 
(n = 3-5 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t6 = 0.89, NS). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Dots in the 
different graphs represent individual data points.
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Figure S3 | Training on the object recognition task per se did not change the pCREB+/NeuN ratio 
within the aIC
Rats were trained on the object recognition task for either 3 or 10 min or served as home cage (HC) 
control and were sacrificed 1 h later for analysis of pCREB/NeuN immunofluorescence within all three 
subregions of the aIC (n = 6-9 rats/group, one-way ANOVA: F2,21 = 0.10, NS). Data are expressed as mean 
± SEM. Dots in the graph represent individual data points. 
Figure S4 | The number of pCREB-positive nuclei within the aIC after object training and 
norepinephrine administration into the BLA 
Data were normalized to the home cage (HC) saline group of each subregion. Norepinephrine (1.0 
μg in 0.2 μl) infusion into the BLA after object training reduced the number of pCREB-positive nuclei 
within the agranular subregion of the aIC compared with trained saline-treated rats and home cage 
norepinephrine-treated rats. Posttraining norepinephrine infusion into the BLA also reduced the number 
of pCREB-positive nuclei within the dysgranular aIC compared with home cage norepinephrine-treated 
rats. Two-way ANOVAs for the normalized number of pCREB-positive nuclei in the granular aIC (n = 6-9 
rats/group, norepinephrine F
1,25
 = 1.13, NS; training F
1,25
 = 2.71, NS; norepinephrine X training F
1,25
 = 
1.59, NS), dysgranular aIC (norepinephrine F
1,25
 = 2.49, NS; training F
1,25
 = 6.23, P = 0.02; norepinephrine 
X training F
1,25
 = 0.65, NS) and agranular aIC (norepinephrine F
1,25
 = 5.67, P = 0.03; training F
1,25
 = 5.01, P 
= 0.03; norepinephrine X training F
1,25
 = 3.84, NS). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Figure S5 | Noradrenergic activation of the BLA after object training did not change the percentage 
of pCREB-positive inhibitory versus excitatory neurons
The percentage of pCREB-positive inhibitory neurons was calculated by determining the number of 
neurons that show colocalized immunofluorescence for pCREB and GAD67, divided by the total number 
of pCREB-positive neurons. 
(a) Representative images showing pCREB (green) and GAD67 (red) immunofluorescence in the aIC. Scale 
bar = 10 µm. 
(b) Percentage of pCREB-positive inhibitory neurons in trained norepinephrine and saline-treated rats in 
the subregions of the aIC. (granular aIC, n = 6-8 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t12 = -1.19, NS; dysgranular 
aIC, n = 6-8 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t12 = -1.96, NS; agranular aIC, n = 6-8 rats/group, unpaired t-test: 
t12 = -0.45, NS). 
Figure S6 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during the training trial of rats included in the 
experiments shown in Figure 5 (see text for details) 
(a) Total object exploration time during a 3-min training trial of rats administered norepinephrine (2.5 
μg in 0.5 μl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after the training trial (aIC, n = 9 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t16 
= 0.45, NS; pIC, n = 10-15 rats/group, unpaired t-test: t23 = 0.27, NS). 
(b) Total object exploration time during a 10-min training trial of rats administered propranolol (0.75 
μg in 0.5 μl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after the training trial (aIC, n = 9-12 rats/group t19 = 0.48, NS; 
pIC, n = 9-12 rats/group, t19 = 1.20, NS). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Dots in the different graphs 
represent individual data points. 
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ABSTRACT
Extensive evidence indicates that noradrenergic activation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) 
is essential for mediating emotional arousal effects on memory consolidation in different 
target regions. However, the mechanism by which BLA activation regulates such information 
storage processes remains largely elusive. Here we demonstrate, in male Sprague-Dawley 
rats, that noradrenergic activation of the BLA is critically involved in enabling facilitation of 
memory consolidation induced by histone acetylation, a form of chromatin modification, 
within the insular cortex (IC) on object recognition memory. The histone deacetylase (HDAC) 
inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaB) administered either systemically or directly into the anterior, 
but not posterior, IC immediately after object recognition training enhanced long-term 
memory for the identity of the object. Systemic NaB administration also enhanced memory 
for the location of the object. This NaB-induced enhancement of both object recognition and 
object location memory was selectively associated with an increased ability to assess the 
familiarity of the training stimulus, without affecting interaction with a novel stimulus. The 
β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol infused into the BLA concurrently abolished the NaB-
induced enhancement of familiarity detection underlying both object recognition and object 
location memory. These findings indicate that noradrenergic activity within the BLA induced 
by emotional arousal interacts with chromatin modification mechanisms in its target regions 
to affect post-learning consolidation processes underlying long-term recognition memory 
and discrimination of a familiar stimulus. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Emotional enhancement of memory is an evolutionarily conserved, adaptive survival 
mechanism (Roozendaal et al., 2009; McGaugh, 2013). It has long been known that 
noradrenergic activation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) is crucially involved in strengthening 
the consolidation of long-term memory (McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
2011). Norepinephrine or a β-adrenoceptor agonist administered into the BLA immediately 
posttraining enhances the retention of many different types of emotionally arousing training 
experiences (Introini-Collison et al., 1991; LaLumiere et al., 2003). Conversel y, intra-BLA 
infusions of a β-adrenoceptor antagonist impair the consolidation of memory for such training 
experiences (Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999). Extensive evidence indicates that noradrenergic 
manipulation of BLA activity, in turn, facilitates information storage processes in different 
cortical and subcortical regions (Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013). Although 
prior studies investigating the involvement of BLA noradrenergic activity in regulating 
memory consolidation have primarily employed highly arousing training conditions that are 
known to induce the release of high levels of norepinephrine within the amygdala (Quirarte 
et al., 1998; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; McIntyre et al., 2002), we and others reported that 
noradrenergic activity of the BLA also enhances the consolidation of low-arousing recognition 
memory for objects (Roozendaal et al., 2008; McReynolds et al., 2014) as well as for the 
association of an object with its context (Barsegyan et al., 2014). These findings thus indicate 
that noradrenergic activation of the BLA is also able to modulate the consolidation of non-
aversive or non-fearful memories and provide evidence that this neuromodulatory system 
ensures lasting memories of significant experiences with varying degrees of emotionality. 
However, the mechanism by which BLA noradrenergic activation modulates information 
storage processes in its target regions remains largely elusive (McIntyre et al., 2012). Here, 
we examine whether noradrenergic activation of the BLA enables facilitation of memory 
consolidation induced by histone acetylation, a form of chromatin modification, on object 
recognition memory.
 Chromatin modification, i.e., histone post-translational modifications, is emerging 
as a major molecular pathway in the regulation of gene expression required for long-term 
synaptic plasticity and memory formation (Levenson et al., 2004; Vecsey et al., 2007; Stefanko 
et al., 2009; Reolon et al., 2011). Several studies have shown that systemic administration 
of a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor, which facilitates gene transcription by increasing 
the acetylation state of histone molecules and relaxing chromatin structure, enhances the 
consolidation of memory for objects and their location (Stefanko et al., 2009; Reolon et al., 
2011). We reported earlier that the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaB) administered 
directly into the insular cortex (IC) enhanced long-term memory of the object, but not 
of the location of the object (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Conversely, HDAC inhibition in the 
hippocampus enhanced memory of the location of the object but not of the object itself. This 
double dissociation is consistent with other evidence indicating that the IC and hippocampus 
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are involved in processing different aspects of recognition memory (Brown and Aggleton, 
2001; Mumby et al., 2002; Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 2005; Norman and Eacott, 2005; Balderas 
et al., 2008; Piterkin et al., 2008; Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014). Importantly, evidence indicates 
that arousal signaling events recruit histone acetylation mechanisms to enhance long-term 
memory (Roozendaal et al., 2010). We reported that memory-enhancing glucocorticoid 
treatment after object recognition training augmented histone acetylation levels within the 
IC. On the other hand, blockade of either noradrenergic or glucocorticoid activity within the 
IC completely abolished the effect of NaB administration on memory enhancement, but it 
did not prevent the NaB effect on increasing histone acetylation levels. These findings thus 
indicate that inducing a histone hyper-acetylated state via HDAC inhibition is not sufficient 
to enhance long-term memory, but that arousal signaling events critically interact with 
chromatin-modifying mechanisms in influencing memory consolidation (Roozendaal et al., 
2010).
 The current study investigated whether noradrenergic activation of the BLA also 
interacts with chromatin modification mechanisms in other brain regions to enhance the 
consolidation of object recognition and object location memory. In the first experiment, rats 
received bilateral microinfusions into the BLA of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol 
immediately after training in an object recognition task. A memory-enhancing dose of the 
HDAC inhibitor NaB was administered systemically immediately after training, and retention 
of both object recognition and object location memory was tested 24 h later. In a second 
experiment, we examined whether propranolol administration into the BLA blocks the effect 
of NaB treatment directly into the IC on object recognition and object location memory. 
The experimental procedures were identical to those of the first experiment, except that 
the NaB was given either into anterior (aIC) or posterior (pIC) subareas of the IC. To analyze 
cognitive performance, we determined not only how enhancement of object recognition 
and object location memory altered the relative preference to explore a novel over familiar 
object, but also how this is associated with changes in the ability to assess the familiar and/
or novel object per se. Recent findings suggest that information regarding familiar and novel 
stimuli might be signaled through independent, yet connected, neural systems (Kafkas 
and Montaldi, 2014; Molas et al., 2017), yet whether object recognition enhancement is 
selectively associated with an increased ability to assess the familiarity of the training object 
(or location) or whether this would also improve assessment of a novel stimulus has never 
been investigated. We found that the memory enhancement induced by NaB treatment, 
given either systemically or directly into the IC, increased detection of the familiar object (or 
location), without seemingly affecting interaction with a novel stimulus. Therefore, in a last 
experiment we examined whether a more extensive training session, which by itself induces 
robust long-term memory, would also selectively affect interaction with the familiar stimulus 
on the object recognition and object location tasks.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subjects 
Male adult Sprague-Dawley rats (280-320 g at time of surgery) from Charles River Breeding 
Laboratories (Kisslegg, Germany) were kept individually in a temperature-controlled (22°C) 
vivarium room and maintained on a 12-h:12-h light:dark regimen (7:00–19:00 h lights on) 
with ad libitum access to food and water. Training and testing were performed during the 
light phase of the cycle between 10:00 and 15:00 h. All experimental procedures were in 
compliance with the European Union Directive 2010/63/EU and approved by the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee of Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
Cannula implantation
Rats were anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine (37.5 mg/kg of body 
weight; Dechra, Bladel, The Netherlands) and dexmedetomidine (0.25 mg/kg; Orion, 
Mechelen, Belgium). They further received the non-steroidal analgesic carprofen (4 mg/
kg; Pfizer, Capelle aan den IJssel, The Netherlands), and 3 ml of sterile saline to prevent 
dehydration. Surgery was performed according to a standardized protocol (Fornari et al., 
2012). The rat was positioned in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA), and 
two stainless-steel guide cannulae (15 mm; 23 gauge; Component Supply Co/SKU Solutions, 
Fort Meade, FL, USA) were implanted bilaterally with the cannula tips 2.0 mm above the 
BLA [anteroposterior (AP), -2.8 mm from Bregma; mediolateral (ML), ±5.0 mm from midline; 
dorsoventral (DV), -6.5 mm from skull surface], aIC [AP, +1.0 mm; ML, ±5.5 mm; DV, -4.8 mm 
(below Bregma)] or pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, ±5.8 mm; DV, -4.8 mm (below Bregma)] (Paxinos and 
Watson, 2007). Other rats received unilateral cannulae implanted 2.0 mm above both the left 
BLA and left aIC. The cannulae were affixed to the skull with two anchoring screws and dental 
cement. Stylets (15-mm-long 00-insect dissection pins) were inserted into each cannula to 
maintain patency and were removed only for the infusion of drugs. After surgery, rats were 
administered atipamezole hydrochloride (0.25 mg/kg, sc; Orion) to reverse anesthesia. The 
rats were allowed to recover for a minimum of 7 days before commencement of training.  
Object training and testing procedures 
The experimental apparatus was a gray open-field box (in cm: 40 wide × 40 deep × 40 high) 
with the floor covered with sawdust, positioned in a dimly illuminated room (60 lux). The 
objects to be discriminated were white glass light bulbs (6 cm diameter, 11 cm length) and 
transparent glass vials (5.5 cm diameter, 5 cm height) secured to the floor of the box with 
Velcro tape. All rats were handled 1-2 min for 5 days immediately preceding the training day. 
They were not habituated to the experimental context prior to the training trial. Previously, 
we have shown that this produces novelty-induced noradrenergic activation within the BLA 
during the training (Roozendaal et al., 2006). On the training trial, the rat was placed in the 
experimental apparatus and allowed to explore two identical objects (A1 and A2) for either 3 
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or 10 min. The 3-min training session was used to assess memory enhancement induced by 
NaB treatment whereas 10 min of training by itself is sufficient to induce robust long-term 
memory (Okuda et al., 2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006). To avoid the presence of olfactory 
trails, sawdust was stirred and the objects were thoroughly cleaned with 70% ethanol 
between rats. Rats (<5%) showing a total exploration time <10 s during the training trial were 
excluded because previous findings indicated that such rats do not acquire the task (Okuda 
et al., 2004). Retention was tested 24 h after the training trial. For object recognition memory 
(ORM) testing, one copy of the familiar object (A3) and a new object (B) were placed in the 
same location as stimuli during the training trial. For object location memory (OLM) testing, 
one copy of the familiar object (A3) was placed in the middle of the box (novel location), 
the other familiar object (A4) was placed in the same location as during the training trial. 
All combinations and locations of objects were counter-balanced to reduce potential biases 
due to preference for particular locations or objects. The rat was placed in the experimental 
apparatus for 3 min and the time spent exploring the novel and familiar object (or location) 
and the total time spent exploring both objects were recorded with a video camera mounted 
above the experimental apparatus. Videos were analyzed off-line by two trained observers. 
Each observer scored a whole experiment and was blind to the treatment condition. 
Exploration of an object was defined as pointing the nose to the object at a distance of <1 
cm and/or touching it with the nose. Turning around, climbing or sitting on an object was not 
considered as exploration. In order to analyze cognitive performance, a discrimination index 
was calculated as the difference in time exploring the novel and familiar object, expressed as 
the ratio of the total time spent exploring both objects (i.e., (time novel − time familiar/time 
novel + time familiar) × 100%). Furthermore, we examined independent exploration times of 
the familiar and novel objects (or locations). 
Systemic NaB treatment
NaB (0.4 g/kg; Millipore, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), in a volume of 1.26 ml/kg, or an 
equivalent volume of saline was administered intraperitoneally immediately after the 
training trial. This dose of NaB was selected on the basis of prior findings indicating memory 
enhancement of conditioned taste aversion (Kwon and Houpt, 2010). 
Local drug administration
The β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl; Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 
saline and administered into the BLA immediately after training. NaB (10 µg in 0.5 µl), dissolved 
in saline, was infused into the aIC or pIC after training. Doses of propranolol and NaB were 
based on previous studies from our research group (Roozendaal et al., 2008; Roozendaal et 
al., 2010). In both studies the effect of different doses of propranolol administered into the 
BLA or of NaB into the IC on modulating object recognition memory were compared.
 Drug infusions were given via 30-gauge injection needles connected to 10-µl Hamilton 
microsyringes by polyethylene (PE-20) tubing. The injection needles protruded 2.0 mm 
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beyond the cannula tips and drug or an equivalent volume of control solution was infused by 
an automated syringe pump (Stoelting Co., Dublin, Ireland). The infusion rate was 0.4 µl/min. 
The injection needles were retained within the cannulae for an additional 20 s to maximize 
diffusion. Drug solutions were freshly prepared before each experiment.
Cannula placement verification
Rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (≈100 mg/kg, ip) and perfused 
transcardially with phosphate-buffered saline followed by 4% formaldehyde. The brains were 
removed and stored in 4% formaldehyde. At least 24 h before sectioning, the brains were 
placed in a 30% sucrose solution for cryoprotection. Fifty-micro- meter-thick coronal sections 
were cut on a cryostat, mounted on gelatin-coated slides, stained with cresyl violet, and 
examined by light microscopy by an observer blind to drug treatment. Rats with injection 
needle tip placements outside the target regions, or with extensive tissue damage, were 
excluded from analyses.
Statistics 
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis used un- paired t-tests to compare two 
groups or two-way ANOVAs for multiple comparisons, when appropriate, followed by Fisher’s 
post-hoc compar- ison tests. One-sample t-tests assessed whether the discrimination index 
differed from zero (i.e., chance level) and thus whether learning had occurred. Paired t-tests 
were used to analyze exploration time of the novel and familiar object (or location) within 
the same animal and thus whether the animal exhibited a relative preference to explore the 
novel over familiar object (or location). A probability level of < 0.05 was accepted as statistical 
significance. The number of rats per group is indicated in the figure legends.
RESULTS
Propranolol administration into the BLA blocks the effect of systemic NaB 
treatment on enhancing ORM, OLM and familiarity detection 
This experiment investigated whether noradrenergic activity of the BLA is required to enable 
the effect of systemic NaB treatment on the consolidation of different components of 
object recognition memory. All rats were subjected to a 3-min training trial during which 
they could freely explore two identical objects. Immediately after the training trial, they 
received bilateral infusions of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl) 
into the BLA together with a systemic injection of a memory-enhancing dose of the HDAC 
inhibitor NaB (0.4 g/kg). To determine whether animals exhibit a long-term memory for the 
object seen during the training trial (ORM), rats were given a 24-h retention test in which 
one object was familiar and the other object was novel (Figure 1a). To determine whether 
animals exhibit a long-term memory for the location of an object (OLM), other rats were 
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given a 24-h retention test in which both objects were familiar, yet one was placed in a novel 
location (Figure 1d). As mentioned, we were interested not only in determining how HDAC 
inhibition and propranolol treatment might affect consolidation processes underlying ORM 
and OLM, but also in how such recognition enhancement is associated with changes in the 
ability to assess the familiarity and/or novelty of the objects. Therefore, we also examined 
how the drug treatments independently affected the time spent exploring the familiar and 
novel objects (and their location).
 Object recognition test (ORM): Total exploration time of the two identical objects during 
the training trial, before drug treatment, did not differ between groups (Supplementary figure 
1a). As shown in Figure 1b, exploration time of the novel object during the 24-h retention test 
was not significantly affected by either NaB or propranolol treatment. In contrast, two-way 
ANOVA for exploration time of the familiar object indicated significant propranolol (F
1,42 
= 4.22; 
P = 0.046) and NaB x propranolol interaction effects (F
1,42 
= 10.81; P = 0.002). In rats that had 
received saline infusions into the BLA, NaB treatment significantly reduced exploration time 
of the familiar object (P<0.001), suggesting an increased ability to detect the familiar object. 
Propranolol administration into the BLA blocked this NaB treatment-induced reduction in 
familiar object exploration (P < 0.001). Total time spent exploring both objects during the 
retention test trial was not significantly affected (Figure 1b). This selective reduction in time 
spent exploring the familiar object, without affecting exploration of the novel object, resulted 
in a significantly greater discrimination index in the NaB treatment group (P < 0.001), which 
was blocked again by propranolol (P < 0.001) (Figure 1c). Further, one sample t-test revealed 
that the discrimination index of the NaB-saline treatment group was significantly different 
from zero (i.e., chance level) (t12 = 8.35; P = 0.00002), indicating that these rats exhibited a 
relative preference to explore the novel over the familiar object. The discrimination index of 
the other three groups did not differ from zero. Paired analysis of novel and familiar object 
exploration time confirmed that only the NaB-saline treatment group showed a significantly 
greater exploration of the novel than familiar object (P < 0.001) (Supplementary Table I). 
 Object location test (OLM): Same as for ORM, total exploration time of the two identical 
objects during the 3-min training trial, before drug treatment, did not differ between 
groups (Supplementary figure 1b). Propranolol administration into the BLA also blocked the 
systemic NaB treatment effect on memory for the location of the object. As shown in Figure 
1e, propranolol or NaB treatment did not affect exploration time of the object placed in 
the novel location on the 24-h retention test. In contrast, two-way ANOVA for exploration 
time of the object placed in the familiar location indicated a significant NaB x propranolol 
interaction effect (F
1,38 
= 7.73; P = 0.008). Systemic NaB treatment reduced exploration time 
of the object placed in the familiar location (P < 0.01) which reveals also an increased ability 
for assessing the familiar location of the object. Propranolol administration into the BLA again 
blocked this NaB treatment effect (P < 0.01). Total time spent exploring both objects was 
not significantly affected. As shown in Figure 1f, NaB treatment significantly increased the 
discrimination index (P < 0.001), whereas intra-BLA propranolol administration blocked the 
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NaB treatment effect on discrimination index (P < 0.001). Further, the discrimination index of 
the NaB-saline treatment group was significantly different from zero (t
11 
= 6.72; P = 0.00002), 
whereas that of the other three groups did not differ from zero. Paired analysis of novel and 
familiar object location exploration time confirmed that only the NaB-saline treatment group 
showed significantly more exploration of the novel than familiar object location (P < 0.01) 
(Supplementary Table I). These findings thus indicate that the enhancing effect of systemic 
NaB treatment on long-term memory of ORM and OLM is critically dependent on concurrent 
noradrenergic activity within the BLA.
Figure 1 Effect of propranolol administration into the BLA on the enhancement of ORM and OLM 
induced by systemic NaB treatment 
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(a) Experimental protocol of the ORM task. Rats were trained for 3 min on an object recognition task 
followed immediately by bilateral intra-BLA infusions of the β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (0.3 
μg in 0.2 μl) or saline and a systemic injection of the HDAC inhibitor NaB (0.4 g/kg) or saline. ORM was 
tested 24 h later in which one object was familiar and the other object was novel. 
(b) Exploration time (in seconds) of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time of both 
objects during the retention test.
(c) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test (two-way ANOVA: NaB F1,42 = 3.50, NS; 
propranolol F1,42 = 9.39, P = 0.004; NaB x propranolol F1,42 = 13.09, P = 0.0008). 
(d) Experimental protocol of the OLM task and drug administration. Training and drug treatment was 
similar to the ORM experiment, except that on the 24-h retention test both objects were familiar, but 
one was relocated to a novel location. 
(e) Exploration time (in seconds) of the object placed in the novel and familiar location and total 
exploration time of both objects during the retention test. 
(f) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test (two-way ANOVA: NaB F1,38 = 4.19, P = 0.048; 
propranolol F1,38 = 4.43, P = 0.04; NaB x propranolol F1,38 = 12.41, P = 0.001). 
(g) Representative photomicrograph illustrating placement of a cannula and needle tip in the BLA. Arrow 
points to needle tip. The gray area in the diagram represents the different nuclei of the BLA: the lateral 
nucleus (L), basal nucleus (B) and accessory basal nucleus (AB). CEA, central nucleus of the amygdala.
(h) Location of infusion needle tips within the BLA of rats included in the ORM and OLM experiments. 
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual data points. **P < 
0.01, ** *P < 0.001. n = 8–13 rats per group.
 Figure 1g shows a photomicrograph of a representative cannula and injection needle tip 
terminating within the BLA and Figure 1h shows the injection needle tip placements of all rats 
included in these experiments.  
NaB treatment into the aIC, but not pIC, enhances ORM and familiarity 
detection
Previously, we reported that NaB administration directly into the IC enhances the consolidation 
of ORM, but not OLM (Roozendaal et al., 2010). The IC, however, is a large and functionally 
diverse brain structure and several findings indicate that anterior and posterior areas of the 
IC are involved in regulating different neural function (Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014; Casanova et 
al., 2016; Namkung et al., 2017). However, whether object recognition memory differentially 
depends on anterior versus posterior areas of the IC has not been investigated. Further, it is 
not known whether NaB administration into the IC might also selectively influence familiarity, 
and not novelty, detection. Therefore, in this experiment, we investigated the effect of NaB 
treatment into either the aIC (AP, +2.2 to +0.2 mm) or pIC (AP, -1.0 to -1.7 mm) (Figure 2g) 
on long-term memory of ORM and on familiarity and novelty detection (Figure 2a). Total 
exploration time of the two identical objects during the 3-min training trial, before drug 
treatment, did not differ between groups (Supplementary figure 2a). As shown in Figure 2b, 
NaB (10 µg in 0.5 µl) administered posttraining into the aIC reduced exploration time of the 
familiar object on the 24-h retention test (P < 0.05). In contrast, NaB administration into the 
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pIC was ineffective. NaB treatment into neither the aIC nor pIC altered exploration time of 
the novel object or total exploration time of both objects. The discrimination index of rats 
administered NaB into the aIC, but not pIC, was significantly increased (P < 0.01) (Figure 2c). 
Further, one-sample t-test indicated that the discrimination index of rats administered NaB 
into the aIC, but not pIC, was significantly different from zero (t
7 
= 5.59; P = 0.0008). Paired 
analysis of novel and familiar object exploration time confirmed that rats administered NaB 
into the aIC  showed  more  exploration  of  the  novel  than  familiar  object  (P < 0.01) 
(Supplementary Table I). Figure 2h shows the location of infusion needle tips within the aIC 
and pIC of rats included in this experiment. 
 Next, we examined the effect of NaB administration into the aIC on long-term memory 
of OLM. Total exploration time of the two identical objects during the 3-min training trial did 
not differ between groups (Supplementary figure 2a). As shown in Figure 2b, NaB (10 µg in 
0.5 µl) administered into the aIC posttraining reduced exploration time of the two objects 
(which were both familiar) on the 24-h retention test, irrespective of whether it was placed 
in a novel (P < 0.05) or familiar location (P < 0.05). Total exploration time of both objects was 
also significantly reduced (P < 0.05). However, the NaB treatment did not significantly change 
the discrimination index (Figure 2c). These findings thus support the findings described above 
that NaB treatment into the aIC enhanced memory for the identity, but not location, of the 
object.
Propranolol administration into the BLA blocks the effects of NaB 
treatment into the aIC on enhancing ORM and familiarity detection
In this experiment, we investigated whether posttraining propranolol administration into 
the BLA would block the enhancement of ORM and familiarity detection induced by NaB 
administration into the aIC (Figure 2d). Total exploration time of the two identical objects 
during the 3-min training trial, before drug treatment, did not differ between groups 
(Supplementary figure 2b). As shown in Figure 2e, two-way ANOVA for exploration time of 
the familiar object revealed a significant NaB x propranolol interaction effect (F
1,34 
= 5.36; P = 
0.03). NaB (10 µg in 0.5 µl) administered into the aIC significantly reduced exploration time 
of the familiar object on the 24-h retention test (P < 0.05), and this NaB effect was blocked 
in rats that had received propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl) in the BLA (P < 0.05). Novel object 
exploration time or total exploration time of both objects was not significantly affected. NaB 
treatment also resulted in a significantly greater discrimination index (P < 0.001), whereas 
propranolol treatment blocked the NaB effect on discrimination index (P < 0.001) (Figure 2f). 
Further, the discrimination index of rats administered NaB into the aIC and saline into the 
BLA was significantly different from zero (t
9 
= 0.54; P = 0.0004). The other three groups did 
not show a significant preference of exploring the novel object. Paired analysis of novel and 
familiar object exploration time confirmed that only the NaB-saline treatment group showed 
significantly more exploration of the novel than familiar object (P < 0.01) (Supplementary 
Table I). These findings indicate that noradrenergic activation of the BLA is required for 
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Figure 2 Effect of NaB treatment into the aIC and pIC on object recognition and location memory 
(a-c) and effect of propranolol administration (d-f)
(a) Experimental protocol. Rats were given a 3-min training trial followed by bilateral infusions of NaB 
(10 μg in 0.5 μl) into either the aIC or pIC. ORM was tested 24 h later. In other animals NaB (10 μg in 0.5 
μl) was administered into the aIC after the training session and OLM was tested 24 h later. 
(b) Exploration time (in seconds) of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time of both 
objects during the retention test. 
(c) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test. 
(d) Experimental protocol. Rats were given a 3-min training trial followed by unilateral administration 
of propranolol (0.3 μg in 0.2 μl) or saline into the left BLA and NaB (10 μg in 0.5 μl) or saline into the 
ipsilateral aIC. ORM was tested 24 h later. 
(e) Exploration time (in seconds) of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time of both 
objects during the retention test. 
(f) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test (two-way ANOVA: NaB F
1,34 
= 6.22; P = 0.02; 
propranolol F
1,34 
= 7.54; P = 0.008; NaB x propranolol F
1,34 
= 4.64; P = 0.04). 
(g) Representative photomicrograph illustrating placement of a cannula and needle tip in the aIC. Arrow 
points to needle tip. Diagram representing the different subdivisions of the aIC: granular insular cortex 
(GI), dysgranular insular cortex (DI), agranular insular cortex (dorsal to the rhinal fissure) (AID) and 
agranular insular cortex (ventral to the rhinal fissure) (AIV). 
h) Location of infusion needle tips within the aIC and pIC of rats included in the experiment. (i) Location 
of infusion needle tips within the aIC and BLA of rats included in the experiment. Data are expressed as 
mean + SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual data points. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P 
< 0.001. NS, not significant. n = 8-12 rats per group. 
enabling the effect of NaB administration into the aIC on enhancing ORM and familiarity 
detection. Fig. 2i shows the location of infusion needle tips within the aIC and BLA. These 
findings indicate that noradrenergic activation of the BLA is required for enabling the effect 
of NaB administration into the aIC on enhancing ORM and familiarity detection. 
Extended training enhances familiarity and novelty detection of objects 
and location 
We observed that the memory enhancement of ORM and OLM induced by NaB treatment, 
given either systemically or directly into the aIC, was associated with a reduced exploration of 
the familiar object (or location), without seemingly affecting interaction with a novel stimulus. 
We do not know whether such selective influence on familiarity assessment is a common 
feature underlying recognition memory enhancement. Therefore, we examined whether a 
more extensive training session of 10 min, which by itself induces robust long-term memory, 
would also selectively increase familiarity detection on the ORM (Figure 3a) and OLM tasks 
(Figure 3d). Total object exploration time of rats that received the 10-min training session 
was significantly longer than that of rats that received the 3-min training session (P < 0.001) 
(Supplementary figure 3a and b). As shown in Figure 3b and e, rats that had received 10 min 
of training exhibited an increased exploration time of the novel object (P < 0.01) or of the 
novel object location (P < 0.01) during the 24-h retention test. Conversely, exploration time
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Figure 3 Effect of extended training on ORM and OLM and familiarity and novelty detection. 
(a) Experimental protocol of the ORM task. Rats were trained for either 3 or 10 min on an object 
recognition task and retention was tested 24 h later in which one object was familiar and the other 
object was novel. (b) Exploration time (in seconds) of the novel and familiar object and total exploration 
time of both objects during the retention test. 
(c) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test. 
(d) Experimental protocol of the OLM task. Training was similar to the ORM task but on the 24-h 
retention test both objects were familiar, but one was relocated to a novel location. 
(e) Exploration time (in seconds) of the object placed in the novel and familiar location and total 
exploration time of both objects during the retention test. 
(f) Discrimination index (in %) during the retention test. 
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual data points. *P < 
0.05, **P < 0.01. n = 10-13 rats per group.  
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of the familiar object (P <0.05) or of the familiar object location (P < 0.05) was significantly 
reduced. For both ORM and OLM, rats that had received 10 min of training had a significantly 
greater discrimination index on the retention test (P < 0.01) (Figure 3c and f). These findings 
indicate that strong memory induced by a more extensive training session is associated with 
an increased detection of both the familiarity and novelty of the objects or their location. 
Further, paired analysis of novel and familiar object or location exploration time confirmed 
that rats subjected to the 10-min training session showed more exploration of the novel than 
familiar object (P < 0.001) or location (P < 0.001) (Supplementary Table I). These findings 
indicate that strong memory induced by a more extensive training session is associated with 
an increased detection of both the familiarity and novelty of the objects or their location.
DISCUSSION
Here, we examined whether noradrenergic activity of the BLA is critically involved in enabling 
facilitation of memory consolidation induced by HDAC inhibition, given either systemically 
or directly into the IC, on different aspects of object recognition memory. We show that 
the HDAC inhibitor NaB administered systemically immediately after object recognition 
training enhanced long-term memory for both the identity and location of the object. NaB 
administered posttraining directly into the aIC, but not pIC, selectively enhanced long-term 
memory for the object itself. In both cases, the memory enhancement was selectively 
associated with an increased ability to assess the familiarity of the training stimulus. When 
noradrenergic activity of the BLA was blocked by propranolol, the NaB effect on recognition 
memory and familiarity assessment of both the object and location was abolished. These 
findings indicate that noradrenergic activity of the BLA is necessary for enhancing ORM 
and OLM via histone acetylation. These findings are consistent with a large conceptual 
framework indicating that arousal-associated noradrenergic activity of the BLA modulates 
neural plasticity and information storage processes in different brain regions (Roozendaal and 
McGaugh, 2011).
 Extensive evidence indicates that epigenetic regulation that alters the chromatin 
state allows for dynamic changes in gene transcription responsible for the formation and 
maintenance of memory (Levenson et al., 2004; Bousiges et al., 2010; Peixoto and Abel, 2013; 
Bhattacharya et al., 2017). Our finding that systemic administration of NaB, which inhibits most 
HDACs (Davie, 2003), enhanced long-term memory of both ORM and OLM is consistent with 
previous evidence in mice (Stefanko et al., 2009; Reolon et al., 2011). Moreover, our finding 
that NaB administered directly into the aIC enhanced long-term memory of ORM is consistent 
with prior evidence that NaB treatment into the IC (not differentiating between IC subareas) 
induces a hyper-acetylated state which is associated with enhanced long-term memory of the 
object, but not of the location of the object (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Another study reported 
that NaB treatment into the IC during conditioned taste aversion acquisition, another form 
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of recognition memory, impairs subsequent extinction learning, suggesting that the HDAC 
inhibition increased the strength of the original taste aversion memory (Nunez-Jaramillo et 
al., 2014). The major finding of the current study is that propranolol administration into the 
BLA completely abolished the effect of NaB treatment, when administered either systemically 
or into the aIC, on memory enhancement of both ORM and OLM. Because of the limited 
training session which does not induce long-term memory in control animals, propranolol 
administration alone did not impair retention. However, propranolol administration into the 
BLA after a most robust training session is known to impair memory of both the objects 
as well as their association with the training context (Roozendaal et al., 2008; Barsegyan et 
al., 2014). Our findings provide thus strong evidence for the view that NaB treatment alone 
is insufficient to enhance memory consolidation and that the memory facilitation requires 
concurrent arousal-induced brain activity (Vecsey et al., 2007; Roozendaal et al., 2010), in this 
case arising from noradrenergic activity within the BLA. Further, our finding that propranolol 
administration blocked the NaB effect on both object recognition and object location memory 
provides also strong support for the view that BLA noradrenergic activity regulates histone 
acetylation effects on consolidation processes for different kinds of information and within 
different brain regions (Blank et al., 2014). 
 How could BLA noradrenergic activity interact with histone acetylation mechanisms 
within its target areas? We previously investigated whether a memory-enhancing dose of 
norepinephrine administered into the BLA after object recognition training altered chromatin 
modification mechanisms in the IC. Although we found evidence that nor- adrenergic 
activation of the BLA modified the acetylation state of his- tone molecules in the IC, we did 
not observe the expected hyper- acetylation (Beldjoud et al., 2015). In fact, acetylation levels 
of lysine 14 at histone H3 as well as that of histones H2B and H4 were all significantly reduced 
1 h after the training experience and drug ad- ministration. It is now well established that 
the consequence of histone acetylation on transcriptional activity depends on an intimate 
interplay with a large number of transcription factors and coactivators (Vecsey et al., 2007). 
As indicated, in a previous study we demonstrated that direct administration of this dose 
of NaB into the IC increased acetylation levels of histone H3 at lysine 14 and enhanced 
the consolidation of ORM (Roozendaal et al., 2010). However, and importantly, blockade 
of noradrenergic or glucocorticoid activity within the IC completely abolished the HDAC 
inhibitor effect on memory enhancement, without blocking the NaB effect on increasing 
histone acetylation levels. Presumably, these arousal-signaling events are triggering steps 
necessary to activate transcription factors and coactivators such as cAMP response-element 
binding (CREB) protein and CREB-binding protein (CBP) (Roozendaal et al., 2010). Therefore, 
it is likely that BLA noradrenergic activity also does not directly stimulate histone acetylation 
mechanisms within the aIC, but that it provides an additional obligatory factor, such as 
the activation of transcription factors and coactivators, that interact with the chromatin 
remodeling changes in regulating gene transcription and neural plasticity.
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 Our finding of a functional crosstalk between the aIC and BLA in regulating recognition 
memory is consistent with other findings, mostly investigating conditioned taste aversion, 
indicating interactions be- tween both brain regions (Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Moraga-
Amaro and Stehberhg, 2012). Early studies have shown that the BLA and IC share dense 
reciprocal connections (McDonald and Jackson, 1987; Shi and Cassell, 1998a, 1998b). 
Further, high-frequency stimulation of the BLA induces long-term plastic modifications in 
the IC (Escobar et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1999) which enhances memory for conditioned 
taste aversion (Escobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000). The administration of an N-methyl-
D-aspartate receptor antagonist or protein-synthesis inhibitor into the IC blocked long-term 
potentiation within the BLA-IC pathway and impaired conditioned taste aversion memory 
(Escobar et al., 1998; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011). Although the BLA does not appear to 
have a direct participation in recognition memory (Balderas et al., 2008; Tanimizu et al., 
2018), its participation becomes evident when emotional arousal is involved (Roozendaal et 
al., 2006).
 The IC is a large and heterogeneous brain region, but a differential involvement of 
subareas of the IC in object recognition memory has not been investigated. In the present 
study, we found that NaB treatment into the aIC, but not pIC, enhanced long-term memory 
of ORM. We cannot exclude the possibility that NaB affects histone acetylation in the aIC, but 
not pIC (Roozendaal et al., 2010). However, this possibility seems rather unlikely as histone 
acetylation is a highly ubiquitous regulatory mechanism of gene expression (Strahl and Allis, 
2000; Kouzarides, 2007) and the HDAC isoforms 1–11 (except for isoform 8) are expressed 
throughout the IC (Broide et al., 2007). Further, preliminary findings from our laboratory 
indicate that the memory-enhancing effect of norepinephrine administration into the aIC on 
ORM is also stronger than after administration into the pIC (Chen et al., un- published findings). 
Selective lesions of the aIC and pIC in animal studies support a functional heterogeneity of 
the IC. The aIC is necessary for the acquisition of both conditioned taste aversion and water- 
maze tasks while the pIC is only involved in acquisition of the water- maze task (Nerad, 1997). 
On the other hand, the pIC appears to be involved in the consolidation and extinction of 
learned fear responses (Casanova et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016). This functional heterogeneity 
is reflected by their structural connections: the aIC is extensively connected to the frontal 
lobe and cognitive-emotion-related areas such as the BLA, whereas the pIC has dense 
connections with the central amygdala and parietal and temporal lobes (Augustine, 1996; 
Shi and Cassell, 1998b; Ture et al., 1999; Shura et al., 2014). Human functional neuroimaging 
studies suggested that the aIC (i.e., anterior insula in humans) and BLA are key nodes of 
a large-scale ‘salience network’, which also includes the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, 
medial pre- frontal cortex and other subcortical and limbic structures (Seeley et al., 2007; 
Menon and Uddin, 2010). This salience network is collectively upregulated in response to 
emotionally salient and stressful experiences (Buchel et al., 1998; Rasch et al., 2009) and 
importantly involved in cognition-emotion integration (Cauda et al., 2011; Baier et al., 2013; 
Gu et al., 2013; Namkung et al., 2017). Interestingly, in agreement with the present findings 
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it was reported that β-adrenoceptor blockade with propranolol blocks this arousal-induced 
functional connectivity within the human salience network and between the BLA and aIC 
(Hermans et al., 2011).
 It has long been assumed that the cognitive and neural mechanisms responsible 
for detecting and coding the novelty of sensory information also provide the means for 
coding the familiarity of old stimuli. However, recent findings in both animals and humans 
suggest that in- formation regarding novelty and familiarity might be signaled through 
non-overlapping, yet interacting, neural networks (Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014; Molas et 
al., 2017). In the present study, we found that NaB treatment given either systemically or 
directly into the aIC reduced exploration of the familiar object or location without affecting 
exploration of novel stimuli. These findings suggest that promoting consolidation processes 
with NaB, at least after sparse encoding with a limited training session, might particularly 
affect familiarity detection. On the other hand, we found that robust memory induced by 
more extensive training was associated with a reduced exploration of the familiar object as 
well as an increased exploration of the novel object. These findings suggest that the quality 
of the memory created by pharmacological strengthening of a weak memory trace by NaB 
treatment appears not to be the same as that formed by more extensive training, and that 
this difference might have important consequences for familiarity and novelty detection. 
Post-encoding NaB treatment might increase the strength of the original memory trace and 
thereby facilitate familiarity detection, but the enhanced memory might lack the detailedness 
as induced by deep encoding after prolonged exploration of the training object which could 
be required to also facilitate novelty detection. Thus, ORM and OLM appear to be formed 
by the ability to detect both the familiarity and novelty of the object (or the location of 
the object), indicating that familiarity and novelty signaling pathways co-exist to express 
recognition memory. Findings of a recent human neuroimaging study indicated that the IC 
is one of the brain structures which activity was increased with familiarity strength, whereas 
novelty-specific brain regions included the perirhinal cortex and medial temporal lobe (Kafkas 
and Montaldi, 2018). Thus, although the IC and perirhinal cortex are both crucially involved 
in recognition memory (Warburton et al., 2003; Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014), their exact role 
in detecting and coding familiarity and novelty might be quite different and needs further 
inquiry.
 In summary, the present findings support the view that nor- epinephrine-dependent 
increases in functional connectivity between the BLA and aIC, as part of this larger salience 
network, might not only be involved in the initial detection of emotionally salient information, 
e.g., objects or tastes (Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014), but also in post- learning information 
storage processes underlying the transition of a once-novel stimulus into a familiar one 
(Cavalcante et al., 2017). Thus, in agreement with the memory modulation hypothesis 
(McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011; McGaugh, 2013), the present findings 
show that noradrenergic activity of the BLA is necessary for enabling the effect of HDAC 
inhibition within the aIC on the consolidation of object recognition memory. These findings 
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provide further insight into the neurobiological mechanisms of how BLA activity influences 
neuroplasticity in other brain regions in regulating stress and emotional arousal effects on 
memory consolidation.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary Figure 1 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during the 3-min training trial 
of rats included in the experiments shown in Figure 1. 
After the training trial, propranolol (0.3 μg in 0.2 μl) or saline was administered into the BLA and NaB 
(0.4 g/kg) or saline was injected systemically. ORM or OLM was tested 24 h later (see text for details). 
(a) ORM experiment (two-way ANOVA: NaB F
1,42
=0.05, NS; propranolol F
1,42
=0.07, NS; NaB x propranolol 
F
1,42
=2.88, NS). 
(b) OLM experiment (two-way ANOVA: NaB F
1,38
=1.03, NS; propranolol F
1,38
=0.09, NS; NaB x propranolol 
F
1,38
=0.01, NS). Data are expressed as mean + SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual 
data points. NS, not significant. n = 8-13 rats per group.
Supplementary Figure 2 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during the 3-min training trial 
of rats included in the experiments shown in Figure 2 (see text for details)
(a) After the training trial, NaB (10 µg in 0.5 µl) was administered into either the aIC or pIC and rats were 
tested 24 h later on the ORM task (aIC: P=0.38; pIC: P=0.46, left). In other animals, NaB (10 μg in 0.5 
μl) was administered into the aIC after the training session and rats were tested 24 h later on the OLM 
task (P=0.51; right). 
(b) Propranolol (0.3 μg in 0.2 μl) or saline was administered into the left BLA and NaB (10 μg in 0.5 μl) 
or saline into the ipsilateral aIC after the training trial, and ORM was tested 24 h later (two-way ANOVA: 
NaB F
1,34
=0.006, NS; propranolol F
1,34
=1.48, NS; NaB x propranolol F
1,34
=0.86, NS). Data are expressed as 
mean + SEM. Dots in the different graphs represent individual data points. NS, not significant. n = 8-12 
rats per group.
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Total object exploration time (in seconds) during the 3 or 10-min training 
trial of rats included in the experiments shown in Figure 3 (see text for details)
(a) Rats were tested 24 h later for ORM. 
(b) Rats were tested 24 h later for OLM. Data are expressed as mean + SEM. Dots in the different graphs 
represent individual data points. ***P<0.001. n = 10-13 rats per group.
Supplementary Table I Comparison of novel and familiar object or location exploration
Task Group Novel (s) Familiar (s) Significance
ORM Sal-Sal (n=10) 6.9 + 1.1 6.9 + 0.9 NS
NaB-Sal (n=13) 7.4 + 0.7 2.6 + 0.3 P<0.001
Sal-Prop (n=13) 7.0 + 1.0 5.8 + 0.6 NS
NaB-Prop (n=10) 5.3 + 0.8 7.0 + 1.3 NS
OLM Sal-Sal (n=12) 6.2 + 1.0 6.7 + 1.1 NS
NaB-Sal (n=13) 7.2 + 1.0 3.0 + 0.4 P<0.01
Sal-Prop (n=8) 5.2 + 0.5 5.1 + 1.0 NS
NaB-Prop (n=9) 5.8 + 0.9 6.3 + 0.9 NS
ORM Sal in aIC (n=10) 6.1 + 1.0 5.9 + 0.7 NS
NaB in aIC (n=8) 6.8 + 0.8 3.9 + 0.4 P<0.01
Sal in pIC (n=8) 5.3 + 0.5 4.8 + 0.8 NS
NaB in pIC (n=12) 5.1 + 0.8 4.7 + 0.6 NS
OLM Sal in aIC (n=9) 8.1 + 1.2 9.6 + 1.7 NS
NaB in aIC (n=9) 4.6 + 0.7 5.0 + 0.9 NS
ORM Sal-Sal (n=10) 8.0 + 0.8 7.5 + 1.0 NS
NaB-Sal (n=10) 8.7 + 1.2 4.5 + 0.7 P<0.01
Sal-Prop (n=9) 5.9 + 0.9 5.8 + 0.9 NS
NaB-Prop (n=9) 8.2 + 1.5 7.7 + 1.5 NS
ORM 3 min (n=12) 6.2 + 0.9 5.7 + 0.6 NS
10 min (n=13) 9.9 + 0.9 3.7 + 0.6 P<0.001
OLM 3 min (n=11) 6.3 + 0.8 7.6 + 1.0 NS
10 min (n=10) 9.9 + 1.2 4.3 + 0.6 P<0.001
ORM, object recognition memory; OLM, object location memory; Sal, saline; NaB, sodium butyrate; 
Prop, propranolol; aIC, anterior insular cortex; pIC, posterior insular cortex; NS, not significant
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ABSTRACT
The insular cortex (IC) has been implicated in a wide range of different neural and behavioral 
functions. Human neuroimaging studies, and to a lesser extent animal studies, provided 
evidence that the anterior (aIC) and posterior (pIC) subareas of the IC are involved in different 
functions. Moreover, human studies indicated that the aIC, but not pIC, is part of a large-scale 
‘salience network’. These different roles of the aIC and pIC in behavior might depend on their 
distinct structural and functional connectivity with other brain regions. Here, we administered 
retrograde adeno-associated viruses into the aIC and pIC to examine which brain regions have 
major projections to the IC and whether they are differently connected to the aIC versus pIC. 
We found that the aIC receives projections mainly from emotion and cognition-processing 
brain regions such as the basolateral amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex, caudate putamen 
and substantia nigra, reticular part. On the other hand, the pIC receives inputs from sensory 
areas, including the auditory cortex and visual cortex, as well as hippocampal CA1 region, 
which encodes and retrieves contextual information. Both the aIC and pIC receive projections 
from the somatosensory cortex, motor cortex, claustrum, thalamus, perirhinal cortex, orbital 
cortex, piriform cortex, dorsolateral entorhinal cortex and ectorhinal cortex. These findings 
provide structural evidence for the behavioral findings that the aIC is essentially involved in 
integrating emotional and cognitive dimensions of information, while the pIC is more involved 
in multisensory integration. 
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AB accessory basal nucleus of the basolateral amygdala MO medial orbital cortex
af amygdaloid fissure MPtA medial parietal association cortex
aIC anterior insular cortex opt optic tract
AHiPM amygdalohippocampal area, posteromedial part Or oreins layer of hippocampus
AID agranular insular cortex, dorsal part PBP parabrachial pigmented nucleus of the ventral tegmental area
AIV Agranular insular cortex, ventral part pIC posterior insular cortex
AM anteromedial thalamic nucleus PIF parainterfascicular nucleus of the ventral tegmental area
APir amygdalopiriform transition area PIL posterior intralaminar thalamic nucleus
Au1 primary auditory cortex Pir piriform cortex
AuD secondary auditory cortex, dorsal part PLCo posterolateral cortical amygdaloid nucleus
B basal nucleus of the basolateral amygdala PLH peduncular part of lateral hypothalamus
BLA basolateral amygdala PMCo posteromedial cortical amygdaloid nucleus
CEA central nucleus of the amygdala PRh perirhinal cortex
Cl Claustrum PrL prelimbic cortex
CM central medial thalamic nucleus PV paraventricular thalamic nucleus
CPu caudate putamen Py pyramidal layer of hippocampus
D3V dorsal 3rd ventricle Rad radiatum layer of hippocampus
Den dorsal endopiriform nucleus RAPir rostral amygdalopiriform area
DI dysgranular insular cortex Re reuniens thalamic nucleus
DLEnt dorsolateral entorhinal cortex Rh rhomboid thalamic nucleus
DLO dorsolateral orbital cortex RSD retrosplenial dysgranular cortex
ec external capsule S1 primary somatosensory cortex
Ect ectorhinal cortex S1BF primary somatosensory cortex, barrel field
fmi forceps minor of the corpus callosum S1ULP primary somatosensory cortex, upper lip region
Fr3 frontal cortex, area 3 S2 secondary somatosensory cortex
GI granular insular cortex SG suprageniculate thalamic nucleus
ic internal capsule SNR substantia nigra, reticular part
IL infralimbic cortex STh subthalamic nucleus
IMD intermediodorsal thalamic nucleus SubD submedius thalamic nucleus, dorsal part
L lateral nucleus of the BLA SubV submedius thalamic nucleus, ventral part
LO lateral orbital cortex V1 primary visual cortex
LPtA lateral parietal association cortex V2L secondary visual cortex, lateral area
M1 primary motor cortex V2ML secondary visual cortex, mediolateral area
M2 secondary motor cortex VL ventrolateral thalamic nucleus
MGD medial geniculate nucleus, dorsal part VM ventromedial thalamic nucleus
MGM medial geniculate nucleus, medial part VO ventral orbital cortex
MGV medial geniculate nucleus, ventral part vppc ventral posterior nucleus of the thalamus, parvicellular part
MHb medial habenular nucleus xscp decussation of the superior cerebellar peduncle
ml medial lemniscus
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
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INTRODUCTION
The insular cortex (IC) is a large and functionally heterogeneous brain region that has been 
associated with a large variety of neural and behavioral functions, ranging from sensory 
integration to representing feelings and emotions, autonomic motor control, risk prediction 
and decision-making, bodily- and self-awareness, and complex social functions such as 
empathy (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Craig, 2009; Hilty et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2013a; Gogolla et 
al., 2014; Pattij et al., 2014). Therefore the IC is involved in very diverse functions and tasks, 
implying a structural/function specific sub-parcellation of this antero-posteriorally extensive 
area. Human neuroimaging studies have consistently pointed to a functional dissociation 
of the anterior and posterior regions of the insula (Craig, 2009). Anterior insula activity is 
increased during subjective awareness of both positive and negative emotions (Craig, 2009; 
Menon and Uddin, 2010) as well as during the encoding and recall of a broad spectrum of 
emotionally salient learning tasks (Buchel et al., 1998; King et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009a). 
On the other hand, the posterior insula becomes activated during the subject’s experiencing 
of pain or during somatosensory and auditory information tasks (Kurth et al., 2010; Oh et al., 
2018). Evidence from human neuroimaging studies further indicated that the anterior insula 
is part of a large-scale ‘salience network’, that also includes the amygdala, dorsal anterior 
cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and other subcortical and limbic structures, 
which is responsible for detecting and processing salient information (Seeley et al., 2007; 
Menon and Uddin, 2010). The anterior insula might have a key role in this salience network 
as it could work as a ‘switch’ between different large-scale brain networks such as the central 
executive network and default mode network (Sridharan et al. 2009). 
 Animal studies lag behind in investigating distinct contributions of the anterior IC (aIC) 
and posterior IC (pIC) to specific behavioral functions as well as their participation in large 
brain networks. For several decades, the IC has almost exclusively been studied for its role 
in conditioned taste aversion (Escobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Welzl et al., 2001; 
Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011; Stehberg et al., 2011; Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014) and therefore 
this area was also known as ‘gustatory cortex’ (Katz, 2005). Only recently, and in part inspired 
by the findings of human neuroimaging studies, animal studies started to investigate whether 
the aIC and pIC might be differently involved in a variety of behavioral tasks (Bermudez-
Rattoni and McGaugh, 1991; Fornari et al., 2012). For example, it has been shown the aIC 
is more prominently involved in conditioned taste aversion and object recognition memory 
(Escobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011; Stehberg et al., 2011; 
Chen et al., 2018), whereas the pIC plays an important role in water-maze spatial task, 
auditory fear conditioning and conditioned place preference (Nerad, 1997; Contreras et 
al., 2012; Casanova et al., 2016) which might rely on its role in integrating auditory, visual, 
contextual and vestibular modalities (Rodgers et al., 2008; Contreras et al., 2012; Frank et 
al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2017). Moreover, we recently reported that the aIC closely interacts 
with the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and mPFC in regulating emotional arousal effects on 
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object recognition memory (Chen et al., 2018; Barsegyan et al., 2019). Together, a picture 
is emerging which suggests that the aIC might be involved in tasks involving emotion and 
cognitive processing whereas the pIC is more involved in tasks involving integration of 
multisensory information. These findings suggest that the structural connectivity of the aIC 
and pIC with other brain structures might also substantially differ. 
 Several large and extensive anatomical tracing studies of the IC have been performed 
(Allen et al., 1991; Fabri and Burton, 1991; Shi and Cassell, 1998b, 1998a; Jasmin et al., 
2004) , which do generally support the view that the aIC and pIC have different anatomical 
connections with cortical and subcortical regions. However, as these anatomical studies 
were performed several decades ago, prior to the development of the human neuroimaging 
technique and the subsequent emergence of distinct behavioral functions and functional 
connectivity pattern of the aIC and pIC, they did not explicitly investigate to what extent this 
profile of anatomical projections would be consistent with the diverse functions of the aIC 
and pIC. Therefore, these recent developments call for a renewed analysis of the specific 
structural connections of the aIC and pIC. Moreover, novel technologies such as optogenetics 
and DREADD make it now possible to experimentally manipulate specific neural pathways. 
Here, we performed a brain-wide analysis of afferent connections of cortical and subcortical 
brain regions to the aIC and pIC by injecting newly developed retrograde adeno-associated 
viruses (AAVs) into the aIC and pIC, respectively. We demonstrate distinct projection patterns 
of the aIC and pIC and discuss the possible functional implications of these findings. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects 
Male adult Sprague-Dawley rats (280-320 g at time of surgery) from Charles River Breeding 
Laboratories (Kisslegg, Germany) were kept individually in a temperature-controlled (22 °C) 
vivarium room and maintained on a 12-h:12-h light:dark regimen (7:00–19:00 h lights on) 
with ad libitum access to food and water. All experimental procedures were in compliance 
with European Union Directive 2010/63/EU and approved by the Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee of Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
Viral Injection and Retrograde Tracing
Viral constructs: AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato was generously provided by virus services in 
HHMI-Janelia Research Campus (Ashburn, VA, USA). pAAV--retro-CAG-GFP (Addgene plasmid 
#37825; http://n2t.net/addgene:37825; RRID:Addgene_37825) and pAAV-retro-CAG-
tdTomato (codon diversified) (Addgene plasmid #59462; http://n2t.net/addgene:59462; 
RRID:Addgene_59462) were gifts from Dr. Edward Boyden. The newly evolved variant AAV2-
retro is the serotype for all retrograde viruses and permits efficient and reliable retrograde 
access to projection neurons with low toxicity (Tervo et al., 2016). Viral titrations were 
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1.8×1012 gc/ml for AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato, 7×1012 gc/ml for pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP, and 
5×1012 gc/ml for pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato.
 Viral injection: Rats were anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine 
(37.5 mg/kg; Dechra, Bladel, The Netherlands) and dexmedetomidine (0.25 mg/kg; Orion, 
Mechelen, Belgium), and further received the non-steroidal analgesic carprofen (4 mg/
kg; Pfizer, Capelle aan den IJssel, The Netherlands) and 3 ml of sterile saline. The rat was 
positioned in a robot stereotaxic frame (Neurostar, Tübingen, Germany), and viruses were 
microinjected unilaterally into the left hemisphere at a software-controlled rate of 10 nl/
min via a 26-gauge 10-µl nanofil syringe (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). For 
retrograde tracing of afferent projections to the aIC, three rats were injected unilaterally with 
200 nl of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular aIC [anteroposterior (AP), +2.5 mm; 
mediolateral (ML), +4.4 mm; dorsoventral (DV), -6.7 mm (below Bregma)]. For retrograde 
tracing of afferent projections to the pIC, two rats were injected with 500 nl of pAAV-retro-
CAG-GFP or pAAV-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the granular/dysgranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; 
ML, +6.2 mm; DV, -7.0 mm (below Bregma)] and two rats with 300 nl of AAV2-retro-CAG-
tdTomato into the agranular pIC [AP, -2.0 mm; ML, +6.0 mm; DV, -7.6 mm (below Bregma)]. 
After the injection, the needle was left in place for another 10 min before slowly withdrawing 
it. After surgery, the rats were administered atipamezole hydrochloride (0.25 mg/kg; Orion) 
to reverse anesthesia.
 Sacrifice and imaging: After 2-3 weeks to allow sufficient time for expression (Tervo 
et al., 2016), rats were sacrificed with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (~100 mg/kg) 
and perfused transcardially with ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), 
followed by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were post-fixed 
for 1 h in 4% PFA and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose until brains were saturated (~36-48 h). 
Forty-micrometer-thick coronal sections of the entire brain were cut on a cryostat and stained 
with 4',6-diamidine-2'-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI, 1:5,000, D1306, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Each slice containing the IC was used for examining the location site of the viral 
injection within the IC, and each 12th slice was used for examining fluorescent labeling of cell 
bodies in other brain regions. The stained sections were mounted, air-dried, and coverslipped 
with fluorosave mounting medium (345789, EMD Millipore). Images were acquired with 
an automated stitching fluorescent microscope (DMI 6000B, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, 
Germany) using a 20x objective. 
Analysis
All the acquired images were examined with FIJI software (NIH). The injection sites and the 
anatomical location of fluorescent labeling of cell bodies within other cortical and subcortical 
brain regions were verified with the Paxinos and Watson rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 
2007). 
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RESULTS
Verification of the injection sites
Retrograde AAVs (Tervo et al., 2016) were administered into either the aIC or pIC to examine 
the distribution of labeled neurons in other cortical and subcortical brain regions. The IC is 
located along the confluence of the rhinal fissure and the medial cerebral artery (Yamamoto 
et al., 1980). The rhinal fissure can be used as a landmark to distinguish the IC, whereas the 
hippocampus, which is localized with the pIC on the same sections, can be used to distinguish 
the aIC and pIC. The specific subregions of the IC, i.e., agranular, granular and dysgranular 
aIC and pIC, were identified via morphological features of their cytoarchitecture. The IC is 
a transitional area and its architecture progressively morphs from a standard neocortex 
to a trilaminar-like structure of the paleocortex. The granular IC has a classical six-layered 
structure, the dysgranular IC has a thinner and fainter layer IV, whereas the agranular IC has 
no layer IV and shows a fusion between layers V and VI (Kobayashi, 2011; Gogolla, 2017). 
 Based on this histological analysis of the injection sites, we selected three animals that 
showed best injections into the different subareas of the aIC and pIC. One rat had an injection 
site within the aIC that was restricted to the agranular aIC and part of the dysgranular aIC (Figure 
1a, case YF31). Another rat had an injection into the pIC that was restricted to the granular pIC 
and part of the dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b, case YF32). Another rat had an injection that was 
restricted to the agranular pIC (Figure 1c, case YF38). All afferent projections to the aIC and pIC 
that are reported in this study were based on the analysis of these three selected animals. 
Figure 1. Tracer injection sites within the IC of the animals used for determining afferent projections
(a) Image of a coronal section from case YF31 administered AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato showing an 
injection site within the dysgranular and agranular aIC (+2.8 mm from Bregma). 
(b) Image of a coronal section from case YF32 administered pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP showing an injection 
site within the granular and dysgranular pIC (-1.8 mm from Bregma). 
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(c) Image of a coronal section from case YF38 administered AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato showing an 
injection site within the agranular pIC (-1.6 mm from Bregma). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations 
see list.
Cortical projections
Insular cortex 
We first focused on the anatomical connections within the IC. After injecting AAV2-retro-
CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1 a), we found fluorescent labeling 
of neurons in all other subregions of the IC, except for the contralateral granular and 
dysgranular pIC (Figure 2a). 
After injecting pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b), we found 
fluorescent labeling of neurons in all subregions of the IC, except for the contralateral granular 
and dysgranular aIC (Figure 2b). 
 After injecting AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular pIC (Figure 1c), we found 
fluorescent labeling of neurons in the ipsilateral agranular and dysgranular aIC, granular and 
dysgranular pIC and the contralateral agranular aIC (Figure 2c). Thus, these findings indicate 
that there are several direct monosynaptic projections between the aIC and pIC. 
Somatosensory and motor cortex
Next, we observed fluorescently labeled neurons in the primary (S1) and secondary (S2) 
somatosensory cortex after injection into all three sites of the aIC and pIC (Figure 1). In detail, 
as shown in Figure 3, injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular 
aIC (Figure 1a) labeled neurons in both the ipsilateral and contralateral S1 and the ipsilateral 
S2. Injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b) labeled 
neurons in both the ipsilateral and contralateral S1 and S2. After injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-
tdTomato into the agranular pIC, we observed labeled neurons only in the ipsilateral S1 and 
S2. These findings suggest that there are direct monosynaptic projections from S1 and S2 to 
both the aIC and pIC.
 As shown in Figure 4, fluorescently labeled neurons within both the ipsilateral and 
contralateral primary (M1) and secondary (M2) motor cortex were found after injection into 
all three subregions of the aIC and pIC (Figure 1). Thus, these findings indicate that there are 
direct monosynaptic projections from M1 and M2 to both the aIC and pIC. 
Orbital cortex
Figure 5a-c show labeled neurons in both the ipsilateral and contralateral medial (MO) and 
dorsolateral (DLO) orbital cortex, and ipsilateral lateral orbital cortex (LO) after injection of 
AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a) and pAAV-retro-
CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b). Moreover, labeled neurons were 
observed in the ipsilateral DLO and LO after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into 
the agranular pIC (Figure 1c). These findings indicate that there are direct monosynaptic 
projections from different areas of the orbital cortex to both the aIC and pIC. 
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Visual and auditory cortex
Labeled neurons in both the ipsilateral and contralateral auditory cortex were found (Figure 
5d) after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC or agranular pIC (Figure 1b and c). In 
contrast, labeled neurons in the ipsilateral visual cortex were found (Figure 5d) only after 
injection into the agranular pIC (Figure 1c). No visible labeling of neurons within the auditory 
or visual cortex was found after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/
dysgranular aIC. Thus, these findings indicate direct monosynaptic projections from the 
auditory cortex to both ipsilateral and contralateral subdivisions of the pIC, and ipsilateral 
projections from visual cortex to the agranular pIC, but no projections from the auditory or 
visual cortex to the agranular/dysgranular aIC. 
Medial prefrontal cortex
Labeled neurons within the mPFC (Figure 6) were only observed after injection of AAV2-
retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a). Notably, the number of 
labeled neurons on the contralateral side appears to be higher than on the ipsilateral side. 
These findings thus indicate direct monosynaptic projections from the mPFC to particularly 
the contralateral agranular/dysgranular aIC. 
Other cortical brain regions
As shown in Figure 7, we also found fluorescent labeling of neurons in other cortical brain 
regions. In detail, labeled neurons were found in the ipsilateral piriform cortex (Pir), perirhinal 
cortex (PRh), ectorhinal cortex (Ect) and ipsilateral and contralateral dorsal intermediate 
entorhinal cortex (DLEnt) after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/
dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a). 
 We found labeled neurons in the ipsilateral and contralateral Pir, retrosplenial 
dysgranular cortex (RSD), medial and lateral parietal association cortex (MPtA/LPtA), PRh, Ect 
and DLEnt after injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 
1b).
 Moreover, we found labeled neurons in the ipsilateral Pir, DLEnt and both the ipsilateral 
and contralateral RSD and PRh after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular 
pIC (Figure 1c). These findings thus indicate that the aIC and pIC receive some common inputs 
from the Pir, PRh, DLEnt and Ect. 
Subcortical projections
Hippocampus
We found labeled neurons in the ipsilateral and contralateral CA1 region (pyramidal, oriens 
and radiatum layers) of the hippocampus (Figure 8a) after an injection into the granular/
dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b) or agranular pIC (Figure 1c). On the other hand, injection of 
AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomtato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC did not result in any visible 
labeling of neurons within the hippocampus. Thus, these findings indicate that there are 
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direct monosynaptic projections from the CA1 region of the hippocampus to all subdivisions 
of the pIC, but not to the agranular/dysgranular aIC. 
Basal forebrain
The BLA includes the basal, lateral and accessory basal nucleus. Our findings indicate dense 
labeling of neurons within the basal and lateral nuclei and sparse labeling of neurons within 
the accessory basal and central nuclei (Figure 8c) after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato 
into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a). Few labeled neurons were observed in the 
basal and lateral nuclei, and moderate labeling within the accessory basal nucleus (Figure 
8d) after injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b). In 
contrast, no visible labeling of neurons was found in the BLA (Figure not shown) after injection 
of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular pIC (Figure 1c). These findings thus indicate 
that the BLA sends dense monosynaptic projections to the aIC and only sparse projections 
to the pIC. 
 After injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 
1a) we also found ipsilateral labeling of neurons within the posteromedial cortical amygdaloid 
nucleus (PMCo), rostral amygdalopiriform area (RAPir), amygdalopiriform transition area 
(APir) and amygdalohippocampal area (AHiPM) (Figure 9d, e). After injection of pAAV-retro-
CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b), we found ipsilateral labeling of 
neurons within the PMCo and APir (Figure 10e, i). 
Basal ganglia 
Fluorescent labeling of neurons in the ipsilateral and contralateral caudate putamen (CPu) 
were found (Figure 2a) after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-Tdtomato into the agranular/
dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a). In addition, we found labeled neurons within the ipsilateral 
substantia nigra, reticular part (SNR) (Figure 9c) and claustrum (Cl) (Figure 2a). Thus, these 
findings indicate monosynaptic projections from the CPu, SNR and Cl to the agranular/
dysgranular aIC. 
 After injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC, we also found 
labeled neurons in the Cl (Figure 2b). In contrast, we found no visible labeling of neurons 
within the CI (Figure 2c) after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular pIC. 
Thalamus
Injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-Tdtomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a) resulted 
in labeled neurons within the ipsilateral and contralateral central medial thalamic nucleus 
(CM), paraventricular thalamic nucleus (PV), intermediodorsal thalamic nucleus (IMD), 
reuniens thalamic nucleus (Re) and rhomboid thalamic nucleus (Rh) (Figure 9). We also found 
labeled neurons within the ipsilateral peduncular part of the lateral hypothalamus (PLH), 
submedius thalamic nucleus, dorsal part (SubD), posterior intralaminar thalamic nucleus 
(PIL), ventromedial thalamic nucleus (VM) and ventrolateral thalamic nucleus (VL) (Figure 9). 
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 Injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b) 
resulted in labeled neurons within the ipsilateral ventral posterior nucleus of the thalamus, 
parvicellular part (VPPC), parainterfascicular nucleus of the ventral tegmental area (PIF), PV 
and VM, subthalamic nucleus (STh) (Figure 10). 
 Injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular pIC (Figure 1c) resulted 
in labeled neurons within the ipsilateral anteromedial thalamic nucleus (AM), CM, and 
suprageniculate thalamic nucleus (SG) (Figure 11). Thus, these findings indicate projections 
from different thalamic nuclei to either the aIC or pIC.  
Other subcortical nuclei
We also observed fluorescent labeling of neurons within the ipsilateral external capsule (ec) 
(Figure 2a), dorsal endopiriform nucleus (Den), and medial lemniscus (ml) (Figure 9b and c) 
after injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (Figure 1a). 
 Injection of pAAV-retro-CAG-GFP into the granular/dysgranular pIC (Figure 1b) resulted 
in labeled neurons within the medial geniculate nucleus in both dorsal (MGD) and ventral 
(MGV) parts, medial habenular nucleus (MHb) and the decussation of the superior cerebellar 
peduncle (xscp) (Figure 10a, b and g). 
 Injection of AAV2-retro-CAG-tdTomato into the agranular pIC (Figure 1c) resulted in 
labeled neurons within the decussation of the superior cerebellar nucleus of the ventral 
tegmental area (PBP) and medial geniculate nucleus, medial part (MGM) (Figure 11a, b and 
c). Thus, these findings indicate direct monosynaptic projections from different subcortical 
nuclei to either the aIC or pIC.
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Figure 2 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral aIC, pIC, 
claustrum, caudate putamen and external capsule
(a) Images exemplifying labelled neurons within the aIC, pIC, claustrum, caudate putamen and external 
capsule after injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case YF31). Left: labeled neurons within 
the granular aIC (layer II.III), caudate putamen and external capsule after injection into the agranular/
dysgranular aIC. Right: labeled neurons within the granular pIC (layer II/III), dysgranular and agranular 
pIC (layer II/III, V and VI) after injection into the dysgranular/agranular aIC. 
(b) Images exemplifying labelled neurons within the aIC, pIC and claustrum after injection into the 
granular/dysgranular pIC (case YF32). Left: labeled neurons within the granular aIC (layer I, II/III), 
dysgranular aIC (all layers, except layer IV), agranular aIC (dorsal and ventral parts in layer II/III and 
dorsal part layer V) after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC. Right: labeled neurons within the 
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agranular pIC (mainly superficial layer I, and deep layer VI) after injection into the granular/dysgranular 
pIC.
(c) Images exemplifying labelled neurons within the aIC and pIC after injection into the agranular pIC 
(case YF38). Left: labeled neurons within the dysgranular aIC (layer I-IV), agranular aIC (dorsal part 
in layer II/III and ventral part in layer I and II/III) after injection into the agranular pIC. Right: labeled 
neurons within the granular pIC (layer V and VI) and dysgranular pIC (all layers) after injection into the 
agranular pIC. Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
Figure 3 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral somatosensory 
cortex 
(a) Image illustrating sparse labeling of neurons within S1 and moderate labeling of neurons within S2 
after injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case YF31). 
(b) Image illustrating moderate labeling of neurons within S1 and dense labeling of neurons within S2 
after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case YF32). 
(c) Image illustrating moderate labeling of neurons within S1 and S2 after injection into the agranular 
pIC (case YF38). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
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Figure 4 Representative Images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral motor cortex and 
frontal cortex, area 3
(a) Image illustrating labeled neurons within motor cortex (mainly M2) and frontal cortex (area 3) after 
injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case YF31). 
(b) Image illustrating labeled neurons within motor cortex (M1 and M2) and frontal cortex, (area 3) after 
injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case YF32). 
(c) Image illustrating labeled neurons within motor cortex (mainly M2) after injection into the agranular 
pIC (case YF38). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
Figure 5 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral orbital cortex, 
auditory cortex and visual cortex 
(a) Image illustrating dense labeling of neurons within DLO, sparse labeling of neurons within MO, 
dense labeling of neurons in the superficial layer and sparse labeling of neurons in the deep layer of the 
LO after injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case YF31). 
(b) Image illustrating moderate labeling of neurons within DLO and LO and sparse labeling of neurons 
within MO after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case YF32). 
(c) Image illustrating sparse labeling of neurons within DLO and LO after injection into the agranular pIC 
(case YF38). 
(d) Images illustrating labeled neurons within the primary auditory cortex after injection into the 
granular/dysgranular pIC (Left: case YF32) and within the visual cortex and auditory cortex after injection 
into the agranular pIC (Right: case YF38). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
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Figure 6 Representative images showing the fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral and 
contralateral mPFC
The images show that the contralateral mPFC has more labeled neurons than the ipsilateral side after 
injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case YF31).
a, Image illustrating labeled neurons within the mPFC at the coordinate of +4.7 mm from Bregma. 
b, Image illustrating labeled neurons within the mPFC at the coordinate of +3.7 mm from Bregma. c 
(yellow), contralateral side; i (yellow), ipsilateral side. Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list. 
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Figure 7 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral pir, RSD, parietal 
cortex, Ect, PRh and DLEnt
(a) Image illustrating labeled neurons within pir after injection into the agranular/dysgranular aIC (case 
YF31). 
(b) Image illustrating labeled neurons within pir after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case 
YF32). 
(c) Image illustrating labeled neurons within pir after injection into the agranular pIC (case YF38). (d) 
Image illustrating labeled neurons within RSD after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case 
YF32). 
(e) Image illustrating labeled neurons within RSD after injection into the agranular pIC (case YF38). 
(f) Image illustrating labeled neurons within MPtA/LPtA after injection into the granular/dysgranular 
pIC (case YF32). 
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(g) Image illustrating labeled neurons within Ect, PRh and DLEnt after injection into the dysgranular/
agranular aIC (case YF31). 
(h) Image illustrating labeled neurons within Ect, PRh and DLEnt after injection into the granular/
dysgranular pIC (case YF32). 
(i) Image illustrating labeled neurons with PRh and DLEnt after injection into the agranular pIC (case 
YF38). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list. 
Figure 8 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral hippocampus 
and BLA 
(a) Images illustrating labeled neurons within the CA1 (oriens, pyramidal and radiatum layers) region 
of the hippocampus after injection into the granular/dysgranular pIC (case YF32). Inset, higher 
magnification image. 
(b) Image illustrating labeled neurons within the CA1 (oriens, pyramidal and radiatum layers) region of 
the hippocampus after injection into the agranular pIC (case YF38). Inset, higher magnification image. 
(c) Image illustrating dense labeling of neurons within the basal and lateral nuclei and sparse labeling 
of neurons within the accessory basal nucleus of the BLA after injection into the agranular/dysgranular 
aIC (case YF31).
(d) Image illustrating sparse labeling of neurons within the basal and lateral nuclei and moderate 
labeling of neurons within the accessory basal nucleus of the BLA after injection into the granular/
dysgranular pIC (case YF32). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
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Figure 9 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral subcortical brain 
regions (case YF31) 
Images illustrating labeled neurons within the PV, IMD, CM, Rh, Re, SubD, VL, VM (a), Den (b), PIL and 
SNR (c), AHiPM and APir (d), accessory basal nucleus of the BLA (has been shown in Figure 8), PMCo, 
RAPir (e), and PLH (f). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list. 
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Figure 10 Representative images showing the fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral subcortical 
brain regions (case YF32) 
Images illustrating labeled neurons within the MGD and MGV (a), MHb (b), PIF (c), PV (d), STH (e), xscp 
(f), VM(g), PMCo and APir (h). Scale bar, 250 µm. For abbreviations see list. 
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Figure 11 Representative images showing fluorescent labeling within the ipsilateral subcortical brain 
regions (case YF38) 
Images illustrating labeled neurons within the fmi (a), PBP(b), SG, MGM(c), CM and AM(d). Scale bar 
250 µm. For abbreviations see list.
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Figure 12 Summary diagram showing all anatomical connections with the IC
Connections to the agranular/dysgranular aIC are indicated by red lines, connections to the granular/
dysgranular pIC are indicated by blue lines, and connections to the agranular pIC are indicated by green 
lines. For abbreviation see list.
DISCUSSION
The present study examined the brain-wide pattern of afferent projections to the IC. By making 
targeted injections of retrograde viruses at various anterior and posterior locations of the IC, 
we show that the aIC and pIC have different projection patterns. The aIC particularly receives 
projections from emotion and cognition-processing brain regions such as the BLA, mPFC, 
CPu and SNR, whereas the pIC receives inputs primarily from sensory information-processing 
brain regions, like the auditory and visual cortex, and hippocampal CA1 region. The main 
anatomical projections are summarized in Figure 12. These findings provide important, and 
in part novel, structural evidence for the functional distinction of the aIC and pIC. However, 
we also found that the aIC and pIC share several common afferent projections. 
 We found that virus injection into the aIC labelled neurons within many different 
brain regions involved in emotion and cognition processing. Labeling of neurons in these 
brain regions was generally absent after virus injection into either of the two pIC locations. 
Consistent with our findings that an injection into the aIC densely labelled neurons within the 
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basal and lateral nuclei of the BLA, previous anatomical studies had also indicated that the 
BLA and aIC are extensively connected (Shi and Cassell, 1998b). Moreover, there is extensive 
evidence for functional interactions between the BLA and IC in conditioned taste aversion, a 
form of recognition memory (Escobar et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1999; Escobar and Bermudez-
Rattoni, 2000; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2017). Further, high 
frequency stimulation of the BLA was shown to induce long-term plastic modifications within 
the IC, which enhances memory for conditioned taste aversion (Escobar and Bermudez-
Rattoni, 2000). Thus, the intimate structural connections between the BLA and IC might be 
important for regulating emotional arousal effects on memory. However, it should be noted 
that these prior functional studies had not explicitly investigated whether the BLA might 
selectively interact with the aIC. In several recent studies (Chen et al., 2018; Chapter 3 and 4), 
we show evidence of direct functional interactions between the BLA and aIC, but not pIC, in 
regulating emotional arousal effects on memory consolidation. 
 We further found anatomical support for interactions between the mPFC and aIC, 
but not pIC. Extensive evidence indicates that the mPFC is importantly involved in higher-
order cognition and affective processing, as well as executive function (Fabri and Burton, 
1991; Arnsten, 2009). A human neuroimaging study has shown that the blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) signal during the association of tastes and visceral illness was significantly 
increased in the prelimbic cortex of the mPFC, which correlated with the BOLD signal in the 
agranular IC, as well as the amygdala (Uematsu et al., 2015). Recently, we showed functional 
interactions between the mPFC and aIC on object recognition memory (Barsegyan et al., 2019). 
We found that a glucocorticoid administered into the prelimbic area of the mPFC immediately 
after object recognition training enhances the consolidation of memory for the identity of the 
object and that the memory-enhancing effect was prevented by a functional inhibition of the 
aIC. An interesting observation of the present study was that the projection from the mPFC to 
the aIC appears to be asymmetric, such that the mPFC in the right hemisphere seems to have 
a stronger projection to the left aIC. Although the present study showed evidence of several 
bilateral projections to the aIC/pIC, we only found such a primarily contralateral projection 
only with the mPFC. Currently, we do not have a clear understanding of why this might be the 
case and what the functional consequences are, but some human studies provided evidence 
for lateralization effects of the IC (Oppenheimer et al., 1992; Youell et al., 2004; Bidula and 
Kroliczak, 2015). One study showed that the right IC is involved in psychological activation 
of the limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (LHPA) axis (King et al., 2009), which triggers 
a cascade of events that induce the release of glucocorticoid hormones from the adrenal 
cortex (de Kloet et al., 1999; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Okuda et al., 2004; Sandi and 
Pinelo-Nava, 2007). The mPFC is known to negatively modulate the LHPA-axis response (King 
et al., 2009). Thus, it is possible that mPFC projections to the right IC, but not the left one, are 
involved in controlling LHPA-axis activity (King et al., 2009). However, this topic of lateralized 
projections and their functional consequences requires more inquiry.
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 Not much is known about functional interactions between the CPu and aIC, but a 
previous neuroimaging study reported an increased functional connectivity between the 
agranular IC and CPu in decision-making processes (Pattij et al., 2014) which is consistent with 
our finding of the projection from CPu to agranular/dysgranular aIC. Moreover, functional 
connectivity between the CPu and aIC was reported in caving behaviors (Hanlon et al., 2015; 
Bi et al., 2017). We also found that virus injection into the aIC induces many labeled neurons 
within the SNR. The SNR produces the neurotransmitter dopamine, which is implicated in 
motivation, and reward (Ikemoto et al., 2015; Eisinger et al., 2018). Several behavioral studies 
have shown that exposure to a novel taste or object induces the release of dopamine within 
the aIC (Guzman-Ramos et al., 2012) and that dopaminergic drugs administered into the IC 
modulate the consolidation of recognition memory (David et al., 2014).  
 On the other hand, we found that virus injection into the pIC induces many labeled 
neurons within auditory and visual cortex. It is possible that the auditory and visual cortex send 
sensory information to the pIC for integration and processing. Human neuroimaging studies 
have indicated that auditory and vestibular convergence are contained in overlapping regions 
of the pIC and caudal part of the superior temporal gyrus (Oh et al., 2018). A meta-analysis of 
human neuroimaging studies reported a robust activation of the IC (without differentiating 
between the aIC and pIC) and primary visual cortex, as well as the amygdala, hippocampus 
and anterior cingulate cortex during exposure to subliminal arousing stimuli (Brooks et al., 
2012). Moreover, the pIC has been regarded to play an important role in integrating auditory, 
visual and vestibular stimuli (Rodgers et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2017). We also found that 
virus injection into the pIC labeled many neurons within the CA1 region of the hippocampus. 
The hippocampus is necessary for the encoding, consolidation and retrieval of spatial and 
contextual memory as well as for episodic memory (Sloviter, 1994; Atucha et al., 2017). The 
CA1 region of the hippocampus is known to mediate encoding and retrieval of contextual fear 
(Hunsaker and Kesner, 2008; Ji and Maren, 2008). Several behavioral studies in rodents have 
implicated the pIC in the acquisition of spatially dependent water-maze learning (Nerad et al., 
1996; Nerad, 1997), auditory fear conditioning (Casanova et al., 2016) and conditioned place 
preference (Contreras et al., 2012). To our knowledge, previous studies have not directly 
investigated functional interactions between the hippocampus and pIC. Interestingly, we 
found no evidence of anatomical projections from the hippocampus to the aIC. This finding 
is in agreement with behavioral evidence that the aIC is involved in memory for the identity 
of the object but appears to play no role in memory for the hippocampus-dependent spatial 
version of the task (Balderas et al., 2008; Roozendaal et al., 2010).
 Our finding that the aIC appears to be densely connected with emotion and cognition-
processing brain regions, while the pIC is more connected with brain regions involved in 
the processing of sensory and contextual information provide the structural basis for the 
functional distinction of the aIC and pIC. Further, human neuroimaging studies indicated 
that the aIC is part of the ‘salience network’ which is collectively upregulated in response 
to emotionally salient and stressful experiences (Buchel et al., 1998; Rasch et al., 2009b) 
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and importantly involved in cognition-emotion integration (Cauda et al., 2011; Baier et al., 
2013; Gu et al., 2013b; Namkung et al., 2017). We found that several of the key nodes of 
the salience network have afferent projections to the aIC. In contrast, the pIC has been 
implicated in the integration of sensory information of interoceptive and peripheral inputs 
(Rodgers et al., 2008; Craig, 2009; Baier et al., 2013; Casanova et al., 2016). Our findings 
indicate that these brain regions are not only functionally connected but that there are also 
direct anatomical projections. In our study, we had one animal with an injection into the 
granular/dysgranular pIC whereas another animal had an injection into the agranular pIC. 
Although we found evidence for many overlapping projections to these different subareas 
of the pIC, we also found some interesting differences. Behavioral studies generally do not 
differentially between these subareas, but based on our findings it would be important for 
future behavioral studies to also pay attention to a differential involvement of these subareas 
in specific behavioral tasks.
 Our findings also suggest that there are several brain regions that might have common 
projections to the aIC and pIC. We found that virus injection into either the aIC or pIC 
produced labeled neurons within somatosensory cortex, Cl and thalamus, as well as the 
motor cortex, PRh, orbital cortex, Pir, DLEnt and Ect. It should be noted, however, that they 
sometimes receive afferent projections from different subareas of these brain regions, most 
notably from the orbital cortex and thalamus. The somatosensory cortex is involved not only 
in somatic sensation (Khalsa et al., 2009), but also in higher-level cognitive and emotional 
functions (Hyvarinen et al., 1980; Adolphs et al., 2000; Sterr et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2013b). 
The Cl has been related to containing specialized mechanisms that permit information to 
travel widely within its anterior-posterior and ventral-dorsal extent to synchronize different 
perceptual, cognitive and motor modalities (Crick and Koch, 2005). Thalamic inputs can carry 
information from outside the body (auditory, somatosensory, olfactory, gustatory and visual 
information) and inside the body (interoceptive information) to the pIC for integration (Craig, 
2009; Casanova et al., 2016; Namkung, 2017). The motor cortex, PRh, orbital cortex, Pir, 
DLEnt and Ect are cortical areas that transfer sensory information, but also emotional and 
cognitive information (Suzuki, 1996; Linke and Schwegler, 2000; Kajiwara et al., 2003; Kotak 
et al., 2015; Timbie and Barbas, 2015; Scott, 2016; Leite et al., 2017; Schulze et al., 2017). 
Considering the different integrating processes within the aIC and pIC (Rodgers et al., 2008; 
Gu et al., 2013b), they might share different modulating aspects on the same behavioral 
tasks. For example, the aIC is active during the subjective (i.e., emotional) evaluation of pain, 
whereas pIC activation correlates with the objective intensity of a heat pain stimulus (Kong et 
al., 2006). On the other hand, the aIC and pIC might also need to interact on some behavioral 
tasks. For example, both the aIC and pIC are necessary for the acquisition of spatial learning 
in a water-maze task (Nerad et al., 1996; Nerad, 1997). As the water-maze task is an aversive 
task which requires integration of emotional information, sensory information as well as 
contextual and spatial information, information processing within both the aIC and pIC might 
be needed for successfully acquiring these aspects of information on this task. 
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 The present analysis is based on experimental tracing data from adult male Sprague 
Dawley rats using retrograde viruses. Recently, the retrograde AAV2 variant which we used 
in this study has been introduced to allow for retrograde tracing with genetic access and 
low toxicity (Tervo et al., 2016). The variant displays a high infection efficiency in vitro in 
multiple cell lines, suggesting a potential for infecting neurons and neuronal processes with 
high efficiency. Although retrograde tracing can be achieved with non-viral approaches, these 
methods suffer from limited sensitivity, stability and do not provide genetic access to the 
target neurons (Tervo et al., 2016). Retrograde tracing has been previously achieved in vivo 
using rabies-derived vectors (Wickersham et al., 2007), herpes simplex virus (Ugolini et al., 
1987) or canine adenovirus (Soudais et al., 2001). These vectors, however, have been plagued 
by the intrinsic toxicity of the expressed viral proteins (Ginger et al., 2013) or by the tendency 
to activate inflammation (Muruve, 2004). The newly developed AAVs thus provide a powerful 
method to map the afferent projections to the IC. However, all structural connections to 
the aIC and pIC are based on only three best injected animals. Discrepancies with previous 
observations may reflect on the tracer volume and injection sites. For example, the anterior 
cingulate cortex is known to have both anatomical and functional connections with the aIC 
(Jasmin et al., 2004; Qadir et al., 2018), but we did not find this in our study. 
 In summary, the current study updated the afferent projections to the IC. We found that 
the aIC receives projections mainly from emotion and cognition-processing brain regions of 
the BLA, mPFC, CPu and SNR, while the pIC receives inputs mainly from sensory areas of the 
auditory and visual cortex as well as the CA1 region of the hippocampus. Both the aIC and 
pIC receive projections from the somatosensory cortex, Cl and thalamus, as well as the motor 
cortex, PRh, orbital cortex, Pir, DLEnt and Ect. These findings support structural evidence for 
their distinct roles that the aIC is essentially involved in integrating emotional and cognitive 
dimensions of information, while the pIC is more involved in multisensory integration. 
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In this thesis, I investigated interactions between the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and insular 
cortex (IC) in regulating norepinephrine and emotional arousal effects on object recognition 
memory. This research question is based on a large conceptual framework indicating that 
stressful and emotionally arousing experiences are typically well remembered. Extensive 
evidence indicates that emotional arousal induces the release of norepinephrine within the 
BLA, and that such BLA activation subsequently strengthens neural plasticity and information 
storage processes in other brain regions (McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
2011; McGaugh, 2013). Studies performed since the 1980s have consistently shown that 
norepinephrine or noradrenergic agonists administered into the BLA (or in early studies 
into the amygdala complex) enhance the consolidation of memory of a wide variety of 
learning experiences, including inhibitory avoidance, contextual fear conditioning, extinction 
of conditioned fear, changes in reward magnitude, conditioned taste aversion and water-
maze spatial and cued tasks (Liang et al., 1986; Introini-Collison et al., 1991; LaLumiere et 
al., 2003). In contrast, blockade of noradrenergic activity of the BLA with the administration 
of a β-adrenoceptor antagonist impairs memory consolidation and blocks the effects of 
norepinephrine on these learning tasks (Liang et al., 1986; Liang et al., 1995; Salinas and 
McGaugh, 1995; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999). 
 Prior experiments have mostly investigated how noradrenergic activation of the BLA 
facilitates memory consolidation by influencing neural plasticity and information storage 
processes within the hippocampus (Packard et al., 1994; Paré et al., 1995; Akirav and 
Richter-Levin, 1999; Roozendaal et al., 1999; Almaguer-Melian et al., 2003; McIntyre et al., 
2005; Pape et al., 2005; Atucha et al., 2017). Much less is known concerning the influence 
of BLA noradrenergic activity on other memory systems. Furthermore, such prior studies 
typically employed highly stressful or emotionally arousing training experiences, e.g., 
involving footshock or placing an animal into a tank filled with water, that are known induce 
the release of high levels of norepinephrine within the BLA (Galvez et al., 1996; Quirarte 
et al., 1998; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; McIntyre et al., 2002). Recent findings indicate 
that norepinephrine administration into the BLA also enhances memory for low-arousing 
recognition memory for novel objects (Roozendaal et al., 2008) as well as for the association 
of an object with its context (Barsegyan et al., 2014). Memory for an object in the object 
recognition task relies critically on cortical structures such as the IC (Bermudez-Rattoni et al., 
2005; Balderas et al., 2008; Balderas et al., 2015; Olarte-Sanchez et al., 2015) and perirhinal 
cortex (Ennaceur and Aggleton, 1997; Norman and Eacott, 2005; Albasser et al., 2009; Banks 
et al., 2014; Olarte-Sanchez et al., 2015). However, the cellular mechanisms of how BLA 
activity can influence neural plasticity and information storage processes within or involving 
the IC are not well understood.
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SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS
In Chapter 2, I summarized previous research that examined the role of stress hormones and 
of the BLA in object recognition memory. Both epinephrine and corticosterone administered 
after an object recognition training experience are known to enhance the consolidation of 
object recognition memory (Okuda et al., 2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006; Dornelles et al., 
2007). The studies indicate that stress hormone administration induces enhancement of 
both the identity of the object, i.e., memory for the object itself, as well as of the location of 
an object. Such memory-enhancing effects by peripheral stress hormones are thus generally 
consistent with their strengthening effects on memory consolidation of more arousing 
training experiences (McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). 
 Only one study has investigated the effect of permanent lesions of the BLA (or of the 
amygdala complex) on object recognition memory (Moses et al., 2005). This study found 
that BLA lesions have very little, if any, effect on object recognition memory. However, 
studies employing pharmacological manipulation of BLA activity immediately after an object 
recognition training experience very consistently showed memory-modulatory effects. 
Norepinephrine or β-adrenoceptor agonists administered into the BLA immediately after 
object recognition training were found to enhance memory of both the identity and of the 
location of the object (Roozendaal et al., 2008; McReynolds et al., 2014) as well as of the 
episodic-like association of an object with the training context (Barsegyan et al., 2014). On 
the other hand, noradrenergic blockade with intra-BLA infusion of propranolol impaired 
memory of these different aspects of object recognition memory (Roozendaal et al., 2008; 
Barsegyan et al., 2014) and blocked the memory-enhancing effect of peripheral glucocorticoid 
administration (Roozendaal et al., 2006). The findings of several other studies investigating 
the memory-modulatory effect of a variety of other pharmacological treatments of the BLA 
are consistent with the view that BLA activation enhances the consolidation of different 
components of object recognition memory. 
 As memory for an object and for the location of an object are known to rely on different 
memory systems (Balderas et al., 2008; Roozendaal et al., 2010), these findings thus strongly 
suggest that the BLA must interact with different brain regions in regulating the consolidation 
of these different aspects of recognition memory. Indeed, some studies demonstrated 
functional interactions between the BLA and the hippocampus (McReynolds et al., 2014; 
Bass and Manns, 2015) or perirhinal cortex (Perugini et al., 2012; Laing and Bashir, 2014) 
in mediating emotional arousal effects on aspects of object recognition memory. However, 
the topic of how the BLA interacts with distinct efferent brain regions in influencing object 
recognition memory is only sparsely investigated. Although some studies have shown 
functional interactions between the BLA and IC in regulating conditioned taste aversion, 
another form of recognition memory (Escobar et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1999; Escobar and 
Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2017), 
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the role of BLA-IC interactions in object recognition memory had not been investigated in 
previous studies. 
 In Chapter 3, I therefore investigated interactions between the BLA and IC in regulating 
norepinephrine effects on object recognition memory. I could demonstrate that a memory-
enhancing dose of norepinephrine administered into the BLA after object recognition training 
altered neuronal activity within the anterior IC (aIC) during the post-learning consolidation 
phase. In contrast, BLA noradrenergic activation did not affect neuronal activity within the 
posterior IC (pIC), which receives only sparse innervation from the BLA. These findings thus 
show that the BLA particularly interacts with the aIC. Generally, these findings support the 
diverse and unique functions of the aIC and pIC (Nerad et al., 1996; Nerad, 1997; Craig, 2009; 
Baier et al., 2011; Baier et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2013b; Rolls, 2016). An interesting, and perhaps 
surprising, finding was that this noradrenergic activation of the BLA reduced, rather than 
increased, neuronal activity within the aIC, as determined by lower expression levels of the 
phosphorylated (i.e., activated) form of the transcription factor cAMP response element-
binding (pCREB) and of the neuronal activity marker c-Fos, within the aIC 1 h after object 
training and drug treatment. On the other hand, norepinephrine administration into the BLA 
was associated with an increased number of GABAergic puncta at the somatic circumference 
of pCREB-positive cells, that is reflective of an upregulation of GABAergic inhibitory tone. I 
further showed that the aIC, compared to the pIC, also has higher expression levels of β
2
-
adrenoceptors, but not β
1
-adrenoceptors, and that direct norepinephrine administration into 
the aIC, but not pIC, also enhances object recognition memory. 
 In Chapter 4, I further examined the role of noradrenergic activity within the BLA in 
regulating consolidation mechanisms within the aIC in object recognition memory. It had 
been demonstrated earlier that pharmacological facilitation of chromatin modification 
mechanisms, by histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibition, in the aIC enhances post-learning 
consolidation processes underlying long-term object recognition memory (Roozendaal et al., 
2010). I performed two experiments here. In the first experiment, I showed that blocking 
noradrenergic transmission within the BLA by administration of propranolol blocked the 
effect of systemic posttraining administration of the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaB) 
on memory enhancement of both the identity and location of the object. In the second 
experiment, I found that NaB administration into the aIC selectively enhanced memory for 
the identity, and not location, of the object, and again that propranolol administration into 
the BLA completely abolished this memory-enhancing effect. Consistent with my findings of 
Chapter 3, NaB infusions administered into the aIC enhanced object recognition memory 
whereas NaB infusions into the pIC were ineffective. These findings thus indicate that 
endogenous noradrenergic activity within the BLA critically interacts with and enables the 
effect of chromatin modification mechanisms within the aIC on the formation of long-term 
object recognition memory. Further, although I did not investigate this explicitly, the findings 
suggest that BLA noradrenergic activity might have interacted with the hippocampus in 
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mediating the enhancing effect of systemic NaB administration on memory for the location 
of the object. 
As several recent findings suggest that information regarding familiar and novel stimuli might 
be signaled through independent, yet connected, neural systems (Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014; 
Molas et al., 2017), in this Chapter I also set out to investigate how memory enhancement 
by NaB administration might affect exploration of a familiar and novel object during the 
retention test. My findings show that enhancement of object recognition memory by NaB 
administration, given either systemically or directly into the aIC, is selectively associated with 
an increased ability to assess the familiarity of the training object (or location) and does not 
influence assessment of a novel stimulus.
 In Chapter 5, I aimed to unravel the structural basis for the diverse functions of the aIC 
and pIC. I microinjected newly developed retrograde viruses into the aIC and pIC to track 
the afferent projections from other cortical and subcortical brain regions. I showed that 
the aIC and pIC are interconnected, and that the aIC receives inputs from emotion-related 
brain regions, such as the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), caudate putamen, substantia 
nigra, reticular part and BLA. As will be discussed below, this specific pattern of anatomical 
projections to the aIC is in agreement with my behavioral findings as well as with an extant 
literature of human neuroimaging studies indicating that the aIC is particularly responsive 
to emotional stimulation (Craig, 2009; Menon and Uddin, 2010; Gu et al., 2013a; Gu et 
al., 2013b). On the other hand, the pIC receives more projections from visual and auditory 
cortices, CA1 region of the hippocampus (oriens, pyramidal and radiatum layers). These 
distinct anatomical innervation patterns are consistent with findings of behavioral studies 
showing that the aIC and pIC are involved in different learning tasks and that the pIC might 
be involved in contextual and cued fear conditioning (see below). Moreover, both the aIC and 
pIC receive common projections from somatosensory cortex, motor cortex, perirhinal cortex, 
orbital cortex, piriform cortex, dorsolateral entorhinal cortex, ectorhinal cortex, claustrum 
and thalamus. 
 Thus, these findings reveal an intimate functional crosstalk between the BLA and aIC in 
regulating norepinephrine and emotional arousal effects on object recognition memory. In 
the following sections, I will discuss some of the most interesting findings in more detail.
DISSOCIABLE FUNCTIONS OF THE AIC AND PIC
The IC is a large and heterogeneous brain region which has been associated with a large 
variety of functions, ranging from sensory integration to representing feelings and emotions, 
autonomic and motor control, risk prediction and decision-making, bodily- and self-
awareness, and complex social functions such as empathy (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Craig, 
2009; Hilty et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2013a; Gogolla et al., 2014; Pattij et al., 2014). Human 
neuroimaging studies have consistently reported an increased anterior insula activity during 
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subjective awareness of both positive and negative emotions (Craig, 2009; Menon and Uddin, 
2010). The aIC was reported to be activated in mothers viewing photos of their own child 
(Leibenluft et al., 2004), as well as while the subjects were witnessing both the pleased and 
disgusted facial expression of others (Jabbi et al., 2007), hearing pleasant music (Koelsch et 
al., 2006), experiencing joy (Takahashi et al., 2008), and attending to happy voices (Johnstone 
et al., 2006). Moreover, the aIC has been regarded as part of the ‘salience network’, which 
is responsible for detecting novel and salient information (Downar et al., 2002; Seeley et 
al., 2007; Menon and Uddin, 2010), that is collectively upregulated in response to an acute 
stressful event and after highly stressful experiences (Craig, 2009; Menon and Uddin, 2010; 
Hartley et al., 2011; Ille et al., 2011). Accordingly, aIC activity was reported during the 
encoding of fear conditioning tasks (Buchel et al., 1998; Alvarez et al., 2008; Alvarez et al., 
2011) and the recall of trauma (King et al., 2009). On the other hand, the posterior insula 
becomes activated during the subject’s experiencing of painful (Ostrowsky et al., 2002; Alkire 
et al., 2004; Frot et al., 2007; Meier et al., 2015; Segerdahl et al., 2015), thermosensory 
(Craig et al., 2000), auditory (Bamiou et al., 2003), vestibular (Fasold et al., 2002; Fink et al., 
2003) and motor tasks (Johansen-Berg and Matthews, 2002; Carey et al., 2005; Loubinoux et 
al., 2007; Kurth et al., 2010). In another study, patients with intractable epilepsy underwent 
electrode stimulation, these studies indicated that gustatory sensations were localized more 
anteriorly, while the somatosensory symptoms were restricted to the pIC, and warmth and 
painful sensations in the dorsal pIC (Stephani et al., 2011).  
 Contrasting the human literature, most animal studies examining the IC have not 
explicitly investigated whether the anterior versus posterior regions might be involved in 
different behavioral functions. However, it should be noted that most studies investigating the 
involvement of the IC in memory have aimed their investigation at the more anterior part of 
the IC. Using such more anterior coordinates, many studies have shown that the IC is involved 
in the formation and maintenance of conditioned taste aversion or taste memory (Escobar 
and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Rodriguez-Duran et al., 2011; Stehberg et al., 2011). Further, 
a few studies showed that drug administration at these more anterior coordinates of the IC 
either enhanced or impaired memory for object recognition memory (Bermudez-Rattoni et 
al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2010). Experiments using in vivo microdialysis in freely moving 
rats have shown that the first presentation of a novel taste (saccharin or quinine) induces a 
marketed increase in the release of acetylcholine in the aIC (of note: these studies did not 
examine whether a similar increase might occur within the pIC) (Miranda and Bermudez-
Rattoni, 1999; Miranda et al., 2000). Accordingly, scopolamine (a muscarinic acetylcholine 
receptor antagonist) infusions into the aIC after the presentation of a novel taste impaired 
the consolidation of taste recognition memory (Gutierrez et al., 2003). In another study, 
using the DREADD (designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs) technique, it 
was found that CREB-positive neurons within the aIC were particularly activated during the 
consolidation of conditioned taste aversive memory whereas selectively silencing of such 
CREB-positive neurons impaired conditioned taste aversion memory (Sano et al., 2014). 
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However, again this study did not examine whether these effects were limited to the aIC and/
or similar effects could be found within the pIC.
 In this thesis, I made selective manipulations to both the aIC and pIC to determine a 
possible different contribution of these two sites to object recognition memory. My findings 
in Chapter 3 revealed that the BLA is densely connected with the aIC but only sparsely with 
the pIC. Further, norepinephrine administration into the BLA following object recognition 
training selectively reduced neuronal activity within the aIC, as accessed by the number of 
neurons expressing pCREB and c-Fos 1 h later. Furthermore, I showed higher b
2
-adrenoceptor 
levels within the aIC than pIC, and found that direct manipulation of noradrenergic activity 
(with either norepinephrine or propranolol) within the aIC had a larger memory-modulatory 
effect than drug infusions into the pIC. Thus, these findings show that the aIC appears to be 
selectively involved in (emotional modulation of) object recognition memory. In Chapter 4, I 
administered the HDAC inhibitor NaB, which enhances memory consolidation by regulating 
chromatin remodeling and gene expression, directly into the aIC or pIC to investigate the 
effect on object recognition and object location memory. As expected, NaB administered into 
the aIC enhanced object recognition memory, but not object location memory. Again, NaB 
infusions into the pIC did not affect object recognition memory. Thus, these latter findings 
indicate that the selective involvement of the aIC (and not pIC) in mediating the effect of 
BLA activation on object recognition memory is not because of the specific nature of my 
pharmacological manipulation that involved a change in norepinephrine levels and emotional 
arousal state. The findings of Chapter 4 clearly indicate that the effect of direct manipulation 
of epigenetic mechanisms underlying memory storage was also limited to the aIC, and thus 
strongly suggest that the aIC, and not pIC, plays a role in processing and storing information 
about objects.
 In order to further investigate the structural basis for the functional diversity of the aIC 
and pIC, in Chapter 5, retrograde viruses were injected into different subregions of the aIC and 
pIC. The findings show that the aIC receives innervation not only from the BLA but also from 
other emotion-processing brain regions such as the mPFC, caudate/putamen and substantia 
nigra. On the other hand, the pIC receives projections particularly from sensory information 
processing-related brain regions, like the auditory cortex, visual cortex, and the CA1 region 
in the hippocampus, which mediates encoding and retrieval of contextual information. 
However, both the aIC and pIC receive projections from the motor cortex, somatosensory 
cortex, perirhinal cortex, piriform cortex, orbital cortex, dorsolateral entorhinal cortex. 
 As described in Chapter 5, the aIC receives more projections from emotion-processing 
brain regions and is involved in conditioned taste aversion and other emotion and cognition-
related behaviors. The structural and functional connections between the aIC and BLA have 
been indicated to be importantly involved in regulating conditioned taste aversion (Escobar 
and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004) and object recognition memory 
(Chapter 3). A recent study showed that the glucocorticoid agonist RU 28362 administered into 
the prelimbic cortex, immediately after object recognition training enhances 24-h memory 
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for the identity of the object via functional interactions with the aIC (Barsegyan et al., 2019). 
Further, noradrenergic activation of the BLA was found to critically enable such interactions 
between the prelimbic cortex and aIC on object recognition memory. Functional interactions 
between the caudate-putamen and IC (this study did not differentiate between the aIC and 
pIC) have been revealed to be involved in decision-making processes (Pattij et al., 2014). In 
addition, evidence indicated that the aIC receives dopaminergic inputs from the substantia 
nigra and affect motivational and affective dimensions of pain (Ohara et al., 2003). In contrast, 
the pIC receives more projections from sensory information-processing brain regions, and 
plays a role in bodily sensation (Cechetto and Saper, 1987; Rodgers et al., 2008; Baier et al., 
2013; Oh et al., 2018). Moreover, the pIC receives projections from the CA1 region of the 
hippocampus, which mediates encoding and retrieval of contextual information (Hunsaker 
and Kesner, 2008; Ji and Maren, 2008). Thus, the related contextual information could be 
sent to the pIC and even may be processed within it. The finding that the pIC is involved in 
the modulation of auditory fear responses (Casanova et al., 2016) is also in agreement with 
the profile of anatomical connections. Additionally, selective excitotoxic lesion studies have 
indicated that both the aIC and pIC are necessary for the acquisition of an aversive water-
maze spatial task (Nerad et al., 1996; Nerad, 1997). As the aversive water-maze task involves 
the processing of both emotional and contextual information, we could speculate that the 
aversive water-maze task not only depends on the aIC for its emotional aspects, but also 
on the pIC for its contextual aspects. The shared common afferent projections of the aIC 
and pIC might reflect either the functional commonality or the different dimensions of the 
information be processed within the aIC and pIC. The emotional and cognitive information 
will be transferred to the aIC, while the sensory and contextual information will be send to 
the pIC for further process. 
 Based on the dissociate functions of the aIC and pIC and previous ideas (Craig, 
2009; Namkung, 2017), I would propose a working model on the roles of the aIC and pIC 
in regulating emotional arousal effects on memory. When experiencing a stressful event, 
sensory information from external and internal origin is first sent to the pIC for integration 
and processing, and then transferred to the aIC for integrating with emotional and cognitive 
information collected from other cortical and subcortical brain regions. The saliently emotional 
and cognitive information can be processed and stored within the aIC and connected cortical 
regions. The aIC might also send feedback to the pIC and sensory cortices to control the 
threshold for receiving the sensory information and to guide other brain structures to respond 
to the event. However, how the different projection patterns of the aIC and pIC directly link to 
this functional heterogeneity needs further investigation. New technologies such as whole-
brain clearing methods make it possible to investigate the whole of anatomical projections of 
the IC, and optogenetics and Cre-dependent DREADDs will allow for selective manipulations 
of specific brain pathways within the aIC and pIC, which would help us to understand their 
potential role in regulating emotional arousal-induced modulation of memory consolidation.
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EMOTIONAL AROUSAL-ASSOCIATED NEURONAL ACTIVITY CHANGES 
WITHIN THE AIC: IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATION STORAGE 
PROESSES NETOWORK DYNAMICS
Another aim of this research was to determine neuronal activity changes within the aIC 
associated with emotional enhancement of recognition memory. In Chapter 3, I found that a 
memory-enhancing dose of norepinephrine administered into the BLA immediately after an 
object recognition training trial reduced the number of pCREB-expressing neurons within the 
aIC 1 h later. As the large majority (>95%) of these pCREB-expressing neurons were excitatory 
neurons, these findings suggest that the norepinephrine administration into the BLA reduces 
overall neuronal excitability of the aIC. Theoretically, this could reflect an altered signal-to-
noise ratio, such that the remaining pCREB-expressing neurons are more actively involved in 
local network activity. Therefore, I also examined whether these remaining pCREB-expressing 
neurons showed higher expression levels of the immediate early gene product c-Fos. c-Fos 
is a well-known molecular marker for recently activated cells (Minatohara et al., 2016) and 
changes in c-Fos expression observed in a limited number of cells are associated with neural 
plasticity and information storage processes (Rosen et al., 1998; Minatohara et al., 2016). The 
norepinephrine administration, however, also induced a reduction in the number of c-Fos-
expressing cells as well as in the number of cells that showed co-expression of pCREB and 
c-Fos. Thus, these findings strongly suggest that noradrenergic activation of the BLA reduces 
aIC activity 1 h later during the post-learning consolidation period. A recent study from 
our laboratory (Barsegyan et al., 2019) showed that the effect of a glucocorticoid receptor 
agonist administered into the mPFC on enhancement of object recognition memory was also 
associated with a reduction in c-Fos expression within the aIC. Most importantly, blockade 
of noradrenergic activity within the BLA blocked the intra-mPFC glucocorticoid effect on 
both memory enhancement as well as on the changes in c-Fos expression within the aIC. 
These findings thus support the view that noradrenergic activity of the BLA is associated 
with, or probably even necessary for inducing, a reduction in aIC activity during the memory 
consolidation period.
 This finding that BLA noradrenergic activity is associated with a reduced aIC activity 
is consistent with evidence from a recent study reporting that a similar administration of a 
memory-enhancing dose of norepinephrine into the BLA after object recognition training 
also induces a training-specific reduction in the acetylation levels of histone H3 at lysine 
14, H2B and H4 within the aIC (Beldjoud et al., 2015). Histone acetylation is one of the 
major chromatin modification mechanisms and importantly involved in regulating gene 
transcription underlying the formation of long-term memory (Stefanko et al., 2009; Reolon 
et al., 2011). Interestingly, several findings have shown that histone acetylation critically 
interacts with CREB and CREB-binding protein (CBP) in influencing synaptic plasticity and long-
term memory (Chrivia et al., 1993; Guan et al., 2002; Vecsey et al., 2007; Barrett and Wood, 
2008; Roozendaal et al., 2010). In this thesis and latter study, norepinephrine administration 
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into the BLA of non-trained control rats does not induce these effects, indicating a critical 
interaction between the BLA activation and learning-associated neural activity. Further, 
a more extensive 10-min training session, which induces comparable strong long-term 
memory as after norepinephrine administration, also does not result in a reduced number 
of pCREB-positive neurons within the aIC. Thus, these findings indicate that this reduction in 
neural plasticity (pCREB and histone acetylation) within the aIC might be specifically related 
to an altered emotional arousal state induced by the norepinephrine administration and not 
needed per se to create a strong long-term memory of the training experience.
 To investigate how noradrenergic activation of the BLA might be able to induce such 
a reduction in aIC neuronal activity, I examined the number GAD67-positive puncta at the 
somatic circumference of pCREB-expressing neurons, which reflects dynamic changes in 
presynaptic release probability of GABA and therefore inhibitory transmission (Miceli et al., 
2017). I found that the norepinephrine administration induced a large and significant increase 
in the number of perisomatic GABAergic inhibitory contacts per pCREB-expressing neuron. 
Perisomatic inhibitory contacts are a typical innervation domain of parvalbumin-expressing 
basket neurons (Huang et al., 2007). Thus, these findings strongly suggest that noradrenergic 
activation of the BLA reduces aIC neuronal activity via a dynamic upregulation of GABAergic 
inhibitory tone. It is well established that GABA-mediated synaptic inhibition is crucial in 
neural circuit operations (Huang, 2009), and that fewer soma-targeting inhibitory synapses 
onto excitatory neurons is reflective of an immature cortex-processing system (Gogolla et 
al., 2014; Miceli et al., 2017). Additionally, a previous study reported that pharmacological 
treatment with a benzodiazepine agonist to increase GABAergic inhibition during an early 
sensitive period rescued inhibition and sensory integration in the adult IC (Gogolla et al., 
2014). The BLA is known to project not only onto excitatory neurons within the cortex, but has 
an even stronger innervation onto parvalbumin and somatostatin-expressing interneurons 
(McGarry and Carter, 2016). Whether noradrenergic activation of BLA reduces aIC neuronal 
activity via such direct projections onto parvalbumin-expressing interneurons within the aIC 
is a question that requires further inquiry.  
 In Chapter 4, I found that local administration of the HDAC inhibitor NaB, which 
facilitates transcription by relaxing chromatin structure, into the aIC after object recognition 
memory enhanced the consolidation of memory for the object. This effect was dependent 
on noradrenergic activity of the BLA as blocking this activity by the administration of the 
β-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol into the BLA abolished this NaB effect on recognition 
memory. Several other studies have shown that direct augmentation of acetylation levels 
of histone molecules within the IC with local posttraining infusions of an HDAC inhibitor 
enhances object recognition memory (Barrett and Wood, 2008; Roozendaal et al., 2010). 
Another study indicated that elevated CREB levels in the IC enhance memory of conditioned 
taste aversion and that such CREB overexpression determines which neurons are recruited 
into the encoding of the taste memory (Sano et al., 2014). 
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 Thus, these findings indicate that local stimulation of transcriptional mechanisms, 
by either CREB or histone acetylation activation, within the aIC enhances consolidation 
processes underlying long-term recognition memory for objects or tastes. On the other hand, 
object recognition memory enhancement induced by noradrenergic activation of the BLA is 
associated with a reduced aIC neuronal activity and lower expression levels of both pCREB 
and histone acetylation. These findings thus strongly suggest that the information storage 
process underlying emotional enhancement of memory by noradrenergic activation of the 
BLA might not be the same as that induced by stimulation of local consolidation processes 
within the aIC. Again, the finding that rats trained on a more extensive encoding session of 
10 min, which induces highly comparable strength of memory to that after norepinephrine 
administration, was also not associated with a reduction in pCREB expression within the 
aIC supports the hypothesis that this reduction of aIC activity might be related specifically 
to the emotionally arousing nature of inducing the memory enhancement. Such an effect 
of emotional arousal status and the activation of stress mediators in reducing aIC activity 
is consistent with the findings of a prior study showing that a memory-enhancing dose of 
the stress hormone corticosterone administered systemically after inhibitory avoidance 
training also rapidly reduced aIC neuronal activity (Fornari et al., 2012). This study found that 
corticosterone decreased the number of phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated kinase 
1/2 (pERK1/2)-positive cells in the aIC whereas the inhibitory avoidance training experience 
itself was not associated with such a reduction in pERK1/2 activity (Fornari et al., 2012). 
 What could be the critical difference between these two different ways of enhancing 
memory consolidation processes? Extensive evidence indicates that the BLA is functionally 
connected to many different brain regions (McGaugh, 2000; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 
2011; McGaugh, 2013). Therefore, norepinephrine administration into the BLA is likely not to 
selectively alter neuronal activity in the aIC, but to induce widespread changes in neuronal 
activity across the brain (Akirav and Richter-Levin, 1999; Strange and Dolan, 2004; Stevenson, 
2011; Perugini et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2013; McReynolds et al., 2014). Human neuroimaging 
studies discovered that the brain is organized in large-scale neural networks and that specific 
sets of brain regions systematically co- or deactivate across wide domains of cognitive tasks 
(Raichle et al., 2001; Murty et al., 2010). Following stress, the salience network becomes 
rapidly activated and this will integrate the ability to reorient attention to potential threats, 
mobilize energy resources, and take rapid unpremeditated action as a neurocognitive system 
(Seeley et al., 2007; Corbetta et al., 2008; Cauda et al., 2011; Baier et al., 2013; Gu et al., 
2013b; Namkung et al., 2017). Both the BLA and aIC are key nodes of this large-scale salience 
network (Seeley et al., 2007; Hermans et al., 2011). In addition, the salience network includes 
several other cortical (anterior cingulate cortex, inferotemporal/temporoparietal regions) 
and subcortical (hypothalamus, striatum and brainstem/midbrain nuclei) brain regions 
(Hermans et al., 2014). Notably, the aIC works as a ‘switch’ that determines the extent to 
which information is relayed back to sensory cortices for use by the central executive network 
before being processed first in the internally oriented default-mode network (Sridharan et 
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al., 2008). Therefore, the critical difference between these two different ways of enhancing 
memory consolidation might lie in the fact that BLA activation, in contrast to stimulating local 
consolidation processes, induces widespread alterations in brain network activity.
 A recent model proposed that stress mediators might induce dynamically and temporally 
regulated changes in activity within the salience network (Hermans et al., 2014). According to 
this model, emotional arousal will first rapidly strengthen BLA-aIC connectivity and increase 
salience network activity at the cost of the central executive network (Hermans et al., 
2014). This will increase attention and detection of emotionally salient information such as 
a novel object. Hermans et al. (2011) has shown that this rapid increase in salience network 
activity is critically dependent on noradrenergic activity. However, in a delayed period after 
the initial stress exposure, a reversal of network activity will occur (Figure 1a). The salience 
network will shut off and the central executive network will become active (Hermans et al., 
2014). Thus, our finding of a reduced aIC activity 1 h after the object recognition training 
experiences is in concordance with such a dynamic arousal-associated regulation of salience 
network activity and might reflect a reduced salient network activity in the aftermath of an 
emotionally arousing experience. Our finding that norepinephrine administration into the 
BLA, via an upregulation of GABAergic activity within the aIC, is able to reduce aIC activity 
and perhaps turn off salience network activity is entirely novel. According to the existing 
model, the delayed release of glucocorticoid hormones might be essential for this reversal 
of network activity and the glucocorticoid might increase the GABAergic activity to shut off 
of the salience network activity (Hermans et al., 2014) (Figure 1b and c). Such reduced aIC 
activity during the recovery phase after stress exposure might be required to facilitate local 
consolidation processes, possibly by temporarily increasing the threshold for the detection 
of salient stimuli (Chapter 4) (Roozendaal et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2018). Alternatively, a 
reduced aIC activity could reflect a reallocation of neural resources, and therefore activation 
(disinhibition) of other brain systems involved in the storage of object information and higher-
order cognitive processes (van Leeuwen et al., 2018). In Chapter 5, I provided anatomical 
evidence that the aIC has direct anatomical connections with a large number of other cortical 
as well as subcortical brain regions. A critical question then is whether memory enhancement 
as a result of such arousal-associated changes in large-scale brain neural networks might 
be qualitatively different from that induced by stimulation of local consolidation processes 
within the aIC by NaB administration. This will be discussed in the following section. 
OBJECT-RECOGNITION AND FAMILIARITY AND NOVELTY DETECTION
Recognition memory is one of the survival skills developed by animals through evolution 
(Bermudez-Rattoni, 2014). Importantly, recognition memory not only serves the purpose of 
recognizing an earlier encountered stimulus but also the ability to identify new and possibly 
dangerous stimuli (Mandler, 1981; Brown and Aggleton, 2001). In a functional MRI study, 
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familiarity and novelty judgements were made in contexts emphasizing either familiarity or 
novelty decisions, and the findings showed that parametrically modulated BOLD responses to 
familiarity and novelty strength were isolated in two separate, non-overlapping brain networks 
(Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014). Interestingly, the insula was primarily involved in judgments 
to familiar stimulation whereas the perirhinal cortex was more involved in judgments to 
novelty stimulation. Thus, these findings suggest that information regarding familiar and 
novel stimuli might be signaled through independent, yet connected, neural systems. In 
support of this view, a recent study in animals showed that optogenetic silencing of the 
interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) increased interaction with familiar stimuli without affecting 
novelty responses; whereas, photo-activation of the same neurons reduced exploration 
of novel stimuli mimicking familiarity (Molas et al., 2017). Thus, the IPN appears to be a 
critical node for familiarity signaling (Molas et al., 2017). However, whether enhancement 
of object recognition memory is selectively associated with changes in the ability to assess 
the familiarity of the training object or whether this would also alter assessment of a novel 
stimulus had never been investigated.
Figure 1 Dynamic reallocation of neural resources to systems responsible for salience network and 
executive control network activity during the acute stress phase 
(a) In the brain systems level: opposite effects will occur within different neurocognitive systems. The 
salience network will activate during the acute stress phase at the cost of central executive network, but 
subsequently the salience network will shut off, and the central executive network will become active. 
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(b) The transmitter level within the brain: norepinephrine will increase promptly after exposure to 
stress, glucocorticoid level in the brain rise more slowly and remain increased for a longer period. 
Glucocorticoid might be essential for the reversal of the brain networks 
(c) The GABAergic activity: the salience network might shut off via an upregulation of the GABAergic 
activity within the aIC (adapted from Hermans et al., 2014).
 In Chapter 4, I therefore separately analyzed exploration times of the novel and 
familiar objects (or locations) during the retention test. I found that NaB administered either 
systemically or directly into the aIC decreased exploration time of the familiar object (or 
location), whereas exploration time for the novel stimuli was not affected. Thus, these findings 
are in line with the above-mentioned neuroimaging study and suggest that enhancement of 
object recognition memory by such local stimulation of consolidation processes within the 
aIC is selectively associated with a better detection of the familiar object. It does not appear 
to affect the ability to detect the novelty of a stimulus that was not seen previously. However, 
I also found that after an extended 10 min training session, which induces strong memory 
for the identity and location of the object, the ability to detect both the familiar and novel 
objects and their location was increased. Thus, these findings indicate that by increasing 
the exploration time of an object during the training session, the resultant memory not 
only allows the animals to better detect the training object but also to better detect a novel 
stimulus. 
 In Chapter 3, I had not examined how norepinephrine or propranolol administration would 
affect familiarity and novelty assessment. Therefore, I present the results here. As shown in 
Figure 2a, norepinephrine administration into the BLA enhanced object recognition memory 
whereas propranolol administration into the BLA impaired object recognition memory. When 
analyzing exploration times of the novel and familiar objects separately during the retention 
test (Figure 2b), norepinephrine administration within the BLA did not significantly change 
exploration time of either the novel or familiar object. However, propranolol administration 
into the BLA (Figure 2e) reduced exploration time of the novel object and did not significantly 
affect exploration time of the familiar object (Figure 2f). Norepinephrine administration into 
the aIC also enhanced object recognition memory (Figure 2c). As shown in Figure 2d, this 
memory enhancement was selectively associated with a decreased exploration time of the 
familiar object. Propranolol administration into the aIC impaired object recognition memory 
(Figure 2g). As shown in Figure 2h, propranolol administration into the aIC did not significantly 
affect exploration time for the novel and familiar objects on the retention test. 
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Figure 2 Effect of norepinephrine and propranolol administration into the BLA, aIC and pIC on 
Discrimination index, novel and familiar exploration time and total exploration time during the 
retention test
(a) Discrimination index (mean ± SEM) on the 24-h retention test of rats given bilateral infusions of 
norepinephrine (1.0 µg in 0.2 µl) or saline into the BLA after a 3-min training trial. Dots in the graph 
represent individual data points. *P < 0.05, n = 7-11 rats/group. NE, norepinephrine. 
(b) Exploration time in seconds of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time of both 
objects during the retention test. 
(c) Discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats given bilateral infusions of norepinephrine 
(2.5 µg in 0.5 µl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after a 3-min training trial. Dots in the graph represent 
individual data points. **P < 0.01, n = 9-15 rats/group. NE, norepinephrine; NS, not significant. 
(d) Exploration time in seconds of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time of both 
objects during the retention test. *P < 0.05. 
(e) Discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats administered the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol (0.3 µg in 0.2 µl) or saline into the BLA after a 10-min training trial. **P < 0.01, n = 10-12 
rats/group. 
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(f) Exploration time in seconds of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time during the 
retention test. *P < 0.05. 
(g) Discrimination index on the 24-h retention test of rats administered the β-adrenoceptor antagonist 
propranolol (0.75 µg in 0.5 µl) or saline into the aIC or pIC after a 10-min training trial. *P < 0.05, n = 
9-12 rats/group. 
(h) Exploration time in seconds of the novel and familiar object and total exploration time during the 
retention test. Discrimination index and exploration times were analyzed with unpaired t-tests.
 Thus, these findings indicate that the memory enhancement induced by manipulation 
of noradrenergic activity within the BLA or aIC is not simply associated with an increased 
ability to detect the familiar objects. Combining the findings from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, it 
is possible that noradrenergic activity is enhancing object recognition memory by additionally 
influencing neuronal activity in different brain networks. For example, BLA activation might 
also interact with the perirhinal cortex which is considered to be a novelty-specific brain 
region (Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014). Recent findings from our laboratory (Atucha et al., 2017) 
have shown that norepinephrine administration into the BLA not only affects the strength of 
memory but can also affect the accuracy or detailedness of memory. For these experiments, 
rats were trained on two different inhibitory avoidance apparatuses with a short interval. 
Footshock was administered in one apparatus only. Whereas rats treated with saline control 
into the BLA was not able to accurately discriminate on the retention test in which of these 
two contexts they had received footshock, rats administered norepinephrine into the BLA 
after the training session showed a highly accurate memory of the training experience on the 
retention test. Based on my findings, I would like to propose the idea that enhancement of 
object recognition memory by emotional arousal or norepinephrine administration into the 
BLA might also be associated with a more detailed or accurate representation of the learning 
experience. Very interestingly, a recent study indicated that the perirhinal cortex is involved 
in precision of memory for objects via a cellular process that resembles pattern separation 
(Miranda et al., 2017). Thus, it could be hypothesized that the norepinephrine effect on the 
reduction of aIC activity during the consolidation process might recruit additional memory 
systems, such as the perirhinal cortex, which together could have the result that emotional 
arousal not only creates a stronger representation of the training object but also a more 
detailed representation of the training object which might increase the ability to detect 
a novel stimulus (Figure 3). The object recognition task that I used in my studies did not 
allow me to directly examine this hypothesis. Future experiments should therefore employ 
a modified version of the object recognition paradigm with multiple testing objects that 
vary in their resemblance with the training object. This would make it possible to examine 
whether emotional arousal-induced memory enhancement is associated with also a greater 
detailedness of the memory. Further, future studies should not only examine neural activity 
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changes within the aIC but also which other brain regions such as the perirhinal cortex to 
determine the broader effects of emotional arousal on brain network dynamics. 
Figure 3 Schematic summarizing the BLA-aIC circuit as part of the salience network in regulating 
object recognition memory
NaB administration into the aIC immediately after the recognition learning activates the aIC, which 
facilitates the detection of familiar stimuli (without affecting novel stimuli) to enhance recognition 
memory. Norepinephrine is released into the BLA following the learning experience. This noradrenergic 
activation of the BLA reduces neuronal activity within the aIC in a delayed period, and thus deactivates 
the salience network. Deactivating the salience network induces activation of other brain systems, like 
brain regions of the executive network. Noradrenergic activation of the BLA can also affect neuronal 
activity within the perirhinal cortex, which is a novelty-specific brain region. The combined effect 
of this noradrenergic activation of the BLA may create a stronger as well as more detailed memory 
of the object. As a consequence, this will increase attention and detection not only to the familiar 
stimuli, but also to other emotionally salient information such as novel stimuli. LC, locus coeruleus; NE, 
norepinephrine; NTS, nucleus of the solitary tract. 
CONCLUSION
Overall, the research reported in this thesis revealed that the BLA-aIC circuit as part of the 
salience network modulates recognition memory for objects (see Figure 3). In addition to the 
continuous investigation of unraveling functional differentiation between the aIC with pIC, 
future experiments should aim to uncover the role of emotional arousal and noradrenergic 
activation within the BLA and aIC in modulating both the strength and quality of recognition. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift heb ik hersenmechanismen onderzocht die betrokken zijn bij het 
verbeteren van het geheugen door emotie. Meer specifiek heb ik onderzoek gedaan naar 
de effecten van de neurotransmitter noradrenaline op het geheugen voor objectherkenning 
en of interacties tussen de basolaterale amygdala (BLA) en insulaire cortex (IC) hierbij een 
rol spelen. Deze onderzoeksvraag komt voort uit eerder opgedane kennis dat stressvolle en 
emotionele ervaringen over het algemeen beter worden onthouden dan alledaagse, niet 
emotionele ervaringen. Eerder onderzoek heeft al aangetoond dat blootstelling aan een 
emotionele gebeurtenis leidt tot een verhoogde afgifte van noradrenaline in de BLA maar 
ook van de stresshormonen adrenaline en cortisol vanuit de bijnieren in de bloedsomloop. 
Deze signaalstoffen hebben een effect op de werking van de BLA en kunnen op deze manier 
het geheugen voor emotionele gebeurtenissen verbeteren. Een verhoogde BLA activiteit 
door noradrenaline of stresshormonen kan vervolgens plasticiteit en geheugenprocessen 
in andere hersengebieden beïnvloeden. Al in de jaren 80 van de vorige eeuw hebben 
experimenten aangetoond dat het farmacologisch toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA 
bij ratten na een bepaalde leertaak het effect van emotie kan nabootsen en ook de opslag 
van geheugen verbetert. Het tegenoverstelde is ook waar: het blokkeren van de werking van 
noradrenaline door het geven van een specifieke receptor antagonist in de BLA zorgt juist 
voor een verslechtering van het geheugen. 
 Dit onderzoek heeft zich in het verleden vooral beziggehouden met de vraag hoe BLA 
activiteit geheugenprocessen in de hippocampus kan stimuleren. De hippocampus is een 
belangrijk hersengebied voor ruimtelijk, contextueel en declaratief geheugen. Er is echter 
weinig bekend over hoe BLA activiteit ook in andere hersengebieden geheugenprocessen 
kan beïnvloeden. Verder heeft eerder onderzoek vooral gebruik gemaakt van stressvolle 
leertaken en weten we weinig of de BLA ook geheugenformatie voor meer alledaagse 
ervaringen kan beïnvloeden. Één zo’n meer alledaagse ervaring is het leren herkennen 
van objecten. In gedragsexperimenten bij proefdieren kan dit worden onderzocht. In de 
zogeheten objectherkenningstaak kunnen ratten tijdens een trainingssessie twee dezelfde 
objecten voor een bepaalde tijd exploreren. Om vervolgens te testen of zij dit object daarna 
kunnen herkennen wordt een retentietest uitgevoerd. Tijdens de testsessie is een van deze 
nu bekende objecten nog steeds aanwezig maar is het andere object vervangen door een 
nieuw object. Aangezien ratten van nature een voorkeur hebben voor nieuwe objecten, 
kan uit de verhouding van exploratie van het nieuwe en bekende object worden bepaald 
in hoeverre zij het bekende object hebben herkend. Als ratten een voorkeur hebben voor 
het nieuwe object tijdens deze testsessie kan dus geconcludeerd worden dat zij het andere, 
bekende object hebben herkend en er daarom minder interesse in tonen. Als de mate van 
exploratie van het nieuwe en bekende object gelijk is kan de conclusie worden getrokken 
dat zij het nieuwe object niet hebben herkend. De IC, maar ook een aantal andere gebieden 
van de hersenschors, is nauw betrokken bij deze objectherkenningstaak. We weten echter 
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heel weinig in hoeverre BLA activiteit door noradrenaline en emotie de werking van de IC 
kan beïnvloeden en op deze manier het geheugen voor objecten kan versterken dan wel 
verminderen.
 In Hoofdstuk 2 presenteer ik een overzicht van eerder gedaan onderzoek naar de rol van 
stresshormonen, noradrenaline en de BLA bij geheugen voor objectherkenning. Het toedienen 
van de bijnierhormonen adrenaline en cortisol direct na het exploreren van een nieuw object 
zorgt in beide gevallen voor een versterking van het geheugen. Verschillende studies hebben 
verder laten zien dat het farmacologisch toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA ook leidt 
tot een versterking van het geheugen, terwijl blokkade van noradrenaline met de receptor 
antagonist propranolol resulteert in een verslechtering van objectherkenningsgeheugen. Deze 
studies in de literatuur laten dus zien dat de effecten van stresshormonen en noradrenaline 
op deze leertaak vergelijkbaar zijn met die op andere, meer emotionele leertaken. Ik vond 
echter heel weinig studies die hadden gekeken naar interacties van de BLA met andere 
hersengebieden in het reguleren van geheugen voor objectherkenning. Een aantal studies 
had gekeken hoe BLA interacties met de hippocampus kan leiden tot veranderingen in de 
associatie van een object met de context waarin dit object was gepresenteerd, maar geen 
enkele eerdere studie had onderzocht of interacties van de BLA met de IC betrokken zijn bij 
de effecten van noradrenaline of emotie op geheugen voor objectherkenning.
 In Hoofdstuk 3 onderzocht ik daarom of de effecten van noradrenaline op de versterking 
van objectherkenningsgeheugen afhankelijk zijn van een functionele interactie tussen de BLA 
en IC. Ik vond dat het toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA na de leertaak niet alleen leidde 
tot een sterker geheugen voor het object maar ook tot een veranderde neuronale activiteit 
in de IC kort na de leerfase. Deze verandering in neuronale activiteit was selectief voor het 
voorste deel van de IC (anteriore IC; aIC). Het toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA had 
geen effect op neuronale activiteit in het achterste deel van de IC (posteriore IC; pIC). Deze 
resultaten tonen dus aan dat de BLA vooral communiceert met de aIC. Een interessante 
bevinding was verder dat de neuronale activiteit in de aIC niet omhoogging, maar juist omlaag. 
Dit heb ik kunnen aantonen met een immunofluorescentie experiment waarbij ik onder een 
microscoop zowel het aantal cellen in de aIC telde dat immunoreactiviteit vertoonde voor 
pCREB, een transcriptiefactor dat belangrijk is bij genexpressie, en ook het aantal cellen dat 
immunoreactiviteit vertoonde voor c-Fos, een eiwit dat tot expressie komt in actieve cellen. 
Ik vond verder dat het toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA resulteerde in een verhoogd 
aantal synapsen met GABAerge activiteit. GABA is een neurotransmitter dat een remmende 
werking heeft op neuronale activiteit. Ook hier vond ik alleen effecten binnen de aIC en niet 
pIC. Dus deze experimenten tonen aan dat het toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA leidt 
tot een beter geheugen voor objectherkenning en dat dit gepaard gaat met een verhoogde 
remming en daardoor verminderde neuronale activiteit van de aIC. Tot slot vond ik dat de 
aIC zelf ook meer receptoren voor noradrenaline bezit dan de pIC en dat het toedienen 
van noradrenaline in de aIC, maar niet in de pIC, ook resulteerde in een verbetering van 
objectherkenningsgeheugen. 
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 In Hoofdstuk 4 onderzocht ik verder de rol van noradrenerge activiteit van de BLA 
en interacties met de IC op het geheugen voor objectherkenning. Eerder onderzoek had 
aangetoond dat farmacologische stimulering van genexpressie in de IC door het lokaal 
toedienen van natriumbutyraat (een remmer van het enzym histoondeacetylase) leidt tot 
een versterking van objectherkenningsgeheugen. In deze studie kon ik aantonen dat dit 
natriumbutyraat effect in de IC op de versterking van objectherkenningsgeheugen afhankelijk 
is van noradrenerge activiteit in de BLA. Het toedienen van propranolol (een noradrenaline 
remmer) in de BLA zorgde er namelijk voor dat natriumbutyraat niet meer in staat was om 
het geheugen voor objectherkenning te versterken. Vergelijkbaar met de resultaten van 
Hoofdstuk 3 waren deze effecten specifiek voor de aIC. Dit experiment toont dus aan dat 
noradrenerge activiteit van de BLA op een belangrijke manier betrokken is bij het reguleren 
van genexpressie binnen de aIC en op zo’n manier geheugenformatie kan stimuleren.
 Recente onderzoeken bij vooral de mens stellen voor dat het verwerken van informatie 
voor nieuwe en bekende stimuli afhankelijk is van verschillende neurale systemen. Dit 
is een volledig nieuw idee en in hoeverre dit ook betrekking heeft op objectherkenning is 
niet eerder onderzocht. Omdat ratten tijdens de objectherkenningstaak zowel nieuwe als 
bekende objecten krijgen aangeboden, heb ik verder onderzocht hoe geheugenverbetering 
door natriumbutyraat en dus een verhoogde genexpressie in de aIC leidt tot het beter 
kunnen herkennen van zowel het nieuwe als bekende object. Mijn onderzoeksresultaten 
tonen aan dat het effect van natriumbutyraat op geheugenversterking selectief gepaard gaat 
met het beter kunnen herkennen van het eerder geziene, dus nu bekende object. Echter, 
na het toedienen van noradrenaline in de BLA waren ratten niet alleen in staat het nu 
bekende object beter te herkennen maar konden zij ook beter herkennen dat zij het nieuwe 
object niet eerder hadden gezien. Dit experiment laat dus zien dat zowel natriumbutyraat 
(gepaard met een verhoogde genexpressie in de aIC) als noradrenaline (gepaard met een 
verlaagde aIC activiteit) het geheugen voor objectherkenning kunnen verbeteren, maar dat 
de onderliggende mechanismen ten aanzien van het daardoor beter kunnen herkennen van 
bekende en nieuwe informatie verschillend zijn.
 In Hoofdstuk 5 probeerde ik de structurele basis voor de verschillende functies van de aIC 
en de pIC te ontrafelen. Ik injecteerde een retrograad virus in de aIC en pIC om te bepalen welke 
hersengebieden directe hersenverbindingen hebben met de aIC en welke hersengebieden 
vooral verbonden zijn met de pIC. In het geval van een injectie in de aIC, wordt dit virus 
opgenomen door de zenuwceleinden daar en via de vezels teruggetransporteerd naar alle 
cellichamen in andere hersengebieden. Het virus heeft een fluorescentiemarker en daardoor 
kan vervolgens onder de microscoop precies worden vastgesteld welke hersengebieden 
directe anatomische projecties hebben naar de aIC. Ik vond dat de aIC en pIC onderling sterk 
verbonden zijn. Maar belangrijker, ik vond dat de aIC vooral input krijg van hersengebieden 
die betrokken zijn bij leren- en geheugenfuncties en emotieregulering zoals de BLA, mediale 
prefrontale schors, caudatus-putamen en substantia nigra. Deze hersengebieden projecteren 
over het algemeen niet naar de pIC. De pIC krijgt vooral input van de visuele en auditore 
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hersenschors en van de hippocampus. Deze anatomische bevindingen ondersteunen dus 
mijn gedragsdata en laten zien dat de BLA en aIC onderling sterk verbonden zijn en deel 
uitmaken van een netwerk van hersengebieden dat betrokken is bij het reguleren van zowel 
emotie en geheugen. 
 In Hoofdstuk 6 geef ik een samenvatting van mijn onderzoeksresultaten en heb getracht 
deze in een bredere context te plaatsen. Ik beschrijf drie belangrijke thema’s. Ten eerste, 
wat zeggen mijn resultaten over de verschillende functies van de aIC en pIC? Ten tweede, 
wat is de functionele betekenis van mijn bevinding dat noradrenerge activiteit van de BLA 
leidt tot een verminderde neuronale activiteit van de aIC? Ten derde, wat zijn de mogelijke 
consequenties van mijn resultaten op het begrijpen dan de effecten van emotie op het 
reguleren van de sterkte, maar ook nauwkeurigheid van het geheugen? Aan de hand van 
deze discussie presenteer ik tot slot een nieuw model hoe ik denk dat noradrenerge activiteit 
van de BLA het geheugen voor objectherkenning kan beïnvloeden. In dit model stel ik voor 
dat emotionele opwinding en noradrenerge activiteit van de BLA (en dus een verminderde 
neuronale activiteit binnen de aIC) kan leiden tot een verhoogde rekrutering van andere 
hersengebieden die betrokken zijn bij geheugen voor objectherkenning zoals de perirhinale 
schors. Dit zorgt er vervolgens voor dat emotionele opwinding het geheugen voor objecten 
niet alleen sterker maakt maar mogelijk ook nauwkeuriger zodat meer details van het object 
kunnen worden herkend. 
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